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ABSTRACT

The Canadian beef industry proves to be a good research ground on how
environmental uncertainty may affect aspects of channel relationships. In Canada,
after the first native case of Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE) was
diagnosed in May 2003, the sentiments of helplessness and distress lead the way to
increased trading disturbance, and mostly uncertainty inside the beef-marketing
channel. The main objective of this research was to apply the political economy
framework recognized in marketing literature to the BSE crisis that struck the
Canadian beef-marketing channel in 2003. The inclusive nature of the political
economy framework can support marketing researchers to fiilly comprehend many
complex situations, along with extreme events that can represent an immédiate threat
to marketing channels. This research offers a more macro perspective on channel
competitiveness in a global market. It présents a rigorous literature review on recent
environmental uncertainty research and studies where the political economy
framework was applied.

Conceptually, this study investigates how the primary task environment of the focal
channel member can be influenced by environmental uncertainty, and how this
uncertainty can affect the internai polity, which contains both socio-political
structures (power and dependence relations) and processes (conflictive and
coopérative relations) of a marketing channel. This study is one of the first in
channels research to test the relationship between the primary task envirorunent in the
internai polity and uncertainty. A conceptual model based on the political economy
framework explicates hypothesized relationships in the présent research.

Broad research of interorganizational relations and marketing channels has been
made in marketing thus far (Bucklin 1970). Since the publication, in 1915, of Arch
Shaw's book Some problems in market distribution, the functionalist school of
thought and theory in marketing has contributed extensively in understanding
interactions within marketing channels. In the past, many scholars have shown
interest in the political economy framework by focusing solely on distribution
channel items, of which internai polity and economy éléments were considered. In
valuing the effects of unexpected extemal forces from the environment of a
marketing channel, the political economy framework is all-encompassing, but
empirical research on internai polity elements of the alleged framework needs to be
completed to actualize current marketing channels theory.

In doing so, this study deals with the complexity of evaluating dyadic relationships.
The fundamental research approach selected was a field survey of respondents from a
sample of cattle producers operating in the Canadian province of Saskatchewan. The
research design employed was a structured questionnaire that was administered
during personal interviews.



i Based on the outcome of our empirical data, environmental capacity and dynamism
that were subject to the présent study significantly influence the primary task
environment of cattle producers. In this study, some dimensions of environmental
uncertainty emerge as being important factors of influence to the primary task
environment of cattle producers. AIso, fmdings for this research contribute to
understand the power and dependence relations experienced by cattle producers, and
how they are influenced by environmental uncertainty within their primary task
environment. Food safety practices were integrated as a marketing aspect in an
empirically-tested construct, perhaps for the first time in marketing literature. It was a
deliberate choice by the investigator to incorporate a food safety related component to
the survey, and the reasons are outlined in this research. This study, though, failed to
fmd an empirically significant relationship hetween primary task environmental
uncertainty and socio-political processes.
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RESUME

Les événements récents qui ont frappé de plein fouet l'industrie bovine canadienne
ont forcé les acteurs des canaux de distribution de la filière bovine canadienne à

redéfinir le fonctionnement des systèmes et des processus qui sécurisent nos marchés.
Historiquement, les crises alimentaires ont toujours fragilisé la chaîne
d'approvisionnement d'un pays. En effet, depuis quelques années, nous voyons à
l'œuvre en Europe, notamment en Angleterre, les effets dévastateurs des catastrophes
alimentaires. Le diagnostic confirmé de l'encéphalopathie spongiforme bovine (ESB)
sur une seule et unique vache albertaine le 20 mai 2003 a semé une panique
médiatique, alimentant ainsi l'inquiétude à travers l'industrie bovine canadienne. A
cette date, plus de 35 pays émettaient un embargo sur la viande bovine canadienne
suite à la découverte d'un seul cas d'ESB, communément appelée maladie de la
vache folle. Pire encore, les consommateurs canadiens ont été confrontés à une
situation alarmante, et la confiance que ceux-ci attribuent à la chaîne alimentaire fut
totalement remise en question.

Compte tenu de la nouveauté de la crise canadienne d'ESB, et en se basant sur des
assises conceptuelles de la crise d'ESB qui avait frappé l'Angleterre en 1996, la
présente recherche démontre que le caractère événementiel de la crise de la vache
folle canadienne était, en vérité, une authentique crise. Une revue de la littérature en
matière de gestion de crise est incluse dans le cadre conceptuel de la présente
recherche. De plus, la présente recherche fait usage des mis en exergue recelés dans
le cadre politique économique présenté par Louis Stem et Torger Reve (1980). Plus
précisément, les concepts inhérents aux structures et aux processus sociopolitiques de
la politique interne du canal de distribution de la filière bovine canadienne, ainsi que
les dimensions de l'incertitude environnementale (environnement de tâches) sont
inclus dans le cadre conceptuel de la présente recherche.

La présente recherche s'intéresse particulièrement à la relation dyadique entre les
parcs bovins d'engraissement et les abattoirs de licence fédérale : seuls les abattoirs
ayant une telle licence peuvent exporter. L'unité d'analyse de la présente recherche
est uniquement le producteur bovin, excluant ainsi l'abattoir. L'évaluation empirique
de la présente recherche comprend 69 entrevues stmcturées d'administrateurs et
d'administratrices de parcs d'engraissement, effectuées dans la province canadienne
de la Saskatchewan, où l'on retrouve environ 25 % du cheptel bovin canadien. La
Saskatchewan compte 77 parcs d'engraissement; en conséquence, l'échantillonnage
représente environ 90 % de l'univers provincial absolu. La collecte de données a eu
lieu dans un contexte d'incertitude ou de crise, entre le 11 avril et le 3 juin 2005.

Les résultats empiriques indiquent que l'incertitude environnementale - notamment la
capacité environnementale et le dynamisme environnemental - influe sur la
perception d'incertitude environnementale des tâches primaires des producteurs
bovins. L'inaccessibilité des marchés internationaux et la fluctuation imprévisible des



prix du bovin canadien apparaissent avoir contribué à l'augmentation de l'incertitude
perçue par les producteurs bovins. Le manque de capacité environnementale perçue
par les producteurs bovins ne semble pas avoir hausser la volonté de se coordonner
et/ou de s'intégrer verticalement avec d'autres maillons du canal de distribution. En
raison de la dynamique à la fois passive et réactive des marchés pour les producteurs
bovins, il ne semble pas y avoir une absence de collaboration entre les producteurs
bovins et les abattoirs. D'autre part, la complexité environnementale ne semble pas
influer sur la perception d'incertitude environnementale des tâches primaires des
producteurs bovins. La complexité est, parmi les trois dimensions d'incertitude
environnementale, la dimension la plus apathique en ce qui concerne le modèle
conceptuel présenté.

De plus, toujours selon les résultats empiriques, la perception d'incertitude
environnementale sur les tâches primaires des producteurs bovins semble se
répercuter sur les structures sociopolitiques du canal de distribution. La réputation,
l'information et les politiques de fixation de prix semblent influer sur l'incertitude
perçue par les producteurs bovins dans leur environnement de tâches primaires. A cet
égard, les résultats empiriques de la présente recherche démontrent que le pouvoir
réel et le pouvoir perçu des producteurs bovins ne font qu'un, en particulier en
matière de flux transactionnel et de responsabilités civiles. De même, une relation
empirique négative semble exister entre la dépendance perçue et l'augmentation de
l'incertitude environnementale des tâches primaires des producteurs bovins.
Finalement, les résultats empiriques de la recherche signalent qu'il n'existe aucune
relation empirique entre la perception d'incertitude environnementale sur les tâches
primaires des producteurs bovins et les processus sociopolitiques du canal de
distribution.

Une des plus grandes contributions théoriques et conceptuelles de cette recherche est
de lier le cadre politique économique de Stem et Reve (1980) à un contexte
d'incertitude et de crise. La politique interne, où l'on retrouve les structures et les
processus sociopolitiques d'un canal de distribution, fut mesurée au sein d'une dyade
dont la recherche en marketing n'offre que très peu d'exemples.

D'autre part, les découvertes de cette recherche sur la perception du pouvoir
contredisent la littérature en marketing. Concernant le pouvoir, les producteurs bovins
semblent s'octroyer davantage de pouvoir qu'ils n'en ont en réalité. Le contexte
incertain semble avoir eu une empreinte sur la perception, ce qui explique peut-être
cette divergence avec la littérature en distribution. De plus, cette recherche est une
des premières en marketing à évaluer de façon empirique les dimensions de
sécurisation alimentaire des producteurs bovins canadiens en tant qu'aspect du
marketing.

Sur le plan managérial, la crise de la vache folle a créé une mouvance hors du
commun. Depuis plusieurs années, maintes entreprises agroalimentaires se vouent à
l'intégration verticale dans le but de s'approprier et de contrôler un autre maillon de



la chaîne d'approvisionnement, soit en amont soit en aval. On peut citer, comme
exemples, des transformateurs profitables tels que Olymel, Brochu et Lafleur.
Plusieurs distributeurs, notamment Métro, Sobeys et Provigo-Loblaws, se sont aussi
intégrés verticalement. La restauration a même vu ses intégrateurs. Par exemple,
McDonalds utilise un modèle d'affaires où l'intégration verticale est privilégiée. Dans
l'ensemble de ces cas, la production fait partie de la formule de centralisation.
Toutefois, la présente recherche démontre que dans l'Ouest canadien, l'intention de
s'intégrer verticalement relève rarement des producteurs eux-mêmes mais d'un autre
palier de la chaîne, dans im contexte incertain.

Depuis lors, les producteurs bovins semblent être stratégiquement isolés, étant à la
merci des politiques publiques formulées par les autorités gouvernementales en
matière de commerce international et de sécurité alimentaire. De plus, les producteurs
semblent irrémédiablement dépendants des autres paliers de la chaîne pour
commercialiser leurs produits, n'ayant peu ou pas de ressources pour transiger
directement avec le marché. Cette dépendance démesurée dans un contexte de crise
n'a fait que conscientiser les producteurs à une réalité plus orientée sur l'exportation.
Pour les producteurs bovins, la quête d'un pouvoir accru passe par l'intégration
verticale et l'appropriation d'un plus grand contrôle commercial. La crise de la vache
folle semble avoir clairement modifié leurs paramètres d'opérationnalisation.

Dans l'Ouest canadien, une quinzaine de projets ont vu le jour, notamment en Alberta
et en Saskatchewan. Les producteurs se sont mobilisés pour y investir des millions de
dollars. Partout au pays, l'objectif des producteurs bovins était toujours le
même : éliminer la vulnérabilité opérationnelle constatée et la remplacer par une
meilleure gouverne de la mise en marché du boeuf. Malheureusement, l'intégration
verticale pour les producteurs ne semble pas être aussi simple qu'on pourrait le croire.

A priori, l'incertitude liée au spectre de la réouverture éventuelle des frontières
américaines au bœuf canadien sur quatre pattes a fait reculer certains producteurs.
Pour eux, la solution temporaire, qui nécessite d'augmenter la capacité domestique
d'abattage, est certes destinée à l'échec. Mais pour les inconditionnels de l'intégration
verticale, ceux-ci se butent déjà à des obstacles tactiques de première importance.
D'abord, en se dédiant dorénavant à la transformation, les producteurs se doivent de
rivaliser avec un oligopole composé de conglomérats de grande envergure, tels que
Tyson Foods, Cargill et XL Beef. Ils connaissent bien les contraintes et les exigences
du marché, gèrent des marques efficacement et entretiennent déjà des alliances
stratégiques avec plusieurs producteurs dont la capacité de production dépasse les
20 000 bêtes. L'approvisionnement ne pose ainsi pas problème, surtout que
l'ensemble des transformateurs gèrent aussi leur propre bétail. Les producteurs bovins
de haut calibre ne s'intéressent pas du tout aux différents projets d'abattage pour des
raisons bien prévisibles. Conséquemment, ces projets d'abattage sont du ressort de
producteurs dont la capacité de production est nettement plus modeste. Parallèlement,
c'est ce groupe de producteurs qui éprouve beaucoup de résistance et de méfiance à



l'égard des transformateurs alimentaires, créant alors des projets peu emballant en
termes de défis.

Ensuite, les producteurs se doivent d'apprendre à transiger avec des distributeurs. De
par leur fonction, les distributeurs sont reconnus pour leur aisance à la négociation,
pour leurs astuces de mise en marché et, surtout, pour leur capacité à répondre aux
exigences du marché en temps quasi réel. Contrairement à la distribution, où une
stratégie est remise en question pratiquement à tous les jours, la production bovine
gère im cycle d'environ 24 mois avant l'abattage. Ces dynamiques de marché sont
diamétralement opposées. Néanmoins, l'ensemble des producteurs le reconnaissent et
misent essentiellement sur une approche incrémentale qui favorise les marchés de
niche (viandes biologiques, sans hormone, etc.). Finalement, les capitaux financiers et
humains nécessaires pour diriger une entreprise de transformation restent
considérables. Dans certains cas, les projets requièrent plusieurs dizaines de millions
de dollars, et ce, sans avoir abattu un seul animal. De toute évidence, l'évaluation du
risque d'un tel projet est d'une importance capitale, mais le climat incertain créé par
la crise de la vache folle assujettit les dirigeants des projets d'abattage à un dilemme
conjoncturel imprévisible. Pour les producteurs bovins, le combat semble encore loin
d'être gagné, compte tenu que les us et coutumes de plusieurs générations sont remis
en cause.

Il y a aussi une autre avenue managériale qui existe pour les producteurs. Afin de
sécuriser les canaux de distribution, la solution est fort simple : une traçabilité
alimentaire transversale, permettant que, du producteur au consommateur, la viande
puisse être suivie de son origine à l'assiette. Malheureusement, l'application de cette
solution n'est pas sans problème. Pour les producteurs bovins, les coûts sont
difficilement évaluables, et pour certains, le vraisemblable manque de vision
longitudinale occasionne certaines ambiguïtés. Par conséquent, les différentes
organisations, impliquées dans ce projet collectif, ont précipitamment déduit qu'elles
n'ont pas les moyens financiers pour soutenir un tel projet. D'emblée, l'industrie
attribue la responsabilité financière et sociale d'implanter un tel système aux instances
gouvemementales. Dans un contexte où l'implantation de la traçabilité doit répondre à
un besoin sociétal prédominant, la capacité d'une industrie de s'ajuster aux nouvelles
réalités est im aspect incontournable dans l'adoption de nouvelles technologies. Bien
sûr, une planification stratégique adéquate permettra aux différents acteurs de
communiquer tout en partageant des intérêts convergents. Bref, une stratégie crée un
langage consensuel et mène à un équilibre légitime.

Les crises sont inévitables, et surtout dans le domaine agroalimentaire. Les crises font
partie d'une réalité managériale et les organisations du domaine agroalimentaire
doivent composer avec ces occurrences. Dorénavant, ce changement de paradigme
peut permettre à l'industrie de mener à bien les crises futures qui frapperont
l'industrie. Les autres filières doivent aussi adopter un tel mode d'apprentissage pour
mieux gérer le risque inhérent à leur cheptel respectif ; il est illusoire de croire que
celles-ci ne seront jamais fi-appées par une crise semblable.
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Les paramètres qui définissent l'incertitude environnementale des tâches primaires
sont la principale faiblesse de cette recherche. Un seul item - la turbulence des
marchés - était compris dans tous les construits. Des recherches subséquentes doivent
considérer de nouvelles mesures. De plus, cette recherche ne s'attarde qu'à un seul
côté d'une relation dyadique. Pour des recherches futures, l'introduction de la
perception des dirigeants des abattoirs contribuera à une meilleure compréhension de
la relation dyadique entre ces deux maillons du canal de distribution. L'exclusion
d'administrateurs de parcs d'engraissement provenant d'autres provinces canadiermes
représente une autre limite considérable à notre recherche.

Pour le futur, une étude qui tiendra compte des environnements de tâche secondaires
et macro s'avère intéressante pour l'avenir de la recherche en matière de distribution.
Et, finalement, une analyse longitudinale de la crise de la vache folle canadienne
permettrait aux chercheurs en marketing de mieux comprendre le comportement des
membres d'un canal de distribution en temps de crise.

Enfin, le risque que représente l'ESB est réel, et ce risque demeurera avec l'industrie
bovine pour encore très longtemps. En raison d'une culture de contoumement
stratégique qui semble régner depuis longtemps, l'industrie est loin d'avoir les outils
nécessaires pour contrer ce risque persistant. Les parties prenantes de la filière bovine
doivent vraisemblablement s'engager à développer im nouveau modèle afin
d'améliorer les processus de traçabilité alimentaire, les méthodes d'inspection, les
formules de standardisation et de production afin de répondre aux exigences de nos
partenaires à l'international, et, à cet effet, des investissements financiers
supplémentaires doivent être consentis. Comme le début de la crise le suggère, verser
des indemnisations supplémentaires aux producteurs représente une solution facile et
simple. Pourtant, investir dans une infi-astructure opérationnelle avant-gardiste
demande un effort collectif et concerté avec l'ensemble des intervenants du milieu.

Cette recherche démontre que nous sommes loin de cet objectif.
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INTRODUCTION

On March 20, 1996, a date also known as "Black Wednesday" in the British

beef industry, the British Secretary of State of Health announced that a possible link

existed between Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE) and the Variant

Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease (vCJD), the human variant of mad cow disease, thus

creating environmental uncertainty in the food chain. In the two weeks following,

retail sales of beef products fell in excess of 33 % and continued to fall over the

following month, clearly demonstrating the preliminary impact of the scare on the

purchasing behaviour of British consumers. Massive média coverage about the

uncertainty, the lack of information, and what the announcement really meant for

food and public safety overtook the political agenda of the British beef industry.

Other countries around the world, including Canada and members of the European

Union, banned imports of British beef products. Major restaurant chains, including

McDonald's and Burger King, saw their sales décliné.

Seven years later, a somewhat comparable fate struck the Canadian beef

industry. In May 2003, the discovery of the first native North American case of BSE,

in Canada, deflated the prospects of the industry across the country, consequently

creating unmanageable uncertainty. The Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA)

started a thorough investigation and ordered the slaughter of some 2 700 animais.

However, international trading partners' confidence level in the quality of Canadian

beef and in Canada's food safety policies had dropped. Thirty-five countries issued an

embargo on Canadian beef, most notably the United States and Japan, the main

trading partners for Canadian beef related products, and the commodity price of

Canadian beef on intemational markets plummeted. Initially, some industry officiais

had quickly denied the seriousness of the situation and the long-term impact it would

have on the future of the industry. Many channel members, most notably producers,

adopted a régressive attitude, attempting to maintain the earlier status quo.

Consumers on the domestic market, on the other hand, unexpectedly continued to
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^  purchase Canadian beef products, indicated by a slight increase in Canadian domestic
demand.

As evidenced by first the British and then the Canadian BSE crisis, the

emergence of complex diseases in the food chain around the world bas made food

safety policy-making procédures even more multifarious. Trade policies bave

influenced public policies on food safety, and science bas developed faster tban food

safety policies, or even tbe capacity of national regulators, wbicb makes any BSE

crisis a socio-tecbnological disaster.

In tbe last decade, BSE bas become a global food safety issue. BSE was

initially discovered in England in September 1985, and was formally identified in

November 1986. Afterwards, tbe Britisb govemment responded witb a feed ban in

July 1988 and witb a ban on specified bovine offal for buman consumption. Even

tbougb tbis ban was implemented, BSE was discovered in otber countries. In 1989,

^  first cases were identified in Ireland, followed by Portugal in 1990 and France in
1991. Later, tbe effects of tbe disease extended to most otber European countries. In

tbe United Kingdom, tbe épidémie peaked in 1992 wbere nearly 40 000 cases were

diagnosed. Tbe 1996 public announcement of a possible link between BSE and a new

variant of a deadly Creutzfeld-Jakob disease (nv-CJD), by tbe Britisb Secretary of

State for Healtb bas grown to be a tuming point for tbe cattle industry in tbe world.

Tbe European Union immediately responded witb a community ban on Britisb beef

and derived product export. Otber countries around tbe world, including Canada, also

banned imports of Britisb beef products. Consumers across tbe world voiced concems

about obtaining nv-CJD ffom beef. European consumers, in particular, were found to

be bigbly fearful of BSE and anxious consumers lowered tbeir beef consumption

drastically (Glitsb, 2000). Altbougb many scientists originally expected tbe number

of detected cases of nv-CJD to be in tbe tbousands, 146 cases of tbe disease bave

been positively diagnosed around tbe world, between October 1996 and December

2003.
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^  In reality, the first Canadian domestic case of BSE was detected on a British-
bom cow in 1993, three years before the 1996 British report that linked BSE to nv-

CJD, consequently drawing very little public attention. Since then, food safety

concems bave influenced economical and political policies employed by regulative

institutions around the world. Additionally, most countries have opened up their

markets to increase trade with their international partners. Political and economical

alliances between countries in Europe, Northem and Southem America, Asia and the

création of the World Trade Organization have remodelled the premises of

international commercialisation.

In Canada, aller the first native case of BSE was diagnosed in May 2003,

feelings of helplessness and distress led the way to increased trading disturbance,

uncertainty, power disequilibria and conflict inside the beef-marketing channel.

Several beef producers have blamed food manufacturers and distributors for not

stimulating beef demand by decreasing retail prices of beef products offered to

^  consumera on the domestic market. In addition, many observera have argued that
fmancial compensation from public funds given to beef producers have been

disproportionate. Uiunistakably, many political clashes and setbacks between partners

within the marketing chaimel have transpired since the criais started in May 2003.

This industry-wide criais was initiated by the embargo issued against Canadian beef

related products by many of Canada's foremost international trading partners. Their

décisions unreservedly transformed interorganizational relationships within the

Canadian beef-marketing channel. As such, these circumstances created uncertainty

that flawed the decision-making capacity of channel members within the Canadian

beef industry. Observable variables ffom the Canadian BSE crisis lead one to believe

that économie and socio-political forces are capable of redefining power relativity

conditions within food marketing charmels.

Subséquent to a robust review of the historical évolution of marketing

thought, we investigate the Canadian BSE crisis by considering the fundamental
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elements of the framework of marketing channels as political économies. The

political economy framework, a comprehensive mapping that contains varions

paradigms and orientations, encompasses extemal économie and socio-political

influences from the channel's environment (Amdt, 1981; Stem and Reve, 1980).

Thus, the wholeness and complexity of this framework represents an idéal conceptual

apparatus for a thorough considération of the Canadian BSE crisis. Broad research of

interorganizational relations and marketing channels has been made in marketing thus

far. Since the publication of Arch Shaw's book in 1915, the functionalist school of

thought and theory in marketing has contributed extensively in understanding

interactions within marketing channels. In the past, many scholars have shown

interest in the political economy framework by focusing solely on distribution

channel variables, of which internai polity and economy elements were considered

(Tamilia, 1995). In valuing the effects of unexpected extemal socio-political and

economical forces on marketing channels, the political economy framework is

inclusive, but empirical research on extemal polity elements of the alleged framework

needs to be completed to actualize current marketing channels theory. This research

explores that theoretical facet.

Considering the amount of new borderless économies and the growing

number of food safety threats, current marketing channel literature is outdated. Very

little académie encroachment was made in the last twenty years in the field of

marketing channels. The Canadian BSE crisis, and other food crises around the world

for that matter, shows how limited contemporary marketing literature on marketing

channels really is. Even though researchers would face serions methodological

limitations with the political economy framework (Amdt, 1983), further research into

the outcomes of instant extemal political or economical shock on marketing channels

appears to be worthwhile and necessary.



FIRST CHAPTER

CONTEXT

1. STRUCTURE OF THE CANADIAN BEEFINDUSTRY

1.1 Members of the beef-marketing channel

To appreciate the complexity of the Canadian beef industry, we begin by

identifying and describing the most significant members of the beef-marketing

channel (see Figure 1) (Agriculture and Agri-food Canada, 2002b). The North

American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes describe the industry

spécifications for each channel member. First, the Canadian beef-marketing channel

and its members rely on the efficiency and accessibility of feed suppliers (NAICS

code 3111). Their rôle in the supply chain is to manufacture feed for animais destined

for consomption. This industry is comprised of establishments primarily engaged in

manufacturing food and feed for animais, including pets, as it includes feed suppliers

for cattle.

Figure 1
The Canadian beef-marketing channel
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Cattle farmers and feedlots, the focal channel member for this study, are

registered under NAICS code 112110. This Canadian industry comprises

establishments primarily engaged in raising and fattening cattle. The raising of cattle

for dairy herd replacements is also included in this industry. However, it is important

to understand how cow/calf opérations and cattle for slaughter opérations are

distinguished ffom each other. The nature of Canada's cow / calf ranching opérations

has changed significantly over time, with increasing emphasis placed on intensive

and specialized use of resources in beef production (see Figure 2). The established

practice of most cow/calf ranches in Canada is to breed their cows in June and July.

Calves are bom in March and April of the following year. This means that the young

calves, almost ail of which are raised outdoors, are not subjected to cold winter

weather. The calves graze with their mothers on pastures and grasslands throughout

the spring, summer, and fall seasons.

Figure 2
The Cattle-Beef supply chain in Sa.skatchcwan
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The average weight of calves at weaning in the fall (October or November) is

about 250 kg, but weights can range from 160 to 320 kg depending on âge at

weaning, the genetic background of the calf, and grass conditions during the summer

grazing season. The lighter calves (160-225 kg) typically are left on pasture for an

extra 120-150 days, before they enter back grounding and high-energy feeding

programs for slaughter between 18 and 24 months of âge. Back grounding is the
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^  process of feeding high forage (hay and straw) feeds to increase the weight of smaller
calves up to 350 kg. This type of animal is fed in order to gain weight at a relatively

slow rate so that it will grow and not become too fat. The medium-weight calves

(225-275 kg at weaning) are normally placed on a lower energy back grounding

feeding program before being placed on a high-energy grain-feeding program for

slaughter between 14 and 18 months of âge. The heavier calves (275-320 kg) are

normally placed on a high-energy grain-feeding program after weaning for up to 225

days, and are ready for slaughter between 12 and 14 months of âge. However, some

calves are sold in auctions to cattle producers who will raise and sell them to beef

manufacturers (slaughterhouses and packers). The calves can be sold either for short-

term fînishing (producers buying calves weighing approximately 375 kg) or long-

term fmishing (producers buying calves weighing approximately 275 kg). Cattle are

usually slaughtered when weighing about 575 kg. Several national trade associations,

notably the Canadian Cattlemen's Association and the Beef Trade Association,

represent cattle producers.

After beef producers, beef manufacturers and packers are listed as animal

manufacturing and slaughtering facilities (NAICS code 31161). The focal channel

members are those who directly deal with federally licensed abattoirs, or those that

produce cattle that are bound for sale to other countries. This industry comprises

establishments primarily engaged in slaughtering animais, including poultry;

preparing processed méats and meat by-products; or rendering animal fat, bones, and

meat scraps.

Food distributors that deal directly with Canadian consumers (NAICS code

41316), are establishments primarily engaged in wholesale delivery of ffesh, ffozen

(except fi-ozen packaged), cured, and cooked méats. Canadian consumers have

inherently changed the structure and the dynamic of the Canadian beef industry. The

quest for healthier foods, the growing concems about cardiac health of aging

populations in industrialized countries, and consumer confidence have influenced
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domestic beef consumption in Canada (Grenier and Labrecque, 2004). Although the

quality of Canadian beef bas been recognized across the world, domestic beef

consumption bas dropped in tbe last 14 years (Canfax, 2003; Mad cow fears, 2003).

Consumer bebaviour towards Canadian beef products bas forced Cattle producers to

seek new markets and export tbeir products to foreign countries. Consumers are

represented by several interest groups, notably tbe Consumers Association of Canada,

an interest group tbat relies a great deal on volunteers across Canada.

1.2 Canadian regulatory institutions

For food safety policies in Canada, tbe most prominent regulatory agency is

tbe Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA). Tbe CFIA is Canada's fédéral food

safety, animal bealtb, and plant-protection enforcement agency (Canadian Food

Inspection Agency, 2003). Tbe CFIA plays a significant rôle in inspecting food plants

and beef producers and managing food safety crises. Tbe création of tbe CFIA in

April 1997, by way of tbe Canadian Food Inspection Agency Act, combined

inspection and related services previously provided tbrougb tbe activities of four

fédéral govemment departments: Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Fisberies and

Océans Canada, Healtb Canada, and Industry Canada. Tbe establishment of tbe CFIA

consolidated tbe delivery of ail fédéral food, animal, and plant-bealtb inspection

programs in Canada (CFIA, 2003).

Tbe scope of tbe CFIA's mandate is vast and complex, but notewortby.

Activities range from tbe inspection of federally registered meat processing facilities,

to border inspections for foreign pests and diseases, as well as tbe enforcement of

practices related to fraudulent labelling. Tbe CFIA vérifiés tbe bumane transportation

of animais, conducts food investigations and recalls, and performs laboratory testing

and environmental assessments of seeds, plants, feeds, and fertilizers. Tbe CFIA

opérâtes under tbe autbority of tbe Ministry of Healtb of Canada, wbicb is responsible

for establisbing policies and standards for tbe safety and nutritional quality of food

sold in Canada. Tbis includes tbe administration of tbose provisions of tbe Food and
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I  Drugs Act that relate to public health, safety, and nutrition; and for assessing the
effectiveness of the Agency's activities related to food safety.

Agriculture and Agri-food Canada is Canada's Ministry of Agriculture.

Agriculture and Agri-food Canada is responsible for developing policies and

programs to assure the security of the food system and the health of the environment,

and providing information, as well as supporting innovative research and technology.

Its main objective is to facilitate growth and efficiency in agribusinesses across the

country (Agriculture and Agri-food Canada, 2002b).

Canada is separated into 10 différent provincial jurisdictions, ail of which

bave a provincial ministry of agriculture. Most are concemed with policies and

standards for the safety and nutritional quality of food sold in their own province.

Most, including the province of Saskatchewan, where almost 25 % of ail Canadian

beef-related products are produced, are also involved with inspections of provincially

^  registered méat processing facilitics, and with the enforcement of practices related to
deccitful labclling.

2. BEEF-MARKETING CHANNEL'S STRATEGIES

For the past two décades, most beef producers were focused on exports, as

Canada is known to be a country of agricultural production surpluses. The Canadian

beef industry, which gcncratcd 7 billion $ in revenues in 2002, bas always been

perceived as producing a high quality commodity on global markets. In 2002, beef

and cattle imports in Canada were valucd at 1 billion $ whercas exports of beef and

beef related products to ail countrics were estimatcd at 4 billion $ (Allen-McGill,

2002). Almost 80 % of thèse were exportcd to the United States. This makes the

industry prcdominantly dépendent on its American trading partners (Agriculture and

Agri-food Canada, 2002b; Canadian Cattlemen's Association, 2003; Canfax, 2003).

{
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3. CANADIAN PUBLIC POLICIES ON FOOD SAFETY AND TRADE

Canadian fédéral, provincial, and territorial ministers of agriculture pledged to

meet contemporary challenges by jointly developing a comprehensive agricultural

policy framework in 2002. Five fundamental elements are contained in the

ffamework, of which food safety and quality are included. The main objectives of the

framework conceming food safety are to provide funding and support to the farmers

and the industry in order to build on current food safety measures while undertaking

new measures to enable the tracing of food products back to the farm; to improve

food quality; and to share critical information. These measures improve the sector's

ability to identify and respond to food safety issues and concems, while improving

market access and opportunities for the sector (Allen-McGill, 2002). After ail

provincial jurisdictions signed the agreement in 2002, it became the officiai guideline

for any future agricultural policies conceming food safety issues implemented in

Canada.

4. CANADIAN ON-FARM FOOD SAFETY PROGRAM

Canada has countless number of programs available to the industry. However,

this research only focuses on the most relevant programs that are related to the

survey. At the fédéral level, and under the agreement of the agricultural policy

framework, the Canadian On-Farm Food Safety Program (COFFSP) provides an

opportunity for national commodity associations to expand the stratégies and the

necessary tools to educate producers and to initiate implementation of on-farm food

safety initiatives consistent with the Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP)

définitions and principles established by the Codex Alîmentarius Commission. This

program works in conjunction with the Food Safety Enhancement Program run by the

CFIA (Agriculture and Agri-food Canada, 2002a).
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5. PROVINCIAL PROGRAMS AND SERVICES RELATED TO THE
BEEF INDUSTRY

Most of the beef produced in Canada cornes from the western Canadian

provinces, primarily from Alberta and Saskatchewan. Many provinces bave adopted

Beef Development Funds, such as Saskatchewan's, in order to support the

development and diversification of the beef industry through fimding of projects

related to production research, technology transfer, and development and promotion

of new products. In addition, many provinces have adopted and followed food safety

initiatives to guide the industry in a common and more united stratégie direction.

Agencies such as Can-Trace, based in Ontario, have established a forum that invites

ail beef-channel members to examine food safety issues and create universal agendas.

Provincial and fédéral govemments often support those initiatives.
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6. DOMESTIC MARKET FOR CANADIAN BEEF

Canadians consume on average 32 kg of beef per year, which makes Canada

the fifth largest consumer of beef in the world. Only Argentineans, Americans,

Brazilians, and Australians eat more beef than Canadians do on a yearly basis

(Canfax, 2004). Since 1990, beef domestic demand had decreased by 5,5 %, but

increased in 2003, by 5,1 %. This sporadic increase confirmed that Canadian

consumers had trust in the safety of its beef supply chain and the mad cow scare did

not seem to raise any public health concems (see Figure 3).

i

Figure 3
The beef consumption in Canada
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In 2002, the Canadian beef industry generated over 6 billion $ in farm gâte

sales annually. This is over one-fîfth of total farm gâte sales for ail agricultural

commodities. With annual sales in excess of 9 billion $, the meat processing industry
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^  ranks sixth largest of ail manufacturing industries in Canada and is the largest sector
of the food industry.

The Canadian industry has also positioned itself as a major trader of beef and

beef products, as well as cattle and calves. Before 2003, Canada was the fourth

largest beef and beef cattle exporter in the world, of which 1,1 billion $ was in live

cattle trade and 1,7 billion $ was in beef products trade. The majority of Canadian

beef imports are in the form of fresh or frozen beef, primarily from the United States,

but also ffom Australia and New Zealand (Canadian Cattlemen's Association, 2003).

Because of the mad cow crisis, however, data on foreign markets for Canadian

beef is somewhat distorted. Nevertheless, the United States is by far the biggest

foreign market for Canadian beef. In 2003, despite the effects of the mad cow crisis,

Canadian beef producers were able to ship 1,2 billion $ worth of beef products (82 %

of ail exports), a 37 % décliné from the previous year. No live cattle were shipped, as

^  the American embargo on Canadian beef was still holding at the end of 2003. Mexico
(100 millions, 10% of ail exports), Japan (41 million $) and South Korea

(28 million $) are other significant foreign markets for the Canadian beef industry

(Canfax, 2004).

The United States is the largest importer of beef in the world. In 2003, 25 %

of ail beef imports Worldwide were to the United States. Japan was second, with 12 %

of ail imports: Canada was in ninth place, with 5 %. Australia became the biggest

exporter of beef for the first time in 2004, exporting 20 % of ail beef products in the

world. The United States and Brazil are now second with 17 % of ail exports; New

Zealand was responsible for 9 % of ail beef exports. Canada was down to fifth place

in 2003, with 8 % of ail beef exports (Canfax, 2004).
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^  8. INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC POLICIES ON FOOD SAFETY

Food safety régulations and standards progress differently around the world as

countries react to food safety crises and préparé for perceived exposure to emerging

food safety risk (Beck, 2002). Around the world, régulations and standards are

shaped by each country's own experience with food safety issues, by inherent food

safety risk levels in each food supply, by the willingness of a country to mobilize

resources to manage inherent risks, and fînally, by the différences in consumer's

perception of food safety and risk (Buzby, 2003; Hobbs, 2002). There are many

reasons for trade disputes, and différences in food safety régulations and standards are

certainly one of them. Most industrialized countries that trade beef on world markets

have régulation agencies that concur with domestic food safety policies, and that

regulate the beef industry (Glitsh, 2000).

i

As well, food safety is included in the World Trade Organization's (WTO)

Sanitary and Phytosanitary Agreement (SPS), and, as such, is one of those areas

exempted ffom normal trade rules. The basis of SPS is scientific justification, based

on the Codex Alimentarius of the United Nations. Countries also have the right to

impose temporary precautionary measures in the absence of scientific evidence. To

minimize disruption of trade, WTO members are required to choose restrictive

measures when acting on food safety or other health issues, and must provide

transparent evidence of their risk assessment. In the event of a dispute between

countries, the WTO provides a resolution mechanism designed to enforce rules.

It is clear that recent international trading agreements and global food safety

concems have proliferated extemal political forces. The influx of agreements, akin to

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and trading regulatory agencies

like the WTO, bas utterly changed the geo-political symmetry between nations. For

trading partners, food is tied up with countries' relative political power. Some

countries, like Canada and the United States, are simply better endowed with variety
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^  of natural resources and growing conditions that enhance agricultural production.
Food has historically been an essential ingrédient of power and weaponry in

international trade (McDonald, 1999). Countries that are self-sufficient with food

production are less likely to be dépendant from other countries, profiting ffom high-

levelled food reliance of foreign trading partners. However, many govemments bave

since then resorted to stringent food safety policies that can arguably be translated

into protectionist policies.

9. ECONOMIC OPENNESS AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE

AGREEMENTS

9.1 North American Free Trade Agreement

International trading agreements bave influenced tbe progression of Canadian

beef exports (Gilpin and Gilpin, 2002). For example, tbe 1988 Canada-United States

Free Trade Agreement (CUSTA) merged tbe géographie area to include an open

market between tbe two countries. However, many Canadian business sectors,

including agriculture, were frigbtened about tbe conséquences of sucb an agreement

(Warley and Baricbello, 1987). Marketing cbannels needed to adapt and create

innovative partnersbips witbin tbe market, creating new parameters. Wben CUSTA

was upgraded to form tbe current NAFTA in 1994, many Mexicans were concemed

that NAFTA migbt encroacb on tbeir sovereignty in several business sectors,

including agriculture. However, tbe political setting between tbe tbree Nortb

American countries stabilized afterwards.

9.2 European Union

In Europe, a new political and economical synergy was establisbed in 1993

witb tbe arrivai of tbe new European Union (EU). NAFTA and EU are currently tbe

two largest trade blocs in tbe world. Many new standards and normalisation processes

were implemented in order to better commercial practices witbin European beef

marketing cbannels. Tbe EU is tbe outcome of nearly 40 years of political and
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économie negotiations aimed at crafting a coopérative and growing environment for

the Emopean continent. Most modem debates seek to answer whether market forces

are more important than political forces, given that agriculture and food safety are

major political matters. Tensions between European nations and the European

community goveming body are palpable, as most countries want to protect their

national sovereignty on agrifood policies. During the BSE crisis in Britain, European

countries were also constrained to deal with alarmingly decreasing beef demand by

European consmners.

9.3 Général Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

The Uruguay Round that was ultimately completed in December 1993 and

came into effect in early 1995 dealt for the first time with the litigious topic of

agriculture (Hocking and McGuire, 1999). Agricultural issues at international trading

negotiations were always left off the table because of their contentions nature. Among

other issues, farm subsidies bave always been problematic in international trade.

Furthermore, the final agreement of the Uruguay Round was the création of the

WTO, which replaced the Général Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT),

originally created in 1948.

i

9.4 World Trade Organization

The WTO was established to assist countries in negotiating down international

trade barriers for agricultural and other products (Kohls and Uhl, 2002). Compared

with GATT, the WTO was designed to have more power in its dispute settlement

procédures, including trade sanctions for disobeying countries. The impartial panel of

experts chosen by the WTO represents an unbiased mechanism that maintains the

equilibrium of power among trading countries. Although the création of the WTO has

been controversial, it has played an essential rôle in expanding intemational trade.

Under the WTO's umbrella, the Cancun Round in 2003 addressed for the first time,

although unsuccessfully, the delicate subject of agricultural subsidies.
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Even if changes implemented by the WTO bave been ratber modest, in tbe

future its existence will almost certainly influence international trade parameters and

power relations between countries, notably witb Nortb-Soutb trade issues for lesser-

developed countries. In addition, some trade experts argue tbat régional trading blocs

will play a major rôle in sbaping future trade rules and régulations. Tbose outer socio-

political and economical forces will ultimately fasbion power imbalances between

partners inside a marketing cbannel, tbus creating operational and stratégie control.

Considering tbe WTO's mission in international trades, meat marketing cbannels of

exporting countries, wbicb bave notoriously traded exclusively witb industrialized

coimtries in tbe past, will bave to adjust tbeir stratégies to accommodate new trading

paradigms imposed by WTO's upcoming décisions. Tbe Canadian beef industry is

naturally factored into tbis sector.
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SECOND CHAPTER

CRISIS MANAGEMENT

LITERATURE REVIEW AND BSE

1. PREMISES OF A CRISIS

Although the study of crisis management was fîrst introdueed in the political

science curriculum, it involves multiple disciplines including marketing (Fauchant

and Mitroff, 1992), as crisis management is a relatively new concept in marketing.

Growing numbers of scholars and managers alike recognize that a crisis, despite its

négative characteristics, can be a powerful catalyst for change and leaming (Fauchant

and Mitroff, 1992). Towards the end of the 1970s, académies in management

demonstrated interest in crisis management literature, recognizing its pertinence to

everyday managerial responsibilities (Lagadec, 1991; Ferrow, 1984). Crisis

management literature was evoked during marketing research and strategy (Clark,

1988), product management (Siomkos and Kurzbard, 1994), sales force management

(Carter, 1997), distribution (Czinkota and Kotabe, 2000), market orientation (Grewal

and Tansuhaj, 2001), and in the service industries (Litvin and Alderson, 2003). In

relation to food safety issues, the concept of crisis management has already been

applied by marketing académies (Finn and Louviere, 1992). The food and agriculture

industries have had, by necessity, to radically increase their mass production methods

and streamline their marketing procédures in order to supply the ever-increasing

world population and open borders. Because of this, any system breakdown or

abnormality in their industry will also be to the distinct détriment of large numbers of

people (Fauchant and Mitroff, 2002).

AU socio-political and economical issues should be explicitly considered and

integrated when studying the occurrence of crises (Fearson and Clair, 1998). A crisis

can be either human-induced or created by natural disasters. Most académie research

is focused on human-induced crises; however, the Britain BSE crisis could be
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^  considered as a socio-technological disaster (Denis, 1998; Pearson and Mitroff,
1993). The British BSE crisis can also be considered as a socio-political crisis, with

its foundation coming from an extemal element to the industry (Mitroff, Shrivastava,

andUdwadia, 1987).

In a crisis, antagonism and rivalry are sometimes replaced by enhanced

solidarity. A crisis reveals what was hitherto concealed and often impels changes that

organisations should have made previously (Morin, 1976). Modem technology has

enhanced managerial complexity, and hecause time and space are intégral factors in

the évolution of a crisis, one is more likely to occur hecause of enhanced technology

(Morin, 1976, 1991; Quarantelli, 1996; Weick, 1993). Notwithstanding improved

safety measures and greatly reduced risks for error, when incidents do occur the

resulting crisis is usually colossal.

To flilly appreciate whether or not we are in fact dealing with a crisis, we must

^  consider several promises of a crisis. A crisis can be described as a cmcial stage, or
tuming point in a process, or an unstable situation of extreme danger or difficulty.

The promises a crisis helps identify if the event itself is in fact a crisis are exemplified

by the following three criteria. First, the intemal System of an organization or an

industry has to be entirely affected by the event (Roux-Dufort, 2000). Second, the

fimdamental principles of implicated subjects are questioned, altered, or even

protected by newly created tacit defence mechanisms (Fauchant and Mitroff, 1995).

Lastly, no active mechanisms within an organization can be employed to regain its

former condition, processes or structure. There are mptures between traditional

managerial practices and anchored paradigms (Lagadec, 1991).

2. DEFINITION OF A CRISIS

No universal définition of a crisis exists, and many have claimed that no such

définition can exist. Nonetheless, some scholars have presented définitions. For

4
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^  example, Fauchant and Mitroff (1995) brought the concept of crisis to an individual
level, defining a crisis as an unexpected event that pressures concemed individuals to

manage a situation that menaces their personal objectives. However, for the purposes

of this study, we favour the following définition presented by Lagadec (1991):

A crisis is equal to a lack of knowledge, the unknown and an

invasion of unexpected uncertainty. (p. 31)

Lagadec combines environmental uncertainty and the occurrence of crisis,

which appeals to the conceptualization of our research ffamework.

3. GENEALOGY OF A CRISIS

The end of the American Civil War in 1865 brought food shortages to the

aboriginal peoples of the North American plains. The bison herds, upon which they

had depended, were being eradicated. To help meet the demand for meat, the United

States contracted cattle producers to push large herds of Texas longhom cattle north

towards westem Canada. This marked the beginning of the Canadian cattle industry.

The large régions of grazing land attracted foreign investment and the westem

prairies were rapidly occupied. However, the prairies then opened up to

homesteading. Most farmers owned only a few head of cattle and horses, kept

primarily for work. Energy and money went into the production of wheat rather than

beef. By the end of the 1930s, tractor power began to replace animal power. This

resulted, in the years that followed, in the increased availability of feed grains,

particularly barley. Beef cattle became an important part of mixed grain farms and

Canadian cattle numbers in the West increased ffom three million to nine million

between 1940 and 1975.

During the 1950s, the use of com silage enabled central and eastem Canadian

producers to finish cattle more economically than their western counterparts, whose

cattle were still being finished on range. Improved économie conditions and the ready

i
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^  supply of western calves for finishing enabled a large feedlot industry to develop in
eastem Canada.

Climate, availability of coarse feed grains, and improved marketing and

transportation alternatives led to the prominent feedlot industry in the early 1970s.

Today, the Canadian beef cattle industry is an intégral part of the Canadian économie

mosaic (Canadian Cattlemen's Association, 2003). In terms of food-safety policy

measures, the same ruminant-to-ruminant feed ban implemented in Britain in 1988

was imposed in Canada in 1997. This was later upgraded to a mammalian-ruminant

feed ban. In addition, a national cattle identification program was implemented in

2002. Up imtil 2003, the only BSE case found in North America was in 1993, in a

cow from the United Kingdom (UK). To our knowledge, no other public policy

linked to food safety for cattle was adopted prior to 2003.

On January 30, 2003, however, a 6-year-old Angus cow in the Canadian

^  province of Alberta sent for slaughter at a province-licensed meat packer (which
cannot export its products) was initially diagnosed as having pneumonia and was put

down before entering the food chain. However, on May 16, 2003, the sample was

tested and found positive for BSE. The diagnosis was confirmed again by the

Canadian food inspection agency (CELA) and at the UK Weybridge veterinary

laboratory (Duchesne, 2003). On May 20,2003, the CFIA had to announce its first-

ever native BSE case to the world, thus igniting an industry-wide crisis. Exports of

Canadian beef and cattle were immediately affected. Non-tariff trade barriers were

enacted across the world {Le boeuf canadien, 2003). Most importantly, the United

States shut down its borders to Canadian beef. Within hours, many other countries,

including Japan, Mexico, and Thailand followed suit. The CFIA immediately started

its own investigation. It destroyed and tested 2 700 cattle in Western Canada {Le plan

d'aide, 2003). Although no other cases of BSE were found, the Canadian beef

industry had lost access to its major markets.
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^  May 20, 2003 is considered as the clinching event of the Canadian mad cow
crisis (Roux-Dufort, 2000). Some scholars would consider it the founding act

(Fauchant and Mitroff, 1995). The founding act triggers the crisis. It is actually an

artefact of a total breakdown in the collective sense making of the marketing channel

(Pearson and Clair, 1998).

4. EXISTENCE AND DURATION OF A CRISIS

Both the existence and the duration of a crisis can he defined hy the incessant

search for a solution to the crisis (Rosenthal and Kouzmin, 1993). Every crisis has its

distinctive points, where the évolution of incidences can dictate whether or not the

crisis is over or not. The duration of a crisis can also he hased on the uninterrupted

level of envirorunental uncertainty.

5. EPISTEMOLOGY OF A CRISIS

A crisis is often accompanied hy confusion and dysfunctional sense making

ffom the organization and people directly involved in the crisis, as a crisis usually

enhances demands on sense making (Weick, 1990, 1993). In addition, no recognized

and standardized methods apply during a crisis (Roux-Dufort, 2000), as most

members tend to doubt organizational culture, values, and symbols, even at the

channel level (Hurst, 1995). Channel members would also seek to blâme scapegoats

for the cause of the crisis (Elliott, Smith, and McGuinnes, 2000). They may

experience a loss of identity and display incohérent behaviour (Pearson and Clair

1998). They may also experience demand and technological uncertainty (Grewal and

Tansuhaj, 2001), and show short-term vision when making important stratégie

décisions (Roux-Dufort, 2000). No channel members assume a systemic approach on

problem solving or critical thinking (Mitroff et al., 1987).

During a crisis, blockages in leaming and cognitive processes are always

évident (Bateson, 1972), and estimating the conséquences of actions is oflen difficult
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^  (Weick, 1993). Moreover, channel members also have difficulty in evaluating goals
and deadlines. Interorganizational relationships are marked by acceptance of little or

no responsibility, and ail parties involved generally maintain the state of déniai. Most

crises force conformity to regular procédures, as many channel members aim at

retaining the status quo, the situation prior to the crisis (Perrow, 1984). Channel

members make an effort to gain time, and decision-making capacities on market

orientation are non-existent (Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001).

The epistemology of crisis recognizes that in order to résolve the situation as

quickly and thoroughly as possible, channel members look outside the channel, as

they experience a sense of lost stratégie resources (Roux-Dufort, 2000). In doing so,

many members will keep the levels of communication within dyads at a strict

minimum, since they operate through obstructive controls similar to rules and

standards. Channel members would spontaneously redefine the mission, values, and

objectives of their own organization, since they sense a lack of reliable information

^  (Weick, 1993). Most importantly, a crisis shifls ail internai structure, distorts
relationships within the channel, and inherently alters confidence of members

(Shrivastava, Mitroff, Miller, and Miglani, 1988).

6. BOVINE SPONGIFORM ENCEPHALOPATHY

6.1 The origins of BSE

Two hundred years ago, Scottish shepherds observed that their sheep

constantly rubbed themselves against fences, trees, and other objects. They named

this phenomenon Scrapie, otherwise referred to, in scientific circles, as Transmissible

Spongiform Encephalopathy (TSE). This is a fatal degenerative disease affecting the

central nervous system (CNS) of sheep and goats. TSE, including the human variant

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (vCJD), is a devastating disease. It tums the brain to Swiss

cheese by creating holes in cérébral tissues. As the disease progresses, more and more

brain and CNS tissue is affected, so death becomes inévitable (Andrews, Farrington,

(
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^  Ward, and Cousens, 2003). The most familiar TSE is Alzheimer's disease. Creutzfeld
and Jakob worked at Dr. Alzheimer's institute for brain diseases. Some researchers

consider that 5% to 10% of Alzheimer's disease cases may be in reality

misdiagnosed vCJD cases (Johnson and Gibbs 1998).

For the past 50 years, herds displaying these symptoms have been slaughtered.

TSE is endemic to most sheep-farming countries, including Canada. Only island

countries, such as New Zealand and Australia, have thus far remained immune. In

1986, a veterinarian in the UK reported a cow with symptoms that appeared to be a

disorder of the central nervous System. It transpired that the animal was infected with

a new strain of TSE, called Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE). Studies

concluded that meat-and-bone feed given to cattle was the root cause of BSE. The

British beef industry and the British govemment veterinary authorities, however,

countered any négative média coverage about BSE, rejecting the idea that BSE can

affect human health (Palmer, 1996). Similar to TSE in sheep, no scientifîc evidence

^  existed that would suggest that BSE can harm consumers. Scientific knowledge was
déficient conceming BSE and vCJD, and parties involved were making décisions

without having ail the evidence.

6.2 The British BSE crisis

In July 1988, a ruminant-to-ruminant feed ban was imposed in the UK in

order to decrease the number of cases of BSE. This crucial step was instrumental in

controlling BSE, but its resuit was not felt for five years, the mean incubation period

of BSE (Berry, 1999). The July 1988 measure led to a sériés of control bans on the

inclusion of meat and bone meal derived fî om ruminants, and the destruction of ail

BSE-suspected carcasses. More préventive measures were taken in November 1989,

such as the removal and disposai of specified bovine offal (SBO): parts of the carcass

which were most likely to contain infected tissues. These measures were to protect

consumers and trading partners. During 1993, the incidence of BSE cases in Britain
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^  rose to 30 000 (Brown, 1998). Because of loose parliamentary and industrial
guidelines, the UK permitted the export of contaminated meat-and-bone feed around

the world.

By 1995, 118 million cattle and calves were on British farms, with 56%

coming from dairy herds. There were 436 abattoirs involved in slaughtering cattle in

Britain, killing 3 million cattle a year, countervailing efforts to maintain a strategy

that was export oriented. The 10 largest abattoirs were slaughtering 36 % of ail beef

in Britain. The abattoir industry in Britain bas had recurring profitability problems,

and it is much decentralized. It was known to be administratively disorganized. It was

also believed to be over capacitated; over 50 % of ail beef were processed in multi-

species plants (hogs and sheep) (Smith, Young, and Gibson 1999). Over 250 active

animal auction markets supplied the abattoirs in a live animal supply System, which

was also made up of many livestock transport companies. No control or traceability

measures were employed (Mousavi, Sarhadi, Lenk, and Fawcett, 2002).

i
The retail sector in Britain, on the other hand, was, and still is, dominated by

large supermarkets, which account for over 60 % of ail beef sales. Independent

butchers, numbering around 11 500 located in small rural agglomérations, account for

29 % of sales, and the rest by freezer centers and other retail stores. As many as

510 000 people were employed by the British beef industry in 1995. However, in

December 1995, the média uncovered gaps in the integrity on the control of the bans

on specified bovine offal. Domestic consumer demand for beef products started to

décliné during the 1995 Christmas holidays. BSE cases started appearing in other

countries in the European Union, starting with France and Ireland and progressing to

almost every other country in Europe. The industry showed optimism during the first

months of 1996, blaming the sudden décliné of beef consumption on marketing

scarceness, as consumers' behaviour, lifestyle, and tastes changed as did many other

nations throughout the industrialized world (Spriggs and Isaac, 2001). Other méats,

such as pork and chicken, perceived as somewhat leaner méats, gained market shares
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^  over bovine meat cuts. Consequently, the beef industry battled back and invested in
product development (Cohen, 1998).

By 1996, despite the steady décliné in beef consumption, the British beef

industry was worth about £4 billion a year, as 900 000 tons of beef were consumed in

Britain alone. The British beef industry continued its unique and unprecedented

growth. Exports also soared 45 % ffom 1986 to 1996, most of the increase being to an

abrupt increase in exports to the European Union. By March 1996, 333 500 farms

have had at least one case of BSE detected, and 161 000 cases were confirmed. A

collective unease was settling in within the beef industry. The hardships of 1996 led

to the extermination of vast herds of cattle, trade hostility in Europe, and the public

expenditure of over 10 billion $. Govemmental authorities admitted no verifîable

direct human deaths. The rapid progress of the BSE fright in Britain clearly did

nothing to help create a common industry front. Even before the spectre of BSE, the

industry was tom by problematical, sometimes incompatible, brand images and

^  information sources conceming both intra-industry trade and consumer
communications (Smith, Young, and Gibson, 1999).

On March 20, 1996, a date also known in the industry as Black Wednesday,

the British Secretary of State of Health announced that a possible link existed

between BSE and vCJD, thus creating uncertainty. BSE showed that food quality and

food safety issues have transcended to humans. Retail sales of beef products, in the

two weeks after March 20, 1996, fell in excess of 33 %, and continued to fall over a

month thereafter. This clearly displays the preliminary impact of the fright on

purchase behaviour of British consumers (Smith, Young, and Gibson 1999). Massive

média coverage about the lack of information, and what the announcement really

meant for food and public safety, overtook the political agenda of the British beef

industry. Other countries around the world, including the EU, and Canada, also

banned imports of British beef products. Major restaurant chains like McDonalds and

Burger King saw their sales décliné (Brown, 1998). By March 28, the beef industry
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^  barmed ail cattle over the âge of 30 months from entering the human food chain. They
also barmed the manufacture animal feed with mammalian meat and bone meal.

Media hype grew around the world. Many newspapers considered that the

British beef industry was going through a complété meltdown, as the price of British

cattle on world markets tumbled by over 25 %. By the end of May 1996, 36 000

workers had reportedly lost their jobs (Nestle, 2003). Priées of beef products at retail

began to drop when larger supermarkets started to witness déclinés in sales, smaller

butchers and retailers followed suit. After four weeks, décliné in consumer demand

was felt throughout the EU: Italy reported a 50 % drop, Germany 40 %, and France

30 %. Many cattle producers faced difficult fînancial situations; debts were invading

the reality of the beef industry. Thus, the industry started to plead for fmancial

assistance from the British govemment, even though the beef industry was driven by

capitalist-driven aspirations. Direct aid by the British govemment was eventually

provided, about £118 million a year for three years (Smith, Young and Gibson,

^  1999). These funds were to compensate the industry for the 300 000 to 400 000 cattle
slaughtered as a préventive measure.

Emergency aid totalling £30 million was given to slaughterhouses, to pay for

more hygiene inspections and compliance with tighter specifîed bovine material

(SMB) régulations. An extra £80 million of funds was available for unalienable

stocks. Many other members in the food chain lobbied the govemment for fînancial

aid, but without any success (Golan and Kuchler, 1999).

By June 1996, the new policy of banning cattle over 30 months was

implemented, but with numerous operational and stratégie problems (Jensen 2004).

The total cost for the removal of ail cattle over the âge of 30 months was £550

million. By October 1996, as many as 700 000 cattle were slaughtered and farmers

were still complaining about the backlog of animais awaiting slaughter. Prices for

cattle for farmers settled at 20 % below pre-crisis prices in October 1996. Prices did
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^  not fall further because of govemment intervention by both the British govemment
and the European Union. On June 21, during a summit in Florence, the EU agreed to

a framework that would gradually lift the export ban, but without any timeframes.

Under the proposed framework, preconditions would apply:

1. Implementation of a sélective slaughter program for cattle most at risk from BSE;

2. Introduction of an animal identification program, for movement recording;

3. Removal of remaining meat and bone feed for cattle;

4. Increase in the number of the 30-month slaughter scheme;

5. The number of control checkpoints would increase.

Once the framework was adopted, Britain moved quickly to implement an

identification program with passports for animais bom after July 1®^ 1996. Farmers in

Britain resisted the desired changes even though the program contained a sufficient

^  amount of financial compensation. In August 1996, the British govemment
announced a mature beef assurance scheme for ail farmers with BSE-free herds. This

policy would allow them to sell cattle older than 30 months. At that point, most

British officiais involved with the crisis still believed that the situation was temporary

(Lobstein, 2001). In fact, Britain legally challenged the European Union on the

embargo against British beef. The case was dismissed.

In July 1996, further scientific evidence showed that BSE could mutate from

sheep to cattle and vice versa, thus creating a new whirlwind of destructive média

coverage on the industry. Consumer demand remained quite sensitive to both

négative and positive scientific opinions and fmdings pertaining to BSE and vCJD.

The BSE crisis in Britain resulted in supply structural changes, involving a

réduction in the availability of beef cattle, even though the market had an oversupply

of beef. hnports declined, because prices relative to the domestic commodity prices
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^  increased. This had a direct effect on beef priées throughout the European Union. The
challenge that the British beef industry faced in re-establishing consumer confidence

was not met by enhancement of marketing stratégies alone. It had to implement

radical changes in its processes, food safety policies and traceability programs.

Finally, it was believed that the number of deaths caused by vCJD would

increase exponentially. In 2002, more than 10 million such British carcasses were

tested. Some 2 000 positives cases were found, and more than 146 people were post-

mortally diagnosed with vCJD (Andrews et al., 2003). Table 1 présents a case study

of the British BSE crisis, applied with the concepts retrieved in crisis management

and marketing channel literature.

i

i
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Table 1

The British BSE crisis case study and detected concepts

i

Eléments of

defînition of a crisis
Managerial aspects

Case study: British
BSE crisis

Detected

concepts

from case

study

Environmental uncertainty

Environmental

uncertainty
(Grewal and Tansuhaj,
2001;Lagadec, 1991)

Demand and

technological
uncertainty

Unreliable control

System and embargos
issued by many
countries

Uncertainty

Difficulty in estimating
the conséquences of
actions

(Weick, 1993)

Difficulty in evaluating
goals and deadlines

No clear timeframe

establish by British
govemment and EU

Uncertainty

Socio-political structure

The internai system of
an industry is entirely
affected, thus creating
internai uncertainty
(Roux-Dufort, 2000;
Wicks, 1988)

Confusion and

dysfunctional sense
making

Confusion in food

safety measures and
policies between
Britain and EU

Fower

distribution,
dependency
and conflict

Systemic appréhension
by the industiy
(Hurst, 1995)

Doubts on organization
culture, values

Quality of British beef
products in doubt

Dependeney

Single-loop leaming
(Bateson, 1972;
Fauchant and Mitroff,
1992)

Blockage in leaming
and cognitive process

Déniai and résistance

from beef industry
Fower and

conflict

Fundamental principles
of implicated subjects
are questioned, altered
(O'Connor and Wolfe,
1991; Fauchant and
Mitroff, 1995)

Redefining the mission
and values

Exporting goals were
revised, more focused
on domestic demand

Dependency

Lack of awareness and

systemic consciousness
(Weick, 1988)

Enhanced demands on

sense making
Lack of sensitivity
towards consumer

Fower and

dependency

Linearity
(Mitroff, Shrivastava,
andUdwadia, 1987)

No systemic approach
on problem-solving

Even a capitalistic-
driven industry alike
the British beef

industry demanded
money ffom British
govemment

Dependency
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i Table 1 (continued)

i

Eléments of

deflnition of a crisis
Managerial aspects

Case study: British
BSE crisis

Detected

concepts

from case

study

Inaccuracy in judgment
(Roux-Dufort, 2000)

Diffïculty in estimating
conséquences of actions

Gaps in the integrity of
implemented control
measures

Power

Mutual accusation

within an industry
(Elliott, Smith, and
McGuines 2000)

Seeking scapegoats for
the cause of the crisis

Farmers blamed

abattoirs, meat packers,
and govemment for
failed system

Dependency

Socio-political process

No active mechanisms

within an industry can
be employed to regain
its former condition,
processes or structure

(Roux-Dufort, 2000)

No recognized methods
during a crisis

No immédiate action

was taken by the
industry after March
20* 1996

Coordination

and

coopération

Relational discontent

(Pearson and Clair,
1998)

Lost of identity and
incohérent behaviour

Quarrel within dyadic
relationships, notably
between farmers and

abattoirs

Conflict

Rupture between
traditional managerial
practices and anchored
paradigms
(Lagadec, 1991)

Short-term vision of

décision makers

Industry focused on
short-term objectives

Coordination

and

coopération

Avoidance and déniai

(Weick, 1993)
No acceptance of
responsibility

Beef industry countered
ail média hype on BSE

Conflict

Conformity to regular
procédures and
decisional inertia

(Perrow, 1984; Day,
1994; Grewal and
Tansuhaj, 2001)

Decision-making
capacity disrupted

Beef industry expressed
decisional hesitance

Coopération
and

coordination

Lack of communication

and information

(Weick, 1993)

Little communication

within dyads

No communication

between farmers,
packers and
distributors, lack of
information on BSE

and vCJD

Conflict and

coopération

Lack of trust

(Shrivastava, Mitroff,
Miller, and Miglani,
1988)

Altered confidence of

members

No evidence of trust

between channel

members, govemment
and with consumers

Conflict
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i 6.3 The Canadian BSE crisis

6.3.1 Descriptive analysis

By looking at the case study of the British BSE crisis, one might easily

conclude that seven years later, history has repeated itself in Canada. The first

Canadian domestic case of BSE was detected on a British-bom cow in 1993, three

years before the 1996 British report that linked BSE to vCJD. The incident, however,

drew little public attention. On January 30,2003, a 6-year-old cow sent for slaughter

at a province-licensed packer in Alberta was found to exhibit unusual and possibly

central nervous system-based symptoms. The cow was a downer (i.e. it could not

stand) and was wasted. The animal was condemned and the brain tissue was

forwarded to the provincial veterinary laboratory for BSE testing, with a presumptive

diagnosis of pneumonia. On May 16, 2003, the sample was tested and found positive

for BSE. The discovery of the first native North American case of BSE in Canada

overtook the dialogue on the outlook of the industry inside the country, consequently

^  creating unmanageable uncertainty. The Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA)
opened a thorough investigation and ordered the slaughter of some 2 700 animais. As

a resuit, the confidence level in the quality of Canadian beef related products and in

Canadian food safety policies by its international trading partners had dropped.

Thirty-five countries, in conjunction with the United States and Japan, the main

trading partners for Canadian beef related products, issued an embargo on Canadian

beef. As a resuit of this embargo, the price of Canadian beef commodity on

international markets plummeted. Initially, some industry officiais denied the

seriousness of the situation and the long-term impact it would carry on the future of

the industry. Indeed, many channel members, notably farmers, adopted a régressive

attitude as they wanted to maintain status quo (i.e. the situation prior to the crisis).

Consumers on the domestic market, on the other hand, unexpectedly continued to

purchase Canadian beef products, as Canadian domestic demand yet slightly

increased.
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^  In the weeks following the start of the crisis, the Canadian fédérai govemment
and many provincial jnrisdictions announced programs that Avould financially

compensate farmers and manufacturers for their losses in profits. More spécifie to the

research sampling, Saskatche^van announced a BSE recovery program a few months

afler the start of the crisis. Funding demands by cattle producers went on for months,

as fmancial compensation programs exceeded a combined amount of over 2 billion $

within the first year of the crisis.

6.3.2 Impacts of the crisis

Unlike other countries around the world, Canada's domestic demand never

downsized due to the BSE scare (Pennings, Wansink and Meulenberg, 2002). Many

questions were, however, left unanswered during the crisis. The média coverage and

its influence were forceful, as marketing members used the information broadcast to

sway public opinion during the crisis, which might explain a sudden increase in beef

domestic demand in 2003. The crisis attracted the attention of many public and

private institutions, adding to the prominence of the investigation by the CFIA, by

différent provincial jnrisdictions, and by public policy makers. Many beef-producing

countries that compete at the international level have gained Jfrom Canada's

misfortune, notably Australia, New Zealand, and Brazil (Canfax, 2004).

Crisis will commonly create victims, and undoubtedly, farmers and ail

organizations that rotate around farmers and their économie activities have lost a

great deal. Some channel members were in fact angered that the United States and

other countries had kept their respective borders closed to Canadian beef products.

Most felt this way because none of the 2 700 slaughtered cattle tested positive for

BSE, meaning that the one single case should have been considered as an isolated

event with no scientific grounds for keeping the borders closed (Z, 'Ontario envisage,

2003; Richer, 2003; Weber, 2003). They also experienced a sudden critical fmancial

situation, leaving many channel members compelled to ask for fînancial

i
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^  compensation from ail levels of govemment (Monchuk, 2003). Thus, in 2003, the
Canadian beef industry was faced with uncertainty and felt vulnérable. With this

crisis, the Canadian beef channel members realized, to their dismay, that its

management practices were too confined, favouring mass production and exports

(Fauchant and Mitroff, 2002). Before the crisis, profitability had always been its main

concem (Loyns, Martin, Ashmead and McCorquodale, 1987). Observers also suggest

that the crisis that hits the Canadian cattle industry could have been prevented,

because the cause of BSE itself was human-induced.

The emergence of complex diseases in the food chain around the world has

made food-safety policy-making procédures multifarious. Certainly, trade policies

have influenced public policies on food safety, but science has developed faster than

such policies, and the managerial capacity of national regulators to oversee food

safety measures, which makes any BSE crisis a socio-technological disaster (Denis,

1998). Most countries would base their food safety décisions on a risk analysis

^  approach, but this approach can vary, which may explain the reasoning behind the
embargos issued by many countries on Canadian beef, despite the amount of

scientific evidence showing that the product is safe to eat (Phillips, 2001).

Most of ail, food safety policies and regulatory Systems critically dépend on

the food System and the private sector for information, advancements in technology,

and sharing and processing of data. The private sector has shown some degree of

initiative by adopting programs such as the Hazardous Analysis of Crisis and Critical

Point (HACCP). Most nations now rely on other nations for food variety and food

supply (Food Standard Agency, 2002). The dynamics of the industry as a whole have

utterly changed and more crises in the future may possibly occur.



{  THIRD CHAPTER

(

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

AND METHODOLOGY

1. ENVIRONMENTALUNCERTAINTY

1.1 Dimensions of environmental uncertainty

Food safety crises expose members to environmental uncertainty, questioning

the viability of the marketing channel itself. Based on the case study of the 1996

British BSE crisis (see Table 1), we can argue that food crises create environmental

uncertainty. This uncertainty results from a lack of knowledge about the outcomes of

each alternative as the conditions that will exist are neither known nor predictable

(Knight, 1933). Not knowing or being willing to estimate the probability that certain

conditions do exist generates environmental uncertainty. The case study on the

British BSE crisis also illustrâtes that uncertainty or environmental uncertainty can

alter interorganizational relationships within the marketing channel. Any extemal

economical or political force that changes the environmental structure of a marketing

channel is bound to affect the degree of environmental uncertainty experienced by its

members (Achrol and Stem, 1988).

In the internai polity, environmental uncertainty is the one variable that affects

the progression of important concepts within the political economy framework.

Moreover, the emergence of concepts such as conflict, coopération, power, and

dependency balance, as seen earlier in the British BSE crisis case study seem to be

obvious (Achrol and Stem, 1988; Achrol, Reve and Stem, 1983; Assael, 1969;

Pondy, 1966). Environmental uncertainty will ultimately change pattems of

behaviour and relations among channel members.

Most significantly, it is the differential between members' perceptions within

one marketing channel that impinge on distribution effectiveness (Achrol and Stem,
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^  1988; Achrol, Reve and Stem, 1983; Heide, 1994). Decisional design on
interorganizational relations belongs at the polity level of conception. Consequently,

the extemal polity Systems that likely produce environmental uncertainty bear a great

deal of interest in the conceptual outline of the Canadian BSE crisis.

1.2 Environmental dimensions of uncertainty

To define the environment of marketing channels is no simple undertaking.

Some authors have defmed environment as a variety of actors that interrelate with the

organization. Others have considered environment as a sériés of extemal factors that

influence the functionality of a chaimel. Contained in the définition of environment,

or environmental uncertainty, is its plurality, meaning that there are several aspects to

an organization's environment. Duncan (1972), for one, makes the case that there is a

distinction between internai and extemal environment. Related physical and social

features inside the organization's boundaries compose its intemal environment. On

the other hand, social and physical factors outside the organization comprise its

extemal environment (Duncan, 1972). Duncan's view of environment includes both

physical and social factors that impinge on behaviours of channel members (Ibid.).

Thus, for the purpose of this research, we consider the System to contain social and

physical factors that impact on interorganizational relations.

Varions researchers have examined sources of environmental uncertainty that

can become déterminants to the intemal polity (both socio-political process and

stmcture), an important promise for a crisis (Stem and Reve 1980). Many scholars

have empirically shown that environmental variables are difficult to pinpoint (Gaski,

1989). Since Stem and Reve's (1980) pioneering application of the political economy

ffamework to the study of marketing channels, several other studies have either

conceptually or empirically applied the framework in analysing varions types of

phenomena of marketing channels in relation to their environments.

i

i
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^  Two of the mentioned studies in Appendix A are conceptually relevant to this
research. First, Achrol and Stem (1988) maintain that there are four enviromnental

sources of uncertainty: 1) environmental diversity (consumers), 2) environmental

dynamism, 3) concentration, and 4) environmental capacity. First, environmental

diversity is conceptually synonymous with complexity, meaning that dissimilarities

of environmental éléments can increase environmental uncertainty (Morin, 1991).

Homogeneous and heterogeneous environments are terms utilised by Achrol, Reve

and Stem (1983), and Dwyer and Welsh (1985). Second, environmental dynamism

consists not only of environmental change, but also of unpredictable environmental

change. Dynamism heightens levels of ambiguity, which focal charmel members must

deal with when making décisions. Dynamism can be conceptualized in terms of

magnitude, frequency, and unpredictability of changes (Duncan, 1972). Environments

that are dynamic présent greater contingencies to channel members (Achrol and Stem

1988). Third, concentration is linked to how decision-making and coordination is

articulated within a marketing channel. Few organisations control environmental

^  resources to a degree (Achrol and Stem 1988; Achrol, Stem and Reve, 1983). Finally,
capacity concems the insufficiency of input and output resources. It is the quantity of

resources to which a channel has access in its environment.

In his framework, published in 1983, Amdt concurs with Benson (1975),

Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), and Aldrich (1979) in identifying five important

dimensions to environmental uncertainty: 1) the physical distance between suppliers

and buyers, 2) the availability of resource (capacity), 3) the degree to which éléments

of the environment are heterogonous (complexity), 4) enviromnental concentration or

dispersion (complexity), and 5) environmental turbulence or rate of change

(complexity). Most of Amdt's dimensions, however, bear a resemblance to Achrol

and Reve's views on environmental uncertainty, with the exception of 1) physical

proximity of dyadic partners, which has never been empirically demonstrated in

marketing channel literature.
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^  The second empirical study that is relevant is by Dess and Beard (1984). They
argue that complexity, or concentration-dispersion, is inherent to interorganizational

interdependencies, and thus increases the heterogeneity and range of organizational

activities. In their study, environmental dimensions were assessed and it was found

that three différent dimensions are viable: Environmental dynamism, environmental

complexity, and environmental munificience. Définitions for each dimension are

somewhat similar to the ones prescribed by Achrol and Stem (1988). The first

dimension - dynamism - referred to the rate of change and innovation in an industry,

as well as uncertainty or predictability of the actions of competitors and customers.

Dynamism as used by Dess and Beard (1984) is similar to the static-dynamic element

used by Duncan (1972). We can argue that environmental dynamism somewhat

characterizes the erratic nature of food crises. The second dimension, complexity,

refers to the level of complex knowledge that understanding of the environment

requires. This dimension is concemed with the overall number of factors that a firm

needs to analyze its extemal environment. The final component of the environment is

^  munificence. It is described as the level of resources available to firms from various
sources of the environment. The lack of exploitable opportunities, the intensity of

compétition overwhelming business climates, and hostile environments are

considered as part of environmental munificence, or lack of capacity to manage the

environment. Thus, there is a strong corrélation between environmental munificience

and environmental capacity (Dess and Beard, 1984).

Both empirical studies, by Dess and Beard (1984) and Achrol and Stem

(1988), have shovm that capacity, complexity, and dynamism are significant

environmental déterminants to marketing channel members. They conceptually

complément each other in a sense that both consider information uncertainty and

resource dependence as important sources of uncertainty (Kreiser and Marino, 2002).

The dimensions of environmental variance that concems stmctures and processes

within the intemal polity are relevant to this study. However, the empirical validity of

Achrol, Reve and Stem (1983) and Achrol and Stem (1988) are questionable, as they
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i focus only on resource dependence. Since the présent state of this research suggests

that the Dess and Beard (1984) study is superior by way of considering the task

environment, the environmental dimensions that should be use are environmental

capacity, complexity, and dynamism.

2. TASK ENVIRONMENT

In the context of distribution channels as political économies, Achrol, Reve

and Stem (1983) tackle environmental pluralism by disceming which forces influence

channels directly and indirectly. This environmental pluralism is a source of

environmental uncertainty, as it makes it feasible to empirically measure and evaluate

the impact or environmental uncertainty. They imply that the primary, secondary, and

macro task environments consist of distribution charmel environments. These

environmental segments can be thought of in tenus of proximity or distance from the

channel member, with primary being the closest and macro being the farthest

removed from the channel member (see Figure 4).

i

Figure 4
The task environment, the environmental plnraîistti and

sources of uncertainty
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^  The direct suppliers and customers make up the channers primary task
environment. The distribution channeTs primary task environment is similar to

Duncan's internai environment. Members or elements of tbe primary task

environment are spécifie actors wbo carry ont everyday business tasks. Tbe focal

organization or cbannel member interrelates cbronically witb tbe primary task

environment on a one-to-one basis (Acbrol, Reve and Stem, 1983). At a level

removed fi"om tbe primary task environment is tbe secondary task environment. It

bolds tbe suppliers and customers of tbe cbannel's primary task environment,

regulatory agents, and tbe cbannel's compétition. Finally, at anotber separated level,

général social, économie, political and tecbnological forces, wbicb impact tbe

primary and secondary task environment, comprise tbe macro task environment

(Acbrol, Reve and Stem, 1983). Witb environmental uncertainty, vertical intégration,

diversification and coopération are actions by cbannel members tbat are qualified bas

primary tasks (Anderson and Weitz, 1986; Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978; Williamson,

1975). Cbannel members bave, bowever, very little control over secondary and macro

^  task environments, and tbey are usually reactive to critical situations, ratber tban
proactive witb regard to secondary and macro environments (Acbrol, Reve and Stem,

1983). Tasks derived fi-om intemational markets are to be considered as macro task

environments. Tberefore, in order to limit tbe scope of tbe study, tbis researcb will

operationally assess uncertainty only witb regard to tbe primary task environment.

Altbougb tbe main reason to do so is to limit tbe scope of tbe study, tbis décision was

not random. Impacts of any variance in tbe secondary and macro task environments,

and tbe resulting uncertainty, are manifested in tbe primary task environment. Tbe

primary, secondary, and macro task environments are integrally linked. Variances in

tbe outer levels of tbe environment do not affect tbe cbannel member directly, but

will indirectly (Emery and Trist, 1965). On food safety issues, many extemal

regulatory institutions bave applied certain policies witbin tbe macro task

environment, but tbeir décisions bave directly influenced certain domestic cbannel

members.
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^  Achrol, Reve and Stem (1983), departing jfrom their previous work published
in 1980, further segmented the channel environment into sectors, with whom the

channel member must relate. Those segments consist of input, output, compétitive,

and regulatory sectors. The input sector of the task environment would be any

suppliers that deal directly with either partners of a given dyad. The output sector

consists of ail direct customers to the dyad. The compétitive sector of the task

environment would be the actuai and potential competitors to the dyad.

Regulatory and govemmental groups, trade associations, etc., constitute the

regulatory sector that influences channels to behave in certain ways. Regulatory

agencies played a significant rôle in the crisis context under study. Therefore, this

sector of the task environment is certainly of interest to the conceptualization of the

channel environment in this study. The regulatory sector aims at ensuring stability,

uniformity, and continuity of societies. Grewal and Dharwadkar (2002) also outlined

the importance of extemal regulatory institutions in the charmeTs environment. They

^  specified that these institutions induce mechanisms that create transactional changes
within the chaimel, and impose coercive power on channel members. However,

because Grewal and Dharwakar adopt an institutional approach where the focus is on

legitimacy rather than on uncertainty, their study is not applicable to this research.

3. POLITICAL ECONOMY FRAMEWORK

3.1 Introduction

The political economy ffamework focuses on the character of extemal

political and economical dependencies as fundamental to appreciating the stratégie

options available to channel members (Stem and Reve, 1980). In contrast, extemal

economical relations of an organization with its environment have great weight on

power relationships between organizations within a marketing channel as they refer

constantly to an agreed ffamework (Amdt, 1983). Décisions on the design of

interorganizational relations belong at the polity level of conception. Consequently,
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^  extemal polity Systems that can likely create environmental uncertainty are relevant
to this research. AU variables depicted from the définition elements of a crisis and the

case study on the BSE crisis in Britain (sec Table 1) are explicitly incorporated in the

political economy fi-amework presented by Stem and Reve (1980). As with the

British BSE crisis, the wholeness and complexity of this fi-amework represents an

idéal conceptual apparatus for a thorough considération of the Canadian BSE crisis.

The political economy fiamework, a comprehensive mapping that contains

varions paradigms and orientations, encompasses extemal économie and socio-

political influences fiom the channeTs environment (Sheth, Gardner and Garrett,

1988; Stem and Reve, 1980). Although some scholars have regarded the political

economy conception in marketing as having a theoretical paradigm (Amdt, 1983;

Robicheaux and Coleman, 1994), many others have considered it to have a

conceptual fiamework (Benson, 1975; Dwyer and Oh, 1987; Dwyer and Welsh,

1985; Frazier, 1999; Grewal and Dharwadkar, 2002; Hutt, Mokwa and Shapiro, 1986;

I  Stem and Reve, 1980; Zald, 1970).

The fiagmentation and the instability of world markets, tied with extreme

intemational competitiveness, pressed scholars to develop an open System

explanation in channel theory and practice (Achrol and Stem, 1988). Most studies in

the field of marketing have been based on microeconomic paradigms such as

économies, leaming theory, and cognitive and social psychology (Amdt, 1983). A

broader perspective in channels theory permits multiform channels to better

understand channel forces and to better develop adaptation stratégies (Bucklin, 1970).

The political economy fiamework, however, utilises constmcts fiom organization

theory, political science, sociology, social exchange, behavioural theory, and

transaction cost theory (Amdt, 1983). Hence, this fiamework recognizes the

significant rôle of power, the objectives of power holders, and the stmcture of

exchange (Alderson, 1957; Bartels, 1982; Dwyer and Welsh, 1985; Shaw and

Tamilia, 2001). The organizations that make up the marketing channel and the market
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I  are both coimected with the pursuit of power (political) and wealth (economical). The
political economy framework suggests that economical and socio-political

phenomena affect marketing channel relationships (Boyle, Dwyer, Robicheaux and

Simpson, 1992). The political economy framework is mainly concemed with the

interface between the social units or agents of marketing channels and the market

itself.

The political economy framework also extends market relations study beyond

the borders of a single organization or a marketing channel, becoming régional,

international or global in nature. Many studies in marketing have suggested that there

are consequential interactions between internai and extemal channel variables (Dwyer

and Welsh, 1985; Etgar, 1977). During the last three décades, tremendous strides

have been made in our understanding of distribution channel effectiveness, putting

internai polity and economy éléments at the heart of many académie researches

(Anderson and Weitz, 1986; El-Ansary, 1975; El-Ansary and Stem, 1972; Frazier,

^  1999; Hunt, Ray and Wood, 1985; Hutt, Mokwa and Shapiro, 1986; Tikoo, 2002).
However, extemal agents have great influenced over social units of a given marketing

channel (Achrol, 1997)

3.2 The framework

The political economy framework is the only theoretical approach in

marketing that distinguishes political and economical aspects of marketing channel

structures while focusing on the substance of evaluating the dyadic interaction

(Robicheaux and Coleman, 1994). This framework recognizes the significant rôle of

power, the objectives of power holders, and the stmcture of ex change (Alderson,

1957; Dwyer and Welsh, 1985). The organizations that make up the marketing

channel and the market are both connected with the political and economical pursuit

of power (political) and wealth (economical). The political economy framework
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^  suggests that economical and socio-political phenomenon affects marketing channel
relationships (Boyle et al., 1992).

The political economy framework is based on four fundamental éléments,

namely the extemal polity, the extemal economy, the internai polity, and the internai

economy (see Figure 5) (Stem and Reve, 1980; Zald, 1970). The extemal polity

consists of agents and alliances outside the system that may search for situations that

would change the goals, social legitimacy, and authority of the marketing channel

(Dwyer and Oh, 1987). Polity refers to the power and control scheme of a social unit,

a network or several social units (Amdt, 1983). Thus, the extemal polity is the

extemal socio-political system in which the channel opérâtes (Stem and Reve, 1980).

The focal social unit attempts to control its environment and reduce uncertainty hy

gamering scarce resources from its environment such as money (Benson, 1975). The

extemal economy, on the other hand, involves market stracture, compétitive rivalry,

variahility, concentration, and abondance of supply and demand states (Dwyer and

^  Oh, 1987). The extemal economy is the prevailing and prospective économie
environment (Stem and Reve, 1980). The intemal polity consists of the distribution of

power and the degree of coopération and conflicts within the marketing channel

(Dwyer and Oh, 1987; Stem and Grabner, 1970). It also represents the socio-political

forces within the channel, such as power and dependence balance (Stem and Reve,

1980; Tikoo, 2002).
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Figure 5
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Finally, the internai economy représenta the vertical économie activities of a

channel system and the resolution mechanisms used to establish the terms of trade

(Dwyer and Oh, 1987). The make-up of the internai economy is defîned by the scope

of vertical coordination, of which buyers and sellers interact, operating along a

variety of pure market transactions, inside and outside the vicinity of the firm (Coase,

1937; Williamson, 1975). In Figure 5, the concept of the task environment is

integrated with the political economy ffamework, as many other research bave done

in the past (Achrol and Etzel, 2003; Achrol, Reve and Stem, 1983; Dess and Beard,

1984; Lucas and Gresham, 1985). Even though the houndaries of the primary,

secondary and macro task environments are difficult to label within the ffamework,

our focal point will be the primary task environment, a component that the focal

channel member can control and is inherent to the marketing channel. The primary

task environment is comprised of direct suppliers and customers of the focal channel

member. In some circumstances, however, regulating agencies and competitors to the
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^  channel may be drawn into direct exchange relationship and thus into the primary
task environment (Achrol, Reve and Stem, 1983).

3.3 Internai polity

3.3.1 Socio-political structure

The intemal socio-political structure is defined by pattems of power-

dependence relations, which exist between any two-channel members, whereas socio-

political processes are described in terms of the dominant sentiment inside the

distribution channel (Stem and Reve, 1980). Dependence-power stmctures in the

channel détermine the intemal socio-political stmcture. Applying the political

economy framework to the study of marketing channels and their environment,

Achrol, Reve and Stem (1983) highlight the nature of extemal political and économie

dependencies as cmcial to understanding the stratégie options available to the channel

members; these dependencies represent constraints on stratégie choices (Dwyer and

^  Welsh, 1985).

Non-coercive power is a well-documented constmct in marketing theory (El-

Ansary, 1975; El-Ansary and Robicheaux, 1974; Etgar, 1976; Hunt and Nevin, 1974;

Wilkinson, 1973). We can generally state that power is the ability to affect or

détermine outcomes (Gaski, 1984). The common dominator of any définition of

power relies on the ability to get an organization to do something that it would not

have done otherwise. Power is a relational concept inherent in the exchange between

social actors (Emerson, 1962). El-Ansary and Stem (1972) have, on the other hand,

defmed power has the ability to control the décision variables in the marketing

strategy of another member in a given channel at a différent level of marketing. They

also argue that for this control to qualify as power, it should be différent from the

influenced member's original level of control over his own marketing strategy. Since

the later définition considers interfirm relations and marketing entirety, this version of

the définition of non-coercive power will be retained throughout this study.
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^  Many authors have studied the connection between the concept of non-
coercive power and dependence without finding any evidence that would support a

strong relationship between the two (El-Ansary, 1975; El-Ansary and Stem, 1972;

Emerson, 1962; Etgar, 1976; Gaski, 1984). According to Emerson (1962), actor A's

power in the relationship with B is the inverse of B's dependence upon A.

Dependency is created when only one supplier or customer exists for critically

needed goods within the marketing channel (Amdt, 1983). Dependence blueprints are

dynamic as changing bases of power and evolving relationships influence interfirm

dependence (Stem and Reve, 1980). Marketing channel literature demonstrates that

power and dependence are conceptually inséparable (Gaski, 1984). Considering the

new global reality of world markets, one can suspect that the corrélation between

power and dependence bas augmented, but it remains to be tested empirically.

Shifting degrees of dependency between channel members give rise to power

relations between organizations comprising the channel (Reve and Stem, 1979; Stem,

1970). Non-coercive power is considered as the opposite of dependency and is seen

^  as the ability to suggest a change in the behaviour of another party (Gaski, 1984).

Achrol, Reve and Stem (1983) highlighted the nature of extemal political and

économie dependencies as cmcial to understanding the stratégie options available to

channel members, and that these dependencies represent constraints on stratégie

choices (Dwyer and Welsh, 1985). The environment confronts managers of a

marketing channel with both dependency and uncertainty (Dwyer and Oh, 1987).

Marketing literature on dependency is mainly concentrated on the importance and

altematives of resources between channel members, not sources. Heide and John

(1988) revealed a few sources where dependency can be increased. First, dependency

can be increased when the outcomes obtained from a relationship are regarded as

important, or as comparatively higher than outcomes obtainable ffom other dealings.

Second, dependence is augmented when smaller quantities of altemative sources of

exchange are available to the channel member. Third, dependence is augmented when
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^  fewer potential of alternatives are obtainable. Finally, dependence asymmetry bas a
négative effect on relational exchange within a channel dyad.

Very few empirical studies bave evaluated socio-political structures witbin tbe

political economy framework (see Appendix B). In recent years, tbe discipline bas

generated mucb researcb using tbe relational excbange paradigm, wbicb would not

jibe witb tbe purpose of tbis researcb, as it only considers direct relationsbips witb tbe

cbannel member (Kim, 2000; Sbamdasani, Keb and Cban, 2001). Tbe relational

excbange paradigm présents a unidimensional, linear approacb to analysing tbe

constitution of a relationsbip witbin a marketing cbannel. For tbe présent purpose,

empirical studies sbould be directed to capture tbe reality of tbe environmental

uncertainty created by tbe BSE crisis, for wbicb tbe political economy framework

context is needed. Mucb recent researcb bas adopted a retailer perspective, wbicb

makes tbese studies less relevant to tbe présent study. In addition, little researcb

involved botb sides of tbe dyadic relationsbip (Frazier and Rody, 1991; Gundlacb and

I  Cadotte, 1994; Kim, 2000). But from our review of literature, we gatber tbat tbe
validity and reliability of tbe evidence of most studies tbat bave assessed only one

side of tbe dyadic relationsbip were satisfactory. Tbis is an important fact, as we

anticipate tbat tbe information on one side of tbe dyadic relationsbip could be diffîcult

to collect. Nonetbeless, tbe empirical investigation autbored by El-Ansary and Stem

(1972), wbicb was favourably exploited by most empirical one-sided or dyadic

researcbes mentioned in Appendix B, related to power or dependence (Frazier and

Rody, 1991; Heide and John, 1988; Kim, 2000; Kumar, Scbeer and Steenkamp, 1998;

Sbamdasani, Keb and Cban, 2001; Stemquist, Ogawa and Cooper, 2002), bas proven

to be a consistent framework for empirical évaluations.

Four concepts were considered and developed by El-Ansary and Stem (1972)

to measure tbe socio-political stmcture of a cbannel: control over marketing strategy,

relative importance of tbe marketing strategy variables, tbe extent of dependencies

between cbannel members and finally, tbe magnitude of sources of power. First,
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^  control over marketing strategy includes inventory policies: order size, pricing, sales
promotion, coopérative advertising, distribution policies, delivery, and crédit. Second,

the relative importance of marketing strategy variables is the relative importance of

each marketing strategy variable in the total marketing strategy. Third, the extent of

dependencies is the commitment of a channel member to another channel member

and the difficulty and cost to replace the established relationship. Finally, the

magnitude of sources of power would include customer preference, completeness of

line, fmancial and business advice, and sharing of advertising expenditure.

3.3.2 Socio-political processes

Within the internai polity of the framework, the socio-political processes are

considered as: « The dominant sentiments and behaviours which characterize

interactions between channel members comprise the channeTs internai socio-political

processes » (Stem and Reve, 1980, p. 57).

i
Dependency relationships can, in the end, carry beginnings of conflicts

between organizations in a marketing channel (Gaski, 1984; Reve and Stem, 1979).

Coopération and conflict comprise the distribution channeTs intemal socio-political

process. Coopération is the process by which channel members join efforts in

combination with one another so that ail may achieve their individual and mutual

goals. On the other hand, the conflict process involves channel members hindering or

interfering with each other's goals. Intemal political stmctures détermine the major

political processes of conflict and coopération among distribution channel members.

In the intemal polity, the presence of power and dependence in exchange

relationships is inescapable: however, their presence alone is not problematic.

Dependence-power stmctures influence channel relations differently, depending on

whether dependence and power balanced equally between channel members or

whether power and dependence are imbalanced toward one channel member or the

other (El-Ansary and Stem, 1972; Emerson, 1962).
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^  Recent empirical studies on conflict and coopération within marketing
channels are few in number. As Appendix B shows, only one study considered both

sides of the dyadic relationship (Gundlach and Cadotte, 1994), and two considered

only one side of the dyad (Kumar, Scheer and Steenkamp, 1998; Stemquist, Ogawa

and Cooper, 2002). We will consider the unit of analysis of ail three studies. First,

Gundlach and Cadotte (1994) lack extemal validity, as it uses MB A students as

respondents. Thus, we will not consider it for establishing units of analysis. As for the

empirical research made by Kumar, Scheer and Steenkamp (1998) on car retailers,

the following measurements were considered: interdependence asymmetry, dealer

power advantage based in dependence, dealer power déficit based on dependence,

dealer advantage in punitive capability, dealer déficit in punitive capability. On the

other hand, Stemquist, Ogawa and Cooper (2002), who evaluated retailers as well,

considered the following variables: supplier rôle performance, retailer économie

dependence, retailer satisfaction with relationship, use of promise stratégies,

interchannel coercion, and perceived conflict. Significantly, both studies relate to the

^  work previously done by John and Reve (1982), and incorporated it in their own
model.

For the socio-political process in distribution channels, the following concepts

were empirically measured by John and Reve (1982) within a wholesaler-retailer

dyad: goal compatibility between channel members, domain consensus, the

évaluation of accomplishments, and finally, the norms of exchange. Goal

compatibility is defined as the degree to which the organizations in a channel dyad

perceive that concurrent goal accomplishment is feasible. Second, domain consensus

is defined as the extent of communal agreement inside a dyad over assignments,

rôles, tasks, and functions pertinent to the flow of distribution. Third, the évaluation

of accomplishments is defined as the degree to which one channel member perceives

goal reaching capabilities of another channel member. Finally, the norms of exchange

are defined as mutual trust between channel members (John and Reve, 1982). These

variables can readily be applied to the current conceptual fi-amework.

i
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I  4. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Examination of the dyadic relationship between cattle producers and meat

manufacturers (slaughterhouses / packers) within a broader context of socio-political

structure and process forms the basis of the research questions. Specifically, these

questions are:

To what extent does environmental uncertainty caused by a crisis

impact a dyadic relationship within socio-political structures and

processes of a marketing channel?

How can the socio-political structures and processes of a marketing

channel operate in order to better manage environmental uncertainty?

5. MAIN OBJECTIVE

By considering marketing channels as political économies, the main objective

of this research is to understand how the BSE crisis that struck the Canadian beef-

marketing channel in 2003 impacted the socio-political structures and processes of

dyadic relationships (between cattle producers and meat manufacturers) within the

channel.

6.1 Général objectives

The général objectives of this research are the following:

Evaluate the impact of a crisis on socio-political structures and

processes of the beef industry, by considering the Canadian beef

industry as a political economy, the focus being centered on the beef

producers within theproducer-slaughterhouse dyad.
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^  Evaluate the degree to which the socio-political structure and process
of the beef industry can enhance Us capabilities to manage abrupt

changes derivedfrom environmental uncertainty.

The main contribution of the political economy framework to marketing

literature is the unequivocal daim that économie and sociological forces should not

be analyzed separately (Stem and Reve, 1980). However, given that the framework is

so inclusive, this study only évaluâtes the polity facet of the framework, while taking

into account the effects of économie processes and structures of the marketing

channel.

This research offers a more macro perspective on channel competitiveness in

a global market. Given that the political economy framework contains numerous

concepts that cover many disciplines, we did not include every concept in the

framework, which often brings ambiguity and incompleteness to marketing theorists

^  (Amdt, 1983).

6.2 Spécifie objectives and hypothesis

6.2.1 Spécifie objectives

As noted earlier, only modest attention bas been given to the advancement of

marketing channels competitiveness within a global market. Modem marketing

channel literature on the political economy framework is insufficient, not taking into

accoimt the new global reality of world markets that marketing channels are

compelled to manage. Since the publication of Stem and Reve's political economy

framework in 1980, several new regulatory institutions bave been created around the

world. These institutions bave the legitimacy to impose and induce measures to

ensure stability, order and continuity of societies, promote fair compétition, ensure

social welfare, and protect the weaker éléments of society. Nevertheless, many
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^  décisions made by these agencies can generate uncertainty for channel members of an
industry.

The fundamental structure of agricultural industries is rapidly changing

throughout the globe, and a few factors are contributing to those changes. More

agribusinesses are using high-tech production methods, thus replacing local labour

and small farmers, and altering the traditional agriculture or farm sector of local

économies. Masses of people leave agriculture to find work in metropolitan areas,

putting pressure on urban issues such as food safety. Aside ffom producing

inappropriate crops for export, agribusinesses use pesticides and insecticides that are

outlawed in their home countries. Many of them bribe local or national officiais,

complicate land ownership and reform programs, and disturb local food distribution

programs. The modem political and economical Systems approach focuses more

directly on international stmctures of wealth and power equilibrium. Thus, there is

increasing pressure to create standardized food safety norms. Events that struck the

^  Canadian beef industry so severely are more likely to happen with more frequency. In
addition, a number of antiglobalization scholars have recently addressed the effects

globalization has on agriculture and food production and distribution Systems. Their

work is being noticed and will have a profound effect on marketing stratégies of

agribusinesses in the future. In order to better préparé for these future occurrences,

this study intends to shed some light on spécifie matters that are linked to the

Canadian BSE crisis.

The spécifie objectives of this study are as follows:

First, to understand the extent to which interorganizational relations

of the channel are influenced by uncertainty within the primary task

environment of Canadian cattle producers.
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^  Second, ta understand ta what extent power relations experienced by
beef producers of a marketing channel are influenced by uncertainty

within the primary task environment of Canadian cattleproducers.

Third, to understand to what extent dependencies experienced by beef

producers of a marketing channel are influenced by uncertainty within

the primary task environment of Canadian cattle producers.

Fourth, to understand how and why conflicts erupt in a dyad due to

uncertainty within the primary task environment of Canadian cattle

producers, and how these conflicts evolve in time.

Finally, to understand how dyadic coopération takes place between

channel members in an uncertain environment within the primary task

environment of Canadian cattle producers, and how can this

^  coopération progresses in time.

Interorganizational relationships have significantly influenced organisational

stratégies (Dwyer and Welsh, 1985; Porter, 1980; Reve and Stem, 1979). Most

studies have been based on microeconomic paradigms such as économies, leaming

theory, and cognitive and social psychology (Amdt, 1983). The fragmentation and the

instability of world markets, tied with extreme international competitiveness, pressed

scholars to develop an open system explanation in channel theory and practice

(Achrol and Stem, 1988). Further, as an open System, the interorganizational network

encompasses the commercial channel, which is reliant on the environment for a

variety of inputs and consumera outputs (Achrol, Reve and Stem, 1983; Dwyer and

Welsh, 1985). Many studies in marketing have suggested that there are consequential

interactions between intemal and extemal channel variables (Dwyer and Welsh,

1985; Etgar, 1977).
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^  Over the last three décades, tremendous strides have been made in our
understanding of distribution channel effectiveness, putting internai polity and

economy elements at the heart of many investigations (Anderson and Weitz, 1986;

EI-Ansary, 1975; El-Ansary and Stem, 1972; Frazier, 1999; Hunt, Ray and Wood,

1985; Hutt, Mokwa and Shapiro, 1986). However, extemal regulative institutions

have great influence over social units of a given marketing channel (Achrol, 1997).

Marketing literature conceming the political economy ffamework is not very

elaborate on how extemal regulative institutions can affect uncertainty through

changes of power, and dependency relationships, within a marketing chaimel

(Robicheaux and Coleman, 1994). Even though the extemal polity of marketing

channels has been acknowledged in the political economy ffamework, the

institutional aspects of the extemal polity have not attracted much attention from

marketing researchers (Grewal and Dharwadkar, 2002). Thus, the conceptual

ffamework and model of hypothèses is presented in Figure 6:

i

i
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HYPOTHESES

Modem marketing channel literature on the political economy framework is

insufficient, and does not take into account the new global reality of world markets

that marketing channels are compelled to manage. Since the publication of Stem and

Reve's political economy framework in 1980, several new regulatory institutions

bave been created around the world. These recently established institutions have the

legitimacy to impose and induce measures to ensure stability, order and continuity of

societies, promote fair compétition, ensure social welfare, and protect the weaker

éléments of society. Nevertheless, décisions made by these agencies can generate

uncertainty for channel members of an industry, which can vary across countries. The

Canadian BSE crisis was induced by extemal polity agencies, making décisions that

directly affected the intemal efficiency of the Canadian beef-marketing channel. For
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i the Canadian beef industry, this extemal political shock was, to some extent,

foreseeable. Nonetheless, it did happen, and the internai economical force of the

channel of Canadian beef related products bas been dented. Future research applying

the political economy ffamework should consider the impact of recent regulatory

agencies, environmental dynamism, and environmental complexity that were in

recent times established around the world. Based on the above rationale, this study

évaluâtes three hypothèses and eleven sub-hypotheses, as presented in Figure 6.

i

Environmental uncertainty affects the progression of important concepts

within the political economy ffamework such as conflict, coordination, power

repartition (Achrol and Stem, 1988; Achrol, Reve, and Stem, 1983). Environmental

changes ultimately alter pattems of behavior and relations between channel members.

As mentioned earlier, in order to limit the scope of the research, we will operationally

assess uncertainty with regard to the primary task environment, tasks that implicate

direct links with beef producers. Based on this rationale, we hypothesize that (see

Figure 7):

Hj: Creaîed by a crisis, environmental uncertainty
influences the focal channel member's primary task
environment.

c
Figure 7

The hypothysed relationship between environmental dimensions of
unceitainty and the primary task environment uncertainty
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^  Capacity, or munificence, concems the insufficiency of input and output
resources. It is the quantity of resources to which a channel bas access in its

environment. The capacity of channel members is a significant part of this study's

appraisal of environmental dimensions of uncertainty. Therefore, we hypothesize

that:

Hia: The more abundant the resources in the focal channel
member's environment. Le. the richer it is, the less

uncertainty that channel member expériences in its
primary task environment.

The cattle producers' perception of the wealth of essential resources available

in their business environment will serve as the measure for environmental capacity.

In examining marketing literature, some researchers suggest that the environment be

viewed in terms of enactment. In essence, emphasis is on how cattle producers'

perceptions of the environment impact channel relations (Achrol and Stem, 1988).

Environmental dynamism is a characteristic that can intrinsically be related to

today's socio-political structures and processes of the extemal polity. In this

research, we hypothesize that these characteristics greatly influence the primary task

environment uncertainty within the internai polity of the marketing channel:

Hji,: The more dynamic the focal channel member's
environment, the greater uncertainty it will feel in its
primary task environment.

Dynamism refers to the degree of change or turbulence characterizing

environmental activities relevant to an organization's opérations (Achrol and Etzel,

2003). On the other hand, the cattle producers' perceptions of différences in éléments

of their environment such as compétition, suppliers, and customers assess the level of

complexity in their environment.
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^  Achrol and Stem (1988) found a positive relationship between the primary
task environment of the focal charmel member and certain aspects of environmental

complexity, specially, the diversity of éléments in a channel member's output

environment. Together Avith theoretical evidence, these studies give rise to the

following hypothesis:

Hic: The level of complexity in the focal channel member's
environment relates positively to uncertainty that
channel memberfeels in the primary task environment.

The essence of this study is the combination of the fundamental concepts of

the political economy ffamework and concepts that establish environmental

uncertainty created by actions from extemal regulatory agents. For one thing,

coopération and conflict comprise the distribution channel's intemal socio-political

processes. Coopération is the process of charmel members' combination efforts with

one another so that ail may achieve their individual and mutual goals, and primary

^  task uncertainty can affect the intemal socio-political process of a distribution
channel. On the other hand, the conflict process involves channel members hindering

or interfering with each other's goals (Gaski, 1984). For the socio-political process

within the distribution channel, the following concepts were empirically measured by

John and Reve (1982) within a wholesaler-retailer dyad: goal compatibility between

channel members, domain consensus, the évaluation of accomplishments, and fînally,

the norms of exchange (see Figure 8). Goal compatibility is defmed as the degree to

which the organizations in a channel dyad perceive that concurrent goal

accomplishment is feasible. Second, domain consensus is defmed as the extent of

communal agreement inside a dyad over assignments, rôles, tasks, and functions

pertinent to the flow of distribution. Third, the évaluation of accomplishments is

defmed as the degree to which one channel member perceives goal reaching

capabilities of another channel member. Finally, the norms of ex change are defined

as mutual trust between channel members (John and Reve, 1982). These variables can
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i very well be applied to the current conceptual framework. Based on this rationale, we

hypothesize that:

H2: The degree of primary task uncertainty that the focal
channel member feels impacts socio-political processes
(coopération and conflict) in the distribution channel.

Figure 8
The hypothyscd rclationship bcrvvccn the primary task cnvironmcnt

uncertainty and socio-political processes within the distribution
channel
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John and Reve (1982) make a compelling argument that four key dimensions

can defme dimensions of dyadic sentiments: goal compatibility, domain consensus,

évaluation of accomplishment, and norms of exchange. The first subhypothesis is on

goal compatibility. Goals are rated by significance, connection, and similarity. Based

on the literature reviewed earlier, we formulate that the hypothesis between goal

compatibility and the primary task cnvironmcnt.

H2a: When focal channel members experience primary task
environmental uncertainty, less goal compatibility
characterizes the dyadic rclationship of the focal
member.
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^  Domain consensus is defmed as the extent of communal agreement inside a
dyad over assignments, rôles, tasks, and functions pertinent to the flow of

distribution (John and Reve 1982). Based on the literature reviewed earlier, it is

rational to hypothesize a relation between domain consensus and the primary task

envirorunental uncertainty. Therefore, we hypothesize that:

H2b: The greater the primary task environmental uncertainty
experienced by the focal member, the lesser the domain
consensus will occur within the dyadic relationship of
the focal member.

The évaluation of accomplishments is defined as the degree to which one

channel member perceives goal reaching capabilities of another channel member

(John and Reve, 1982). Evaluation of the task performance and compétence of

personnel of the other channel members, as well as the satisfaction with the service

provided by the other organization in relation to the distributive flows will be

measured. This évaluation may very well affect crisis management uncertainty

experienced by the focal channel member. Based on our theoretical assessment, we

formulate that the hypothesis between the évaluation of accomplishment and crisis

management uncertainty. Therefore, we hypothesize that:

i

i

H2c: The more uncertainty the focal member feels in its
primary task environment, the greater the évaluation of
accomplishment will occur within the dyadic
relationship of the focal member.

Norms of exchange is defined as mutual trust between channel members

(John and Reve, 1982). This section will be measured in terms of the extent to which

the focal channel member felt confident that the other would adhéré to channel

décisions and agreements, and the openness and sharing of the information. As such,

we formulate that the hypothesis between the norms of exchange and crisis

management uncertainty. Therefore, we hypothesized that:
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i

Hid: The higher the degree of primary task uncertainty
experienced by the focal channel member, the lesser the
mutual trust (norms of exchange) characterizes the
dyadic relationship of the focal member.

Dependence-power structures in the channel détermine the internai socio-

political structure. Dependency is the degree to which one member of a dyad needs

the other to attain its own goals (Emerson, 1962). Then again, power is measured as

the contrary of dependence and is seen as the ability to evoke a change in the

behaviour of another party (Gaski, 1984). Power and dependency pattems will

always change in time because of changing bases of power and coalition forces

within the distribution channel (Stem and Reve, 1980). Primary task environment

uncertainty can affect the socio-political structure of a distribution channel by virtue

of its capacity to change the channel member's behaviour and power-dependence

unbalance. Therefore, we hypothesize that (see Figure 9):

H3: The degree of primary task uncertainty that the focal
channel member expériences influences socio-political
structures (dependence and power) in the distribution
channel.

{
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We formulate that the hypothesis between less control over marketing

stratcgy variables and primary task environment within an uncertain context. The

control over marketing stratcgy includes variables such as inventory policy, order

size, pricing policy, sales promotion, coopérative advertising, distribution policies

(i.e. sélective and extensive), delivery, crédit, quality of installation work, and

participation in the activities of professional associations or unions (El-Ansary and

Stem, 1972). The data output was collected in this section by summing a raw power

score on each variable, as suggested by El-Ansary and Stem (1972).

Hja: The control over marketing strategy within a dyadic
relationship is negatively influenced by the uncertainty
of the focal channel member's primary task
environment.

{

In our constmct, we make a link between the relative importance of the

strategy variables and primary task environmental uncertainty. According to El-

Ansary and Stem (1972), the relative importance of the strategy variables is defmed

as the perception of how important each marketing variable really is to their strategy.
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i

Hsb: Relative importance ta the marketing strategy variables
within a dyadic relationship is positively influenced by
the uncertainty of the focal channel member's primary
task environment.

We consider that an unconstructive link can exist between the extent of

dependency and primary task environmental uncertainty. Based on Emerson's (1962)

approach to power-dependence, the extent of dependency as a function is supported

by the following perspectives: 1) the percentage of a channel member's dealings that

he contracts with another member and the size of the contribution that business

makes to his profits; 2) the commitment of a channel member to another member in

terms of the relative importance of the latter's marketing policies to him; 3) the

difficulty in effort and cost faced by a channel member in attempting to replace

another member as a source of supply or as a customer (El-Ansary and Stem, 1972).

Every item was measured in order to test the degree of dependency between the focal

channel member and the other members of the distribution channel.

Hsct Extent of dependency between channel members is
negatively influenced by the uncertainty of the focal
channel member 's primary task environment.

The last sub-hypothesis under the socio-political stmcture label will be to

measure the magnitude of sources of power. We consider that there is a close relation

between the magnitude of sources of power and the primary task environment

(El-Ansary and Stem, 1972). This sub-hypothesis includes customer preference,

completeness of line, financial and business advice, sharing advertising expenditures,

prompt delivery and service, access to market information, sélective distribution,

promotion programs, large lot buying, ability to buy direct, ability to control

customer's brand choice, middleman brand support, and compétitive pricing

(El-Ansary and Stem, 1972). The data output collected in this section will be a

i
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^  source-of-power score, of which a sum will be attributed to each focal channel
member.

Hsd: The magnitude of sources of power within a dyadic
relationship is positively influenced by the uncertainty
of the focal channel member's primary task
environment.

8. METHODOLOGY

8.1 Research design

Interorganizational relationships in marketing présent some unique research

design problems that warrant a discussion of prior research in the field (Sieber, 1992).

The fundamental research approach selected is a fîeld survey of respondents ffom a

sample of cattle producers operating in the Canadian province of Saskatchewan.

Certainly, obtaining longitudinal data for behavioural channels studies has limitless

theoretical as well as methodological advantages. However, such studies are very

^  complicated given the cost and time constraints involved as well as the uncertainty as
to whether channel members will agree to being closely scrutinized over an extended

period (D'Astous, 1995). The agrifood industry tends to be politically sensitive, and a

longitudinal study would be empirically inappropriate.

The research design employed a structured questionnaire that was

administered during personal interviews. The utilization of the field study method is

consistent with a recognized research practice in the marketing channel conceming

the investigation of interorganizational relations (Achrol and Stem, 1988; Dwyer and

Oh, 1987; Dwyer and Welsh, 1985; El-Ansary and Stem, 1972; Heide, 1994; Heide

and John, 1988; John and Reve, 1982; Reve and Stem, 1986). The sélection of a

Personal interview over another data collection method, such as mail surveys or

téléphoné interviews, is justified on the basis of the following considération. First,

since the organization is the unit of analysis in our hypothèses, we must be confident

of its respondent's ability and credibility to report accurately on its organization's

i
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I  actions (Heide and John, 1988). With fïeld interviews, we can estimate whether or not
the respondent is knowledgeable about tbe issues in question, and we can appraise

tbeir abilities to communicate via tbe researcb instrument (Campbell, 1955). Second,

most cattle producers are located in rural communities, and téléphoné interviews bave

proven to be an unpopular metbod of data collection. Tbird, most beef producers bave

rarely taken part in a scientific survey, and tbe newest form of marketing researcb tbat

concems tbeir welfare would create entbusiasm ffom tbe field. Tberefore, it is

believed tbat a face-to-face interaction witb respondents would enbance tbe adequacy

of responses and of tbe overall response rate. Most producers are known not to be

organizationally and administratively inclined, and a mailed survey would probably

reduce tbe response rate ffom our respondents. Fourtb, given tbe newness of tbe topic

(food safety) under study and tbe limited tbeoretical as well as practical

understanding of tbe bypotbesized relations among tbe constructs under study, it is

believed tbat a personal interview would give tbe interviewer a chance to aid

respondents in articulating tbeir opinions wbile minimizing tbe interviewer's bias

^  (Robson, 2002). Tbe présent study deals witb a dynamic process, yet mailed surveys
are static in nature. A personable approacb was profitable for tbis investigator, and

belped to attain its objectives.

As well, two major motives justified tbe sélection of a structured

questionnaire type over otber type (e.g. open-ended). First, tbere is a reduced amount

of potential errors due to différences in tbe way questions are asked and responses are

recorded. Tbis motive is notewortby as tbree différent investigators conducted

interviews for tbis survey. Tbe principal investigator trained two interviewers in order

to reduce tbe data collection period. Given tbat tbe survey was completed in a crisis

environment, tbe principal investigator wanted to reduce tbe risk of baving an

occurrence tbat would bave disturbed tbe uncertain environment. Botb interviewers

were asked to practice on typical respondents, wbile tbe principal investigator

accompanied tbem. Tbe principal investigator was able to evaluate tbe interview

process and suggest improvement measures in interview techniques. Second, a

i
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structured questionnaire provides the advantage of instant intercomparability of

responses, since comparability of respondents is an essential préludé to the use of any

analytical method. The structured questionnaire serves this important purpose.

8.2 Sample design and instrumentation development

8.2.1 Sample design

The unit of analysis for studying the beef marketing channel structure and

functions were cattle opérations, which are engaged in an ongoing trade relationship

with beef packers. This sample did not include dairy farms that sell cull cows to

slaughterhouses, since these producers offer a différent product and are restrained to

transact with two spécifie beef slaughterhouses. Consequently, the interorganizational

relationship between dairy farms and slaughterhouses is likely dissimilar to the

dyadic relationship that this research intends to assess.

The hypothèses guiding this investigation were tested empirically through

gathering of data ffom the Canadian province of Saskatchewan, within the designated

dyad. Collecting data ffom the producers' side of the producer-manufacturer dyad

allowed us to test ail hypothèses. Previously validated scales were adapted for the

measure instrument, whenever possible and appropriate.

Although a list of beef producers could bave been obtained fi-om many

provinces in Canada, only one provincial jurisdiction (Saskatchewan) is considered.

The sélection of this province is not trivial, as it is helieved to adequately represent

the Canadian beef industry for the following reasons.

First, Saskatchewan is one of Canada's most agriculturally oriented provinces,

producing roughly 25 % of ail Canadian beef. Saskatchewan is known to be a

strategically vivacious province when it comes to socio-political movements. Beef

producers are politically attentive to major issues that affect their industry, and such a

{
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I  context can be well combined with the political economy paradigm. Second, the main
investigator of this study built close links with the authorities of the Saskatchewan

Stockgrowers Association and the Saskatchewan Cattle Feeders Association.

Therefore, lists of key informants were easily obtainable.

Third, beef producing establishments in Saskatchewan tend to be dispersed

throughout the province. Finally, they are sufficient cattle producers (see Figure 10)

in the province to build a representational sample. Given the political and législative

mosaic of Canada, we did not want to include respondents ffom other provincial

jurisdictions, as many légal and socio-political parameters differ from on province to

another.

The respondents were recruited through professional associations that have

agreed to supply lists of members. The Stockgrowers Association of Saskatchewan in

Regina and the Cattle Feeders Association of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon were the

^  main participants for this survey. Once the potential subjects were identified, the
principal investigator phoned them for appointments. Phone calls were made in order

to ensure that they were indeed active in fmishing cattle for slaughter, to identify the

key respondents, and to solicit coopération. Most key informants were owners or part

owners of feedlots. Only one général manager of a publicly owned feedlot was

interviewed. In addition, since cattle producers are known to own large lots, and are

notoriously difficult to find, an appointment was imperative to set an agreed meeting

point and gather information to locate the opération. Geographically, most

respondents were located in the southem part of the province, near Highway No. 1

and Highway No. 16 (see Figiue 10): the two main highways of the province for

enhanced accessibility to markets and logistics (Bowersox, 1978). Many send their

cattle for slaughter in the Canadian province of Alberta, and before the BSE crisis,

used to send cattle across the border in the United States. The most northem situated

respondent was in Meadow Lake, and the most southem respondent was located in

Estevan. Respondents located in the northem part of the province were included in

i
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the survey, as we wanted to fînd out if location was a variable that had any impact on

perception.

Figure 10
The Canadian province of Saskatchewan and location of respondents
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AU feedlots were located on grid roads, which made the locating process

difficult and time consuming. Ail potential respondents were contacted by phone, and

69 respondents agreed to participate, which represents 89,6 % of the absolute number

of potential participants eligible for this survey (see Table 2). In most cases, if the

respondents agreed to participate in the survey, a copy of the Letter to Respondents

and a consent form were sent a few days before the personal interview. The

respondent could then keep the letter, but gave the signed consent form to the

investigator once the interview was completed.

Table!
Nimibcr and sizcs of slaughtcr cattie hcrds in

Saskatchcwan

Sizes Number of herds
Number of

respondents

1 000-3 000 heads 50 50

3 000-5 000 heads 16 11

5 000-10 000 heads 7 6

10 000-20 000 heads 3 1

Over 20 000 heads 1 1

A|[ri-rood Sa^icbaïk-an. 2005.

i

In our literature review, only two empirical studies used personal structured

interviews: Dess and Beard (1984) used 52 manufacturing facilities, and Bstieler and

Gross (2003) used 50 high-tech companies. Therefore, the number of respondents

assembled for this study is consistent with dyadic research in marketing. For our
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^  purposes here, the key-informant data collection method was used whereby the social
scientist obtained information about the group through a member who oecupies a key

rôle, and is well informed (Campbell, 1955). Most beef producers are small

hierarchical organizations; the owner / owner-manager normally handles most

business contact with beef manufacturera. Therefore, the key-informant data

collection is appropriate for the présent study.

8.2.2 Measure instrument development

The questionnaire was pretested on five cattle producers before we proeeeded

with the data collection. Given that only 77 respondents qualifîed for the sample, ail

five respondents had previously agreed to participate in the survey once the final

version of the questionnaire was ready. This critical stage was imperative for this

research, because we wanted to ascertain the importance of the research issues in the

industry while in a crisis context. In addition, this stage will enable further

understanding of how the recent events affected the industry's marketing stratégies,

and to provide spécifie information on the measurement of the constructs involved.

Preliminary interviews also confirmed that only cattle producers that finish

cattle (slaughter cattle) were best qualified to respond to the survey, as most of them

transact openly with packers. Other cattle producers tend to contract through brokers,

agents, auctions, or tender their livestock. Results ffom preliminary interviews

suggest that différences between breeds should not be considered in our study, as

most operational methods are very similar, if not the same, ffom one breed to another.

However, by considering the nature of our study, ail cattle producers interviewed in

the pre-test suggest that size of herds mattered, and our sampling design should

inelude, small, médium and large-sized opérations throughout the province, implying

that the financial burden of cattle producers might highly be correlated with the size

of their opération.

i
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^  We were also concemed about time and market turbulence. Data collection
occurred two years after the start of the BSE crisis, and we felt that respondents might

not recollect enough information to properly respond to our questionnaire. Based on

our pretesting, we realized that respondents were able to use May 20, 2003 as a

stratégie point of reference in their minds, while responding to the questionnaire. We

validated the questionnaire with faculty members from the Faculty of Business

Administration of the University of Regina, and subjects indicated that the questions

were appropriately formulated in the questionnaire to achieve that goal. In addition,

gathering data in an uncertain environment is a perilous endeavour, as any political or

economical shift can alter our respondents' perceptions. Data collection started on

April 11, 2005, and ended on June 3, 2005. Within that period, no major event

occurred that could have affected perception, and during that same period, market

prices for slaughter cattle remained depressed (Canfax, 2005).

The final version of the questionnaire is extensive. It has 11 pages and over

^  200 questions. We were concemed that the questionnaire would be too long for
respondents. During our pretesting, respondents reacted well to the duration of the

structured interview. Most interviews lasted an hour, excluding the period where

respondents wanted to add qualitative data to the survey. Qualitative data was not

considered in the data analysis in order to maintain the presence of high internai

validity, but some are mentioned in the fifth chapter of the présent research.

However, seven respondents in the survey were illiterate, and could not understand

the measuring scales to properly respond. In these instances, the investigator asked

the questions, and the respondents pointed a number that matched a Likert scale on a

piece of paper in front of them. On average, those interviews lasted 100 to 120

minutes, as many questions had to be repeated for better compréhension by the

respondent.
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^  8.2.2 Theoretical définitions and questionnaire

8.2.3.1 Transactional profiles. The questionnaire included four sections, three

of which were to measure the proposed conceptual model. Most measures used in this

study have been adapted from previous marketing channel studies (Achrol and Stem,

1988; Dwyer and Oh, 1987; Dwyer and Welsh, 1985; El-Ansary and Stem, 1972;

Heide, 1994; Heide and John, 1988; John and Reve, 1982; Reve and Stem, 1986).

BSE being a food safety issue, we added a food safety component to the sériés of

questions asked. The first section, not included to measure the proposed model, was

to verify transactional profiles of respondents (see Appendix A). In order to verify

whether the BSE crisis has had an impact on cattle producers, we wanted to verify

variations in selling stratégies ffom before May 20, 2003. We started our interviews

by getting relevant data about selling pattems: to understand which charmels each

respondent were using before May 20, 2003, and what intermediaries they were using

at the time of the interview. They had the following options available:

1. Packers (or abattoirs);

2. Brokers;

3. Auctions;

4. Others.

8.2.3.2 Section 1 (Primary task environment). Sections 1 through 3 were

related to the conceptual model. In the questionnaire, the first segment of section 1

was related to primary task environmental uncertainty (see Appendix A). We had

first to measure whether or not respondents perceived themselves to be operating

under the strains of a crisis, which in retum, created primary task uncertainty.

Respondents rated on a 5-point Likert scale how agreeable or disagreeable they were

on the présent following market aspects (Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001):
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^  1. Perception of unpredictability of market turbulence and changes;
2. The intensity of compétition;

3. Perception on food safety standard changes, and;

4. Perception pertaining the future of the industry as a whole.

8.2.3.3 Section 1 (Environmental uncertainty). The second segment of

section 1 was related to environmental dimensions of uncertainty, as the first set of

questions comprised of the three distinct sub-hypothesis, was captured by nine

variables, which were adapted ffom previous research (Achrol and Etzel, 2003;

Achrol and Stem, 1988; Achrol, Reve and Stem, 1983; Duncan, 1972; Dwyer and

Oh, 1986; Etgar, 1976). Similar to the previous section, we added a food safety

component to the sériés of questions asked. AU measures were on a 7-point Likert

scale, response varying ffom Large increase or Very similar, to Large decrease and

Very différent (see Appendix A). These measures were:

^  1. Environmental capacity (Hia)
a) State of demand (three items);

b) Perceptions of decreasing market potential (one item);

c) Productivity goals (two items);

d) Will to vertically coordinate (two items).

2. Environmental dynamism (Hib)

a) Levels of change in customer preferences (flve items);

b) Volatility of prices on the market (one item);

c) Changes in competitors' stratégies (one item);

3. Environmental complexity (Hic)

a) Predictability, confidence in prédiction of outcomes (six items);

b) Assessment of information adequacy (thirteen items).

8.2.3.3 Section 2. As mentioned earlier, the two other sériés of questions were

to measure aspects that are linked with both socio-political stmctures and processes
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^  of the marketing channel. In these sections, we asked respondents to answer the
questionnaire based on what bas happened since May 20, 2003. For socio-political

processes, the définitions of the différent items and an outline of the measures used

are listed below (John and Reve, 1982). Similar to the previous sections, we added a

food safety component to the sériés of questions asked. AU measures were on a

7-point Likert scale, responses varying ffom To an extremely low extent, Erroneous

description, or Very strongly disagree, to To an extremely high extent, Completely

correct description and Very strongly agree (see Appendix A):

1. Goal compatibility between channel members (H2a): The degree to which the

organizations in a channel dyad perceive that concurrent goal accomplishment is

feasible (John and Reve, 1982):

A. Significance: A covert or implied meaning of goals within the marketing channel

(six items);

B. Connection: A means or charmel of communication between members (five

^  items);
G. Similarity: A corresponding aspect of goals between marketing channel members

(two items).

2. Domain consensus between members (H2b): The extent of communal agreement

inside a dyad over assignments, rôles, tasks, and functions pertinent to the flow of

distribution (John and Reve, 1982):

A. Assigmnent: An implied position, or duty, to which one marketing channel

member is assigned by the rest of the channel members (six items);

B. Rôle: The characteristic and expected social behaviour of a marketing channel

member (two items);

C. Task: A piece of work implicitly assigned by other channel members (two items);

D. Function: A spécifie occupation or rôle within a marketing channel (three items).

3. Evaluation of accomplishments (H2c): The degree to which one channel member

perceives goal reaching capabilities of another channel member (John and Reve,

1982):

{
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^  A. Task perforaiance: The undertaking and évaluation of a piece of work implicitly
assigned by other channel members (eleven items);

B. Compétence of personnel of the other channel members (three items);

C. Satisfaction with the service provided by the other organization in relation to the

distributive flows (fourteen items).

4. Norms of ex change (Had): Defined as mutual trust between channel members

(John and Reve, 1982):

A. Confidence with other channel members (four items);

B. Adhérence to channel décisions and agreements (two items);

C. Sharing of the information with other channel members (two items).

8.2.3.5 Section 3. Section 3 of the questionnaire measures perceptions that

dictate socio-political structures, where dependence and power relations are measured

(sec Appendix A). Like the section on socio-political processes, we asked

respondents to answer the questionnaire based on what has happened since May 20,

^  2003. Similar to the previous sections, we added a food safety component to the
sériés of questions asked. Ail measures for the first two aspects on marketing strategy

were on a 5-point Likert scale, response varying ffom Non existent or Non important

to Very important. The définitions of the différent items and an outline of the

measures used follow (El-Ansary and Stem, 1972).

The control over marketing strategy (Hsa) are measured by these thirteen aspects

(El-Ansary and Stem, 1972):

1. Inventory policy;

2. Ordersize;

3. Pricing policy;

4. Sales promotion;

5. Coopérative advertising;

6. Distribution policies (i.e. sélective and extensive);

i
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7. Delivery ofproducts;

8. Crédit;

9. Quality of installation work (quality of infrastructure within the organization);

10. Salespeople training;

11. Sales meetings;

12. Participation in the activities of professional associations;

13. Food safety practice

The same measures were used for the relative importance of the strategy

variables, which is defîned as the perception of how important each marketing

variable really is to their strategy. Response and measurement for the following

variable varied on a 7-point Likert scale, from Very strongly disagree to Very

strongly agree (El-Ansary and Stem, 1972):

1. Extent of dependency (Hsc): AU aspects were measured in order to test the degree

of dependency between the focal channel member and the other members of the

distribution channel (El-Ansary and Stem, 1972).

A. Percentage: The percentage of a channel member's dealings that he contracts with

another member and the size of the contribution that business makes to bis profits

(two items);

B. Commitment: The commitment of a channel member to another member in terms

of the relative importance of the latter's marketing policies to him (two items);

C. Difficulty: The difficulty in effort and cost faced by a channel member in

attempting to replace another member as a source of supply or as a customer (two

items).

Finally, ail measures for the last variable on the magnitude of sources of

power were on a 5-point Likert scale, response varying from Non existent or Non

important to Very important (El-Ansary and Stem, 1972);

i
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^  1. Magnitude of sources of power (Had) are defined by these thirteen aspects, this
variable identifies how much the respondent feels he or she controls its primary task

environment:

A. Customer preference;

B. Completeness of line;

C. Financial and business advice;

D. Sharing advertising expenditures;

E. Product sales meeting;

F. Salespeople training;

G. Image in the community;

H. Prompt delivery and service;

I. Access to market information;

J. Large lot buying;

K. Ability to buy direct;

L. Ability to control customer's brand choice;

^  M. Middleman brand support;
N. Compétitive pricing.

j  8.2.4 Reliability and validity

I  Before getting into data analysis, the most important assumption of a

measurement study is to check the validity and reliability of the instrument. Of the

two types of measurement error, random and systematic, reliability concems random

error. In contrast, the concept of validity includes both random and systematic

measurement error. Without assurance of validity and reliability, the measurement

scale will not necessarily measure the construct that it is intended to measure. Thus, it

is necessary to review reliability and validity in détail.

Whether constructed by the researcher or not, indicators of some constructs

should be as free as possible from the biasing effects of measurement error. In
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^  général, two types of reliability are common, test-retest reliability and internai
consistency. Test-retest reliability is concemed with the stability of the item

responses over time. This test involves the readministration of a measure to the same

group of respondents on a second occasion. That was completed with the respondents

that participated in the pre-test. If the two sets of scores are highly correlated, then

random error due to events that occurred in a single test may be minimal. The

rationale for test-retest reliability is that if a feedlot measure truly reflects its intended

construct, it should be able to assess the construct on différent occasions. Summing

up, the test-retest corrélation theoretically represents the degree to which the latent

construct déterminés observed scores over time (Nunnally and Bemstein, 1994). This

procédure was done for this survey and no significant différences were reported

between the pre-test results and the test itself.

Internai consistency reliability concems the consistency of subjects' responses

within a single test. Internai consistency is the most widely used measure to estimate

^  reliability. In fact, the internai consistency concept to measure reliability requires
only a single administration of the items to respondents. Cronbach's Alpha (1951) is

the most frequently used measure to estimate the internai consistency. Measures with

more items tend to be more reliable that shorter ones. Because reliability coefficients

reflect corrélations, they also tend to be higher when the range of individual

différences tends to reduce the magnitude of reliability coefficients.

Although there is no golden standard about how high coefficients should be in

order to consider reliability as good, some rough guidelines are offered: reliability

coefficients around 0,90 can be considered excellent, values around 0,80 as very

good, and values around 0,70 are to be considered as adéquate. Those measures less

than 0,70 are considered less reliable and these measures were avoided in this study

(Hair, Anderson, Tatham and Black, 1998).
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^  Whereas reliability concems the consistency of test scores, validity concems,
broadly, how scores should be interpreted. An indicator can be reliable without being

valid. Five basic kinds of validity are described in the literature: construct validity,

content validity, criterion-related validity, convergent validity and discriminant

validity. Content validity, criterion-related validity, convergent and discriminant

validity each involve particular aspects of validity and methods to evaluate it.

Construct validity is the most général type of validity and actually subsumes

the other four. Construct validity concems whether an indicator actually measures the

constmct the researcher believe it does (Peter, 1981). The présent study employed

scales that have been tested in previous researches. If the objective in its use is

replication of the effects found in prior studies, then the reliability of the scale should

be fîxed at previously established levels (Hair et al., 1998).

Content validity concems whether an indicator's items are représentative of

^  the domain it is supposed to measure. The évaluation of content validity is not a
statistical matter. Instead, expert opinion about the representativeness of the items

provides the basis of appraising content validity. Content validity is most relevant for

constmcts with domains that are relatively straightforward to describe. Content

validation is enhanced via précisé constmct définition and conceptualization,

including the spécification of dimensionality (Netemeyer, Bearden and Sharma,

2003). That promise can apply to this study.

Criterion-related validity concems whether a measure is related to an extemal

standard against which the measure can be evaluated. One good example would be

scores of this study done in Saskatchewan (the predictor) and a later study done in the

province of Alberta (the criterion): if the two correlate highly, then this resuit is

positive evidence for the criterion-related validity of this study (Netemeyer, Bearden

and Sharma, 2003). Criterion-related validity, however, was not verified for this

study.
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^  The concept of convergent validity and discriminant validity involve the
évaluation of measures against one another instead of against an extemal criterion. A

set of indicators presumed to measure the same construct shows convergent validity if

their intercorrelations are at least moderate in magnitude (Churchill and lacobussi,

2002). If the estimated corrélations of the factors that underlie sets of indicators that

are supposed to measure différent constructs are not excessively high, then there is

evidence for discriminant validity. For the présent study, convergent validity was

offered by the statistical significance of the factor loading from the constructs to the

presumed indicators. Evidence of discriminant validity is offered by the corrélations

among the factors by examining whether the factor (construct) corrélations are

significant or not. For the présent study, the corrélations were tested for significance.

If the corrélation is significant, discriminant validity is in doubt. In contrast, if the

corrélation is not significant, discriminant validity is acceptable (Netemeyer, Bearden

and Sharma, 2003). AU types of validity and discriminant validity are the most

important criteria to détermine whether the model is acceptable or not to measure

^  producer-purchaser relationships.

For the proposed study, assessment of the measurement model is fundamental

before applying the measure in other studies of dyadic relationships within marketing

channels. A combination of a factor analysis to assess the reliability of each construct,

and a régression analysis for estimating causal relationships, was used to empirically

test the model (Hair et al., 1998; Lusch and Brown, 1982). LISREL, a structural

equation-modeling program ffequently used in social science research, was

considered for this study. Nevertheless, given the number of respondents surveyed

and the conceptual structure already laid out, LISREL was not the preferred statistical

model for this study. The measurement of each construct can be assessed by

examining the estimated loadings and the statistical significance of each loading. For

régression analyses, multicollinearity was also controlled with statistical indicators

and methods (tolérances, principal component analysis). Variance inflation factors for

ail hypothèses were verified and were found to be équivalent or lower than 4. Values
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^  of variance inflation factors greater than 10 is often taken as a signal that the data
have colinearity problems (Chatteijee, Hadi and Price, 2000). As for autocorrélation,

under the standard assumption, the standardized residuals are uncorrelated with each

of the predicator variables. With ail régressions of this study, this assumption hold

sinee ail plots were random scatters of points.

Many in marketing research view the use of one-tailed tests as a strategy to

exaggerate the significance of results. Thus, with infinité degrees of freedom,

variables are significant at the 5% level for t-stats over 1.96, not 1.645, which is the

critical value of 10% significance in two-tailed tests (Chatteijee, Hadi and Price,

2000). The later level of significance was used with the aim of submitting this

exploratory study to a satisfactory level of rigor. Furthermore, the validity of the

normality assumption was assessed by examination of appropriate graphs of the

residuals. No distribution were deemed normal, which also justifies the conservative

level of significance used in this study (Hanushek and Jackson, 1977).

8.3 Ethical considérations

For ethical reasons, the présent study considered the following basic

considérations:

1. The rights of subjects. The need to guard the légal rights of members of the beef

industry, avoiding unwarranted intrusion, obtaining informed consent, and protecting

the rights to privacy of individuals representing organizations and social groups;

2. The ethical conduct of research. The need to objectively mount research questions,

hypothèses and research agenda;

3. Sensitivity to cultural and social différences. The necessity to remain perceptive to

the cause of beef producers without becoming biased as a scientific researcher;



^  FOURTH CHAPTER

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter présents the empirical results of the study. It first outlines the

results of the first set of questions, which measured transactional profiles.

Transactional profiles are not included in the proposed model. Afterwards, empirical

results on hypothesized relations are presented.

2. TRANSACTIONAL PROFILES

The Canadian beef industry is a mature industry, which, since its heginnings,

has experienced cycles of growth and décliné. These cycles tend to refleet général

économie pressures on the entire Canadian agricultural industry. As such,

transactional profiles for beef producers and structures of distribution channels may

differ from one year to another. Because of the alleged uncertain environment,

respondents were asked to report on the channel used to market their livestock on

May 20, 2003, before the start of the BSE crisis, and on the day interviews were

conducted, so a comparison could be made. Respondents were asked to report on how

many organizations from each category of purchasers listed were buying livestock

from them. Types of catégories included packers, auctions, brokers, and others. A

paired samples test was completed (sec Table 3).
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Table 3

Paired samples test for transactional profiles

Pairs Means t P

Packers 2003 1,07

1,526 0,132

Packers 2005 0,96

Auctions 2003 0,51

1,425 0,159

Auctions 2005 0,48

Brokers 2003 0,19

1,000 0,321

Brokers 2005 0,16

Others 2003 0,06

0,575 0,567

Others 2005 0,04

Total Org. 2003 1,83

2,079 0,041

Total Org. 2005 1,64

N = 69

Results from the paired samples test show that no signifîcant change occurred

between May 20, 2003 and 2005, when a category-based comparison was made.

Conversely, a signifîcant change was reported with aggregated data, combining ail

types of catégories, displaying a significance level of 0,04. This finding will be

further discussed in the following chapter.



i 3. PRIMARY TASK ENVIRONMENTAL

ENVIRONMENTAL DIMENSIONS (Hj)
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UNCERTAINTY AND

In this section, we describe the empirical variables related te the first set of

hypothèses before presenting the statistical analyses condueted to test onr

hypothesized relations. The first set of hypothèses measures the relation between

primary task environmental uncertainty and the dimensions of environmental

uncertainty, eapaeity, dynamism, and complexity (see Figure 11).

i

f  N
Figure 11
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As mentioned earlier, we referred to seales already developed in prior

empirical work to measure the construets in this study. For each measurement scale in

this study, factor analyses (Varimax rotation) were carried ont to test

unidimensionality of the scales. Item loadings had to exeeed 0,500 on at least one

factor. For items with factor loadings exceeding 0,500 on more than one factor, a

minimum différence of 0,100 between factor loadings was required to consider them

(Nunnally, 1978). Scale reliability was measured using Cronbach's alpha. Though no

rule has been offered for evaluating the magnitude of the reliability coefficient,

Nunnally (1978) suggests that in current stages of research, reliability in the range of

0,70 is adéquate. Therefore, this study eonsidered that a construct was intemally

consistent when Cronbach's alpha was equal or higher than 0,70.
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^  3.1 Primary task environmental UDcertainty

i

For primary task environmental uncertainty, environmental pluralism is a

source of environmental uncertainty, as it makes it feasible to empirically measure

and evaluate the impact on environmental uncertainty. They imply that the primary,

secondary, and macro task environments consist of distribution channel

environments. These environmental segments can be thought of in terms of proximity

or distance from the channel member, with primary being the closest and macro being

the farthest removed from the channel member. As mentioned earlier, this study only

considers the focal channel member's primary task environment. Four distinctive

items measured the primary task environmental uncertainty. Ail four items related to

primary task environmental uncertainty were measured on a 5-point Likert seale, with

catégories ranging from Strongly disagree to Strongly agree.

The first sub-hypothesized relation measured was between primary task

environmental uncertainty and environmental capacity (see Figure 11). As mentioned

earlier, the direct suppliers and purchasers make up the ehannel's primary task

environment. The distribution ehannel's primary task environment is similar to

Duncan's (1972) internai environment. Members or éléments of the primary task

environment are spécifie actors who carry out everyday business tasks. The focal

organization or channel member interrelates ehronically with the primary task

environment on a one-to-one basis (Aehrol, Reve and Stem 1983).

A factor analysis (Varimax rotation) was conducted on those four items. The

« we are more eoncemed about the future of our business than ever before » item

showed a factor loading of only 0,345, and was dropped. The three remaining items

indicated a low level of intemal consistency (a = 0,26) (see Table 4). Reliability

analysis amongst the remaining items was completed, but results were inconclusive.
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i Table 4

Items for primary task uncertainty

Items
Factor

loading
Corrélations

Since May 20"" 2003, you have been witnessing more
impredictable market turbulence and demand changes. 0,708

0,151 w/cio

0,166 w/fss

Since May 20"' 2003, the compétition in our industry
has intensified.

0,567
0,151 w/mt

0,114 w/fss

Since May 20*'' 2003, the food safety standards and
procédures in our industry have greatly changed . 0,615

0,166 w/mt
0,151 w/cio

The two variables are net related, and based on the outcome of the statistical

analysis; we were not able to establish a factor with more than one item. Therefore,

the only item that measured primary task environmental uncertainty was market

turbulence.

3.2 Environmental capacity

As defmed in previous chapters, environmental capacity concems the

insufficiency of input and output resources. It is the quantity of resources to which a

channel has access in its environment (Achrol and Stem, 1988; Achrol, Stem and

Reve, 1983). Eight items were used to build a constmct to measure environmental

capacity, which is to verify whether Hu should be rejected or not. Five items were

taken directly from literature, and three food safety-related items were added to the

questionnaire. AU items related to these scales were measured on a 7-point Likert

scale, with catégories ranging from Large increase to Large decrease, with 4 being

No change. The factor analysis showed the existence of three distinctive factors,

where initial eigenvalues were higher than one. One of the factors that measured the

changes in the number of purchasers, the profitability of the business and the

availability of the major supplier's product showed a Cronbach's alpha of 0,58, which

was too low to consider in our constmct. These referred items were dropped, and the

two remaining factors were included in our constmct (see Table 5).
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i The first factor considered for our construct, identified as export markets,

included two items. Both focused on measuring the perceptions of how export

markets influenced the capacity of the organization being studied. One item measured

the changes perceived in the number of purchasers in exporting markets, and the

other measured the level of sales compétition in exporting markets. The second factor

included items that measure food safety related topics, such as the compliance of new

food safety measure and the influence of domestic and foreign food safety regulators.

These items created the factor identified as food safety.

Table 5

Description for environmental capacity factors (Hia)

{

Factors Items
Factor

loading

PRIMARY TASK

ENVIRONMENTAL

UNCERTAINTY

Market turbulence
Since May 20"' 2003, you have been witnessing more
unpredictable market turbulence and demand changes. 0,708

ENVIRONMENTAL

CAPACITY

How have the following aspects of your business
environment changed since May 20"' 2003?...

Export markets
7-point scale
Pearson corrélation: 0,702
Variance %: 22,5

The number of purchasers of cattle in your exporting
markets.

0,892

The level of sales compétition in yotu- exporting markets. 0,887

Food safety
7-point scale

Cronbach's a: 0,93
Variance %: 38,7

The eompliance of new food safety measures. 0,945

The influence of domestic food safety regulators. 0,960

The influence of foreign food safety regulators. 0,945

{
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i 3.3 Environmental dynamism

Environmental dynamism consista net only of environmental change, but also

of unpredictable environmental change. Dynamism heightens levels of ambiguity,

which focal channel members must deal with when making décisions (Duncan,

1972). This section included seven distinct items. Ail items related to these scales

were measured on a 7-point Likert scale, with catégories ranging ffom Large increase

to Large decrease, with 4 being No change. A factor analysis was conducted, and one

item, your major supplier's products sales, was dropped due to a low factor loading.

Therefore, six items loaded on three distinctive faetors (see Table 6).

Table 6

Description for environmental dynamism faetors (Hib)

i

Faetors Items
Factor

loading

ENVIRONMENTAL

DYNAMISM

How stable bave the following faetors been since May
20*^ 2003?...

Product and compétition
7-pomt scale

Cronbach's a: 0,78
Variance %: 36,3

Your marketing practices (product mix, promotional
efforts, advertising stratégies) 0,824

Product offerings 0,781

Your competitors' marketing stratégies 0,874

Sales and technology
7-pomt scale
Pearson corrélation: 0,621
Variance %: 22,2

Sales for your business as a whole 0,873

Technological faetors (changes in farming technologies) 0,848

Product priées
7-point scale
Variance %: 17,0

Product prices 0,909

The fïrst factor identifîed as Product and compétition included three items.

These items included the following aspects: marketing practices, product offering by

{
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^  respondents and competitor's marketing stratégies. The Cronbach's alpha satisfied
the requirement for internai consistency (0,78).

Sales and technology was a second factor introduced in the construct. This

variable included the following items: sales of the business as whole and

technological factors, an item that measured the changes in production techniques and

processes for farmers. The Pearson corrélation was listed at a signifîcant level of

0,621. A third factor that emerged from our measures - product prices - only

included one item that considered the changes in the respondent's product prices.

3.4 Environmental complexity

Environmental complexity, which is conceptually synonymous to diversity,

means that dissimilarities of environmental elements can increase environmental

uncertainty (Morin, 1991). Homogeneous and heterogeneous environments are terms

utilized by Achrol, Reve and Stem (1983) and Dwyer and Welsh (1985). For Hic, the

items to measure environmental complexity were separated into three sub

dimensions, as set by Achrol and Stem (1988). These sub-dimensions for

environmental complexity were purchaser-based perceptions, competitor-based

perceptions, and supplier-based perceptions. Twenty-one distinctive items were

measured: six were designated to measure purchaser-based perceptions, eight for

competitor-based perceptions, and seven for supplier-based perceptions. AU items

related to these scales were measured on a 7-point Likert scale, with catégories

ranging ffom Very similar to Very différent, with 4 being Some change.

The first set of items measured aspects that focused on the purchaser / respondent

dyad. Six items were included in this part of the questionnaire, but two were

extracted, even though the factor analysis suggested that they had high factor

loadings. The two items showed no intemal consistency (Pearson corrélation =

0,183). The second set of items that included purchaser's income changes and

i
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( purchaser's market knowledge, displayed an insignificant corrélative level (0,183),

and was net included in our construct. Four items were incorporated into one factor

(see Table 7). Product and food safety, which had a Cronbach's alpha of 0,77,

included the following items: Preferences of purchasers in terms of products features,

quality and food safety, crédit needs, needs for sales assistance and the need for

supplemental product information.

Table 7

Description for environmentai complexity factors based on purchasers (Hic)

Factors Items
Factor

loading

ENVIRONMENTAL

COMPLEXITY

(PURCHASER-BASED
PERCEPTIONS)

How similar or différant are your pmchasers...

Product and food safety
7-pomt scale
Cronbach's a: 0,77
Variance %: 40,9

In their preference for product features, quality and
food safety? 0,651

In their crédit needs? 0,866

In their need for sales assistance or advice? 0,803

In their need for product information and food safety
requirements?

0,732

The second part of this section measured the perceptions of the

respondent / competitor relationship. Eight items were included in this section, and

loaded on the same factor in our construct (see Table 8).
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i Table 8

Description for environmental complexity factors based on competitors (Hic)

Factors Items
Factor

loading

ENVIRONMENTAL

COMPLEXITY

(COMPETITOR-
BASED

PERCEPTIONS)

How similar or différent are yonr competitors...

Product and sales

7-pomt scale
Cronbach's a: 0,91
Variance %: 58,6

In the number of products they offer? 0,777

In the type of products they offer? 0,758

In the quality of products they offer? 0,918

In the prices of their products? 0,750

In the services they offer purchasers? 0,829

In terms of their sales volume? 0,808

In the quality of products and food safety they offer? 0,782

Employées
7-pomt scale
Variance %: 14,8

In how many people they employ? 0,898

The factor analysis provided two distinctive factors, one of which was called

Products and sales. This factor included seven items: the number of products the

compétition offers, the types of products they offer, the quality of products, the

prices, the service, sales volume, and fmally, the quality and food safety the

competitors offer. The Cronbach's alpha satisfied the requirement for internai

consistency (0,91).The other item measured, based on the respondents' perception of

changes on hoAV many people competitors employed, led us to identify the factor

employées.

The third and final set of questions for Hu focused on the

supplier / respondent dyadic relationship. Seven items were measured in this section.

The variables were identified as Scope and information provision and Food safety

and profits.
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Table 9

Description for environmental complexity factors based on suppliera (Hic)

Factors Items
Factor

loading
ENVIRONMENTAL

COMPLEXITY

(SUPPLIER-BASED
PERCEPTIONS)

How similar or différent are your suppliers...

Scope and information
7-pomt scale

Cronbach's a: 0,90
Variance %: 56,3

In their product offering? 0,701

In terms of their size? 0,763

In how much information they provide for you? 0,878

In how much training they provide for you? 0,941

In their relative market share? 0,920

Food safety and profits
7-point scale
Pearson corrélation: 0,661
Variance %: 23,5

In their product quality and food safety? 0,874

In their profitability? 0,921

The first factor included five items (see Table 9): product offering, size of

suppliera, information, training they provided to the respondents and, fmally, relative

market share. The Cronbach's alpha for this construct satisfîed the requirement for

internai consistency (0,90). The other factor, Food safety and profits, included two

items; product quality and profitability of suppliers. The Pearson corrélation also

showed internai consistency for this construct (0,661).

{

To investigate the déterminants of primary task environmental uncertainty,

régression analyses were eonducted and used to assess the impact of these

environmental dimensions on perceptions of primary task environmental uncertainty.

A régression analysis between market turbulence and export markets within our

environmental capacity construct was eonducted, and Avas supported, with a négative

p. Ho is rejected, and Hia is supported at a significance level of 0,106. Food safety as

an independent dimension was not supported {p = 0,877) (see Table 10). We thus fail

to reject Hq. The coefficient of détermination (adjusted R^) was at 0,27.
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Table 10

Déterminants of primary task uncertainty (Hia)

Factors for

environmental capacity P
Std.

Error
t P

(Constant) 0,000

Export markets -0,202 0,504 1,691 0,106
Food safety -0,019 0,514 -0,389 0,877

Adjusted R Square 0,27

i

As for environmental dynamism, the significance level of the régression

coefficient between Product and compétition and Market turbulence was 0,990,

which indicates that there is no association between these two variables, and we

failed to reject Hq. Also, the significance level of the régression coefficient between

Sales and technology and Market turbulence was also not significant {p = 0,410).

However, the régression coefficient between Product prices and Market turbulence

showed that there was a significant association between these two variables {p =

0,082), with a positive p (see Table 11). Ho is rejected, and Hib is supported at a

significance level of 0,082. The coefficient of détermination (adjusted R^) was at

0,10.

Table 11

Déterminants of primary task uncertainty (Hib)

Factors for

environmental

dynamism
P

Std.

Error
t P

(Constant) 0,000

Product and compétition 0,018 0,055 -0,012 0,990

Sales and technology 0,103 0,048 0,830 0,410

Product prices 0,217 0,042 1,768 0,082

Adjusted R Square 0,10

{
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( For environmental complexity déterminants (see Table 12), a régression

analysis was conducted for each separate factor, consistent with Achrol and Stem

(1988). For purchasers, the régression coefficient between Product and food safety,

and Market turbulence was insignificant (p = 0,187). The coefficient of détermination

(adjusted R^) was at 0,011.

Table 12

Déterminants of primary task uncertainty (purchasers) (Hic)

Factors for
Std.

Error
environmental P t P
complexity

(Constant) 0,000

Product and food safety 0,161 0,045 -1,334 0,187

Adjusted R Square 0,011

i

In tenus of competitor-based perceptions, with a high reliability construct, the

régression coefficient showed insignificant results on the estimated parameters

(p = 0,817) (see Table 13). Also, the régression coefficient between the Dimension of

employées and Market turbulence was insignificant {p = 0,889). The adjusted was

at -0,029.

Table 13

Déterminants of primary task uncertainty (competitors) (Hic)

Factors for
Std.

Error
environmental P t P

complexity
(Constant) 0,000
Product and sales 0,030 0,045 -0,232 0,817
Employées 0,018 0,039 0,140 0,889
Adjusted R Square -0,029

i

Finally, for supplier-based perceptions, the significance level of the régression

coefficient between Market turbulence and Scope and information provision was low
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i (p = 0,609). Once more, the régression coefficient showed that the relationship

between Food safety and profits and Market turbulence is insignifïcant (p = 0,624)

(see Table 14). Thus, for ail régressions related to the environmental dimension of

complexity, we failed to reject Hq. The coefficient of détermination (adjusted R^) was

at -0,024.

{

Table 14

Déterminants of primary task uncertainty (suppliers) (Hic)

Factors for environmental

complexity P
Std.

Error
t P

(Constant) 0,000
Scope and information provision 0,066 0,040 0,515 0,609
Food safety and profits 0,063 0,037 -0,492 0,624

Adjusted R Square -0,024

3. PRIMARY TASK ENVIRONMENT UNCERTAINTY AND SOCIO-

POLITICAL PROCESSES (Hz)

In this section, we describe the empirical variables related to the second set of

hypothèses before presenting the statistical analyses conducted to test our

hypothesized relations. The second set of hypothèses measures the association

between primary task environmental uncertainty and the variables linked with the

socio-political processes of the marketing channel's internai polity. These variables

are as follows: goal compatibility, domain consensus, évaluation of accomplishments,

and norms of ex change (see Figme 12).

As mentioned earlier, coopération and conflict comprise the distribution

channel's internai socio-political process. Coopération is the process by which

channel members join efforts in combination with one another so that ail may achieve

their individual and mutual goals. On the other hand, the conflict process involves

channel members hindering or interfering with each other's goals (Stem and Reve,

1980).
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Figure 12
Thc hypothysed relationship between the primary task environment

unccrtainty and socio-political processes for empirical results

Primary task

vnvirunmi'nlal

unccrlainty

H 2a H

Hm

H2d{+)

Coal compHtibility

Domain concon$u$

Evaluation of

accnmplisliment

Norins of cxchangf;

The sub-hypotheses under évaluation are outlined in Figure 12. Empirical

constructs were measured for each sub-hypothesis and procédures are discussed in

this following section.

As for Hi, we referred to scales already developed in prier empirical work to

measure the constructs in this study. For each measurement scale in this study, factor

analyses (Oblimin rotation) were carried ont to test unidimensionality of the scales.

Item loadings had to exceed 0,500 on at least one factor. For items with factor

loadings exceeding 0,500 on more than one factor, a minimum différence of 0,100

between factor loadings was required to consider them (Nunnally, 1978). Scale

reliability was measured using Cronbach's alpha.

{

4.1 Goal compatibility

Primary task environmental uncertainty factor was described in the last

section, and will not be discussed further in this section. H2a deals with the impact of

primary task environmental uncertainty on goal compatibility within a dyad. Goal
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( compatibility is defined as the degree to which the organizations in a channel dyad

perceive that concurrent goal accomplishment is feasible (John and Reve, 1982). Ail

items related to these scales were measured on a 7-point Likert scale, with catégories

ranging from To an extremely low extent to To an extremely high extent. Thirteen

items were used to measure goal compatibility within the producer / purchaser dyad.

Two items, offer complété marketing plan for products, and assist in selling products,

had factor loadings that were lower than 0,500, and were dropped ffom the construct.

The remaining items were distributed into three components (see Table 15).

Table 15

Description for goal compatibility factors (H2a)

{

Factors Items
Factor

loading

GOAL

COMPATIBILITY

Marketing mix
involvement

7-pomt scale
Cronbach's a: 0,85
Variance %: 40,3

They have established a coopérative
advertising program with us.

0,722

They assist us in putting together
the appropriate product mixes.

0,579

They offer us consulting services
for plant planning modemization, and extensions.

0,885

They offer us guarantees for loans. 0,750

They assist us with accoimting
services and économie analyses.

0,859

They offer us guidelines for
product packaging.

0,525

They offer us financial assistance. 0,678

Relational familiarity
7-point scale
Pearson corrélation: 0,525
Variance %: 12,9

They offer us spécial trade discounts or bonuses in order
to get them to concentrate on our Unes of work.

0,767

There is close and personal
contacts between om firm and the purchaser.

0,828

Training and food safety
7-point scale
Pearson corrélation: 0,502
Variance %: 10,1

They offer us various forms
of training and courses.

0,626

They assist us in food safety
initiatives.

0,874

The fîrst factor, identifîed as Marketing mix involvement, included the

following seven items: the establishment of coopérative advertising, assistance in
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^  appropriate product mixes, consulting services, guarantees for loans offered by
purchasers, assistance with accounting services, guidelines for product packaging and

finally, financial assistance. The Cronbach's alpha for internai reliability of the

construct was acceptable at 0,85.

Another factor identified as Relational familiarity was eonsidered as a second

factor in our analysis. Two items were included in the factor, trade discounts and

Personal relationship. The Pearson corrélation was significant at 0,525. Training and

food safety was also eonsidered as a factor for H2a. Offerings of training courses and

the assistance of food safety initiatives also scored a high corrélation (.502).

4.2 Domain consensus

Domain consensus, for H2b, is defîned as the extent of communal agreement

inside a dyad over assignments, rôles, tasks, and functions pertinent to the flow of

^  distribution (John and Reve, 1982). Domain consensus was measured by 13 items,
ten of which were eonsidered for the final construct. AU items were measured on a

7-point Likert scale, with catégories ranging ffom Erroneous description to

Completely correct description. Three items did not qualify due to low factor

loadings. These items were Advertising campaign détermination by purchaser,

Producer's décision upon ail phases of transportation and physical delivery, and

Relationship govemed by written contracts. Items loaded on to four components (see

Table 18). Ordering parameters integrated the following items: Givens on price and

discounts with the purchaser, The purchaser's will with ordering procédures, The

purchaser's fi-eedom to buy livestock from anyone, and The obligation to use a

symbol or logo. A second factor was identified as Influence, and was comprised of

three items: Influence on design and layout of the products sold by the purchaser.

Influence on brand and product variety, and The purchaser's support on quality and

service. Ordering procédures, with the item Formulized routine for ordering and

complaints and retum procédures, and crédit with Crédit to the purchaser for
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i bargaining purposes were aiso considered in our construct. AU factors showed

significant levels of construct reliability (see Table 16).

Table 16

Description for domain consensus factors (Hab)

Factors Items
Factor

loading

DOMAIN CONSENSUS

Ordering parameters
7-pomt scale
Cronbach's a: 0,73
Variance %: 29,7

Our price and discounts to the purchaser
are givens that carmot be negotiated.

-0,739

The pmchaser détermines which ordering
procedmes he is going to use.

-0,862

The purchaser is completely free to buy
from any cattle producer that he wants.

-0,731

We require that the purchaser uses a certain
symbol or logo (recoded).

-0,680

Influence

7-pomt scale
Cronbach's a: 0,75
Variance %: 14,6

We have considérable influence on the

design and layout of the products sold by the purchaser.
0,716

We have a say in the détermination of product and brand
variety at the purchaser level.

0,904

We require that the purchaser can provide
good quality support for our products.

0,690

Ordering procédures
7-pomt scale
Pearson corrélation: 0,619
Variance %: 12,4

The orders from the purchaser are made
periodically according to formulized routines.

0,917

Complaints and retums from the purchaser
to us are handled through standard procédures.

0,789

Crédit

7-pomt scale
Variance %: 10,2

We offer no bargaining leverage vis-à-vis
the purchaser with respect to crédit.

0,781

4.3 Evaluation of accomplishments

A total of 28 items were included in the third segment of hypothesis H2, the

évaluation of accomplishments. The évaluation of accomplishments is defined as the

degree to which one channel member perceives goal reaching capabilities of another

channel member. Ali items were measured on a 7-point Likert scale; with catégories

ranging from Very strongly disagree to Very strongly agree.
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^  Because of the high number of items to process, two steps are involved for
this section. The first phase involved an exploratory factor analysis using principal

component analysis. Several interactions of the factor analysis were run to obtain a

clearly distinguishable factor structure. Both oblique (Harris-Kaiser) and orthogonal

(Varimax) rotations were used to explore ail of the factor structures. In order to define

factors from the 28 items, same rules as for other constructs on factor loadings were

employed. The second phase data analysis confîrmed the extracted latent factors with

components of the pattem matrix. In the end, seven items loaded on two factors (see

Table 19). The first factor was Opinions and disagreements, which included the four

items listed in Table 17: The résistance towards suggestions of new practices.

Différences of opinion between the respondent and purchaser regarding new methods

of distribution, Disagreements on promotional activities and Discrepancies regarding

sales practices.

i
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Table 17

Description for évaluation of accomplishment factors (Hac)

Factors Items
Factor

loading

EVALUATION OF

ACCOMPLISHMENT

Opinions and
disagreements
7-point scale
Cronbach's a: 0,80
Variance %: 23,6

Dur suggestions of new practices are oflen met with
résistance from the purchaser due to his strong
traditionalism.

0,849

The purchaser and our firm have différent
opinions when it cornes to the emergence
of new, alternative ways of distribution.

0,809

There are sometimes disagreements between our firm
and the purchaser regarding which of us are responsible
for promotional activities.

0,795

There are often disagreements between
our firm and the purchaser regarding the
sales practices used in his plant (s) (recoded).

0,782

Relational satisfaction

7-pomt scale

Cronbach's a: 0,84
Variance %: 16,1

We have the impression that the purchaser is
fully satisfïed with our delivery tasks.

0,901

We think of omselves to have a good
knowledge of the spécial needs and wants
of the final consumera.

0,789

The purchaser's personnel are very
compétent at their work.

0,796

The last item regarding sales practices had to be recoded, as the factor loading

coefficient was inverted. The Cronbach's alpha showed internai consistency at 0,80.

The second factor that was identified, relational satisfaction, brought together three

distinct items: The impression of satisfaction by the purchaser about delivery tasks,

Good knowledge about the final consumer, and The competency level of the

purchaser's personnel. The intemal consistency was significant (a = 0,84).

{

4.3 Norms of exchange

For H2d, as outlined earlier, the norms of exchange is defined as mutual trust

between channel members (John and Reve, 1982). AU items related to these scales

were measured on a 7-point Likert scale, with catégories ranging ffom Very strongly
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i disagree to Very strongly agree. Eight items were considered to measure this

construct, but only one item was used in our construct with market turbulence (see

Table 18). A factor analysis was carried ont and identified three factors. One factor

included the following items: Reliability of agreements with purchasers, Decisiveness

by purchasers on passed contracts and hidden information. Also, Informai agreement

value, Food safety standard expectations and Quality of personal relationships

between persons of the two firms. However, both factors showed a poor level of

construct reliability (0,47, and 0,58), and were discarded. The last factor. Internai

fînancial information, contained only one item.

Table 18

Description for norms of exchange factors (Haa)

i

Factors Items
Factor

loading

NORMS OF

EXCHANGE

Internai llnancial

information

7-pomt scale
Variance %: 14,8

Producer's internai fmancial

information should not be shared with

the purchaser's customers
0,692

To investigate the déterminants of socio-political processes, régression

analyses were conducted, and used to assess the impact of primary task environment

uncertainty on socio-political process dimensions. The first was between market

turbulence and each of the goal compatibility factors. A régression coefficient on

marketing mix development and market turbulence was not significant {p = 0,781)

(see Table 19). was 0,001. The parameter estimate on relational familiarity and

market turbulence displayed insignificant results {p = 0,567). The R^ was 0,005. Also,

the dimension identified as training and food safety failed to have any significant

relationship with market turbulence (p = 0,504). R^ was 0,007. In ail cases, we fail to

reject Hq.

i
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Table 19

Detenninants of goal compatibility (Haa)

Factors for goal
compatibility P Std. Error t P

(Constant) 0,000
Marketing mix
involvement 0,034 0,187 0,279 0,781
Relational familiarity

0,070 0,292 0,575 0,567
Training and food safety

0,082 0,245 0,082 0,504

i

For domain consensus, none of the hypothesized association for Hab showed

significant results with separate régression analyses (see Table 20). Ordering

parameters was ;? = 0,845 (R^ = 0,001), influence was sA p = 0,694 (R^ = 0,002),
ordering procédures at/? = 0,537 (R^= 0,006), and finally, crédit, which only counted

one item, reported a /? = 0,504 (R^ = 0,007) significance level with régression

coefficients. Again, we fail to reject Ho for ail cases.

Table 20

Detenninants of domain consensus (Hab)

Factors for domain

consensus
P Std. Error t P

(Constant) 0,000
Ordering parameters 0,024 0,271 0,197 0,845
Influence 0,127 0,320 -0,395 0,694
Ordering procédures 0,076 0,373 -0,621 0,537
Crédit 0,082 0,547 -0,672 0,504

{
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Table 21 outlines the régression results for the évaluation of accomplishments.

A régression analysis was completed with market turbulence and opinions and

disagreements, and the coefficient of significance for the régression was at /? = 0,447
0  » . «

(R = 0,009). The régression coefficient with relational satisfaction and market

turbulence did not présent any significant results either (p = 0,157) (R^ = 0,030). In

both cases, we fail to reject Hq.

i

Table 21

Déterminants of évaluation of accomplishments (Hac)

Factors for

évaluation of

accomplishments
P Std. Error t P

(Constant) 0,000

Opinions and
disagreements 0,093 0,348 -0,764 0,447
Relational

satisfaction 0,172 0,275 -1,432 0,157

For H2d, no association was statistically significant between market turbulence, and

internai fmancial information (p=.731), the only reliable dimension for this sub-

hypothesis (see Table 22). We fail to reject Hq.

Table 22

Déterminants of norms of exchange (H2d)

Factors for norms of

exchange P Std. Error t P

(Constant) 0,000

Internai fmancial

information
0,042 0,390 -0,346 0,731

Adjusted R Square -0,013

'y

The adjusted R was at -0,013, which is significantly low.
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i 4. PRIMARY TASK ENVIRONMENT UNCERTAINTY AND SOCIO-

POLITICAL STRUCTURES (H3)

The third and final section of the survey included questions to measure the

third set of hypothèses. These variables are as follows: control over marketing

strategy, relative importance to the strategy variables, extent of dependency and

magnitude of power (see Figure 13). As outlined earlier in the third chapter, the

internai socio-political structure is defined by pattems of power-dependence

relations, which exists between any two-channel members, whereas socio-political

processes are described in terms of the dominant sentiment inside the distribution

channel (Stem and Reve, 1980).

Figure 13
'l'he hypothysed relationship between the primaiy task environmental

uncertainty and socio-political strucntre for empirical rcsults

J'riinary task
cnvironmrntal

uncertainty

i+

Il3c(

H3d <+)

Control ovcr marketing
strategy

Rdative inqMHiance ta ilie
sirii««gy variables

Cxtcnl of (Icpendciicy

Magnitude of sources of
powcr

The sub-hypothesis under évaluation are outlined in Figure 13. Constmcts

were made to test for each sub-hypothesis and procédures are discussed in this

section. The empirical variables related to the third set of hypothèses are described

before presenting the statistical analyses conducted to test our hypothesized relations.

As for Hi and H2, we referred to scales already developed in prior empirical work to

measure the constructs in this study. For each measurement scale in this study, factor
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^  analyses (Oblimin rotation) were carried ont to test unidimensionality of the scales.
Item loadings had to exceed 0,500 on at least one factor. For items with factor

loadings exceeding 0,500 on more than one factor, a minimum différence of 0,100

between factor loadings was required to consider them (Nunnally, 1978). Scale

reliability was measured using Cronbach's alpha.

5.1 Control over marketing strategy

Thirteen items measured the control over marketing strategy (Hsa), and ail

were included in the final construct (see Table 23). AU items related to these scales

were measured on a 5-point Likert scale, with catégories ranging ffom nonexistent or

no importance to of very importance. The first factor. Sales and crédit, included

marketing variables linked to Crédit, Sales people training and Sales meetings. The

Cronbach's alpha showed that the intemal consistency was significant (0,86).

i
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i Table 23

Description for control over marketing strategy factors (Hsa)

Factors Items
Factor

loading

CONTROL OVER

MARKETING

STRATEGY

How important is it for your firra to control the
foliowing aspects of yom business?...

Sales and crédit

7-point scale
Cronbach's a: 0,86
Variance %: 34,4

Crédit. 0,777

Salespeople training. 0,968

Sales meeting. 0,913

Flow of goods and civil
responsibility
7-point scale
Cronbach's a: 0,79
Variance %: 19,5

Inventory policies. 0,929

Order sizes. 0,879

Participation with professional associations. 0,646

Food safety practices. 0,693

Coopération and
exchange
7-point scale
Cronbach's a: 0,77
Variance %: 10,5

Sales promotion. 0,851

Coopération advertising with pmchasers. 0,559

Distribution policies. 0,572

Delivery of products. 0,775

Pricing
7-point scale
Variance %: 8,1

Pricing. 0,791

Flow of goods and civil responsibility was the second factor identified.

Aspects of marketing stratégies with this factor included Inventory policies, Order

sizes, Participation with professional associations, and Food safety practices. The

internai reliability of this construct was high, with a Cronbach's alpha of 0,79. A third

factor, with high internai reliability (a = 0,77) was considered, coopération and

exchange, and encompassed items such as Sales promotion. Coopérative advertising

with purchasers. Distribution policies and Delivery of products. Finally, pricing, a

fourth factor, was considered in this construct, however its relationship with the

independent variable was not signifîcant (.745).
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i 5.2 Relative importance to the strategy variables

As stated earlier, El-Ansary and Stem (1972) mentioned that the relative

importance of the strategy variables is defined as the perception of how important

each marketing variable really is to their strategy. The same marketing aspects as in

Hsa were considered, and the same factors were constructed. And thus, similar to Hsa,

ail items were used for the constmct (see Table 24). AU items factor bave loaded at

more than 0,500 and loaded on four factors. AU items related to these scales were

measured on a 5-point Likert scale, with catégories ranging from Nonexistent or no

importanee to Of very importance.

i

Table 24

Description for relative importance of strategy variable factors (Hsb)

Factors Items
Factor

loading

RELATIVE

IMPORTANCE OF

STRATEGY

VARIABLES

How important are the following marketing aspects for
yonr firm?...

Sales and crédit

T-point scale
Cronbach's a: 0,84
Variance %; 37,3

Crédit. 0,689

Salespeople training. 0,780

Sales meeting. 0,815

Flow of goods and civil
responsibility
7-point scale
Cronbach's a: 0,75

Variance %: 22,4

Inventory policies. 0,783

Order sizes. 0,717

Participation with professional associations. 0,545

Food safety practices. 0,669

Coopération and
exchange
7-pomt scale
Cronbach's a: 0,83
Variance %: 10,1

Sales promotion. 0,763

Coopération advertising with pmchasers. 0,721

Distribution policies. 0,788

Delivery of products. 0,592

Pricing
7-point scale
Variance %: 0,0

Pricing. 0,178
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^  The first factor, sales and crédit, included marketing variables linked to
Crédit, Sales people training and Sales meetings. The Cronbach's alpha satisfied our
requirement for internai consistency (0,84). Flow of goods and civil responsibibty
was the second factor under considération for Hab- Aspects of marketing stratégies
with this factor included Inventory policies, Order sizes. Participation with
professional associations, and Food safety practices. The Cronbach's alpha satisfied
the requirement for internai consistency (0,75).

A third factor considered, coopération and exchange, encompassed the

following items: Sales promotion. Coopérative advertising with purchasers.
Distribution policies and Delivery of products. Again, the Cronbach s alpha
measuring construct validity satisfied the requirement for internai consistency (0,83).
Finally,/'ncmg' was a fourth factor considered in this construct.

It is important to note that the Pearson corrélation coefficient between ail the
i  items measuring Hsa and Hjb was significant, at 0,687. A régression analysis

demonstrate a highly significant relationship between the two variables (control and
importance), at 0,000. This finding will be fiirther discussed in the next chapter.

5.3 Extent of dependency

As discussed in previous chapters, the extent of dependencies is the
commitment of a chaimel member to another channel member and the difficulty and

cost to replace the established relationship (El-Ansary and Stem, 1972). AU items
related to these scales were measured on a 7-point Likert seale, with catégories
ranging from Very strongly disagree to Very strongly agree. Six items were used to
test Hsc, and ail of them were considered for the final construct (sec Table 25). The
first factor, optimistic dependency, integrated the following items: The likeability of
the relationship between the purchaser and the respondent, The will to remain part of
the same network and The optimistic surrounding the dyadie relationship with the

{
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i purchaser. AU these items reflected an affirmative position to the measured

relationship, focusing on common grounds for structure. For this factor, the

Cronbach's alpha was at 0,87, and thus showed that the construct's intemal reliability

was highly consistent.

i

Table 25

Description for the extent of dependency factors (Hsc)

Factors Items
Factor

loading
EXTENT OF

DEPENDENCIES

Optimistic dependency
7-point scale

Cronbach's a: 0,87
Variance %; 53,1

Even if we could, we would not drop the purchaser
because we like being associated with it.

0,775

We want to remain a member of the purchaser's
network because we genuinely enjoy om
relationship with it.

0,970

Our positive feelings towards the purchaser make
us want to continue working with it.

0,939

Pessimistic dependency
7-point scale
Cronbach's a: 0,83
Variance %: 26,4

In our trade area, there are other fmns
that could provide purchasers with
comparable products.

0,867

In our trade area, the purchaser would incur
minimal costs in replacing our firm with
another supplier.

0,896

It would be difficult for the purchaser to
replace the sales and profits generated ffom
our products (recoded).

0,811

The same évaluation for construct reliability was completed for the three

items that présent an opposite and négative aspect to dependency. Items included in

the pessimistic dependency factor were as follows: Comparable product offerings by

competitors, Costs to change suppliers, and Replacement of sales and profits

generated by respondent's products. The latter was recoded to fit the other two items.

Again, for this factor, the Cronbach's alpha showed intemal consistency (0,83).

i

5.4 Magnitude of sources of power

For the final sub-hypothesis of the third section of the questionnaire, the

magnitude of sources of power was measured. According to El-Ansary and Stem
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i (1972), the magnitude of sources of power would include customer preference,

completeness of line, financial and business advice, and sharing of advertising

expenditure. AU items related to magnitude of source of power were measured on a 5-

point Likert scale, with catégories ranging from Nonexistent or no importance to Of

very importance. The factor analyses on these items allowed us to identify four

factors (see Table 26). The first factor Was knowledge sharing, and encompasses the

following four items: Financial and business advice, Sharing advertising with

purchasers, Product and sales meetings and fmally, Salesman training. The

Cronhach's alpha satisfîed our condition for internai consistency (0,86).

i

Table 26

Description for the magnitude of sources of power factors (Haa)

Factors Items
Factor

loading

MAGNITUDE OF

SOURCES OF POWER

In yoin view, how important are
these aspects for your firm now?...

Knowledge sharing
7-point scale

Cronbach's a: 0,86
Variance %: 31,2

Financial and business advice. 0,846

Sharing advertising expenditure. 0,836

Product sales meetings. 0,902

Salesman training. 0,739

Réputation, information
and pricing
V-point scale
Cronbach's a: 0,83
Variance %; 20,5

Image and réputation in the community. 0,817

Pronçt delivery and service. 0,858

Access to market information. 0,861

Conqietitive pricing. 0,692

Extent of offering
7-pomt scale
Pearson corrélation : 0,619

Variance %: 9,7

Completeness of line of products. 0,629

Large lot buying. 0,827

Branding
7-point scale
Pearson corrélation ; 0,497

Variance %: 7,7

Ability to control brand choice. 0,775

Middleman brand support. 0,763

{

The second factor was identifîed as réputation, information and pricing.

Image and réputation in the community. Prompt delivery and service, Access to
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^  market information and Compétitive pricing were included in this factor. The
Cronbach's alpha showed that the construct was intemally consistent (0,83)

The last two factors, extent of qffering, and branding, included two items

each. For the extent of offering factor, the following items were considered:

Completeness of line of products, and Large lot buying. For branding, the following

items were listed: Ability to control brand choice, and Middleman brand support.

Both Pearson corrélations showed relatively strong association (Extent of offering:

Pearson = 0,619; Branding: Pearson = 0,497).

For this section, as in the two previous sections, régression analyses were

conducted, and were used to assess the impact of primary task environmental

uncertainty on socio-political structure dimensions.

For control of marketing variables, the régression coefficient with sales and

I  crédit and market turbulence indicated no association (p = 0,664) (R^ = 0,003) (see
Table 27). We fail to reject Hq. For flow of goods and civil responsibility, the

régression coefficient suggested that the association between this factor and the

independent variable is significant at p = 0,003 (R^ = 0,125), with a négative p.

Consequently, we reject Hq, and Hsa is supported at a significance level of 0,003

i
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Table 27

Déterminants of control of marketing variables (Haa)

Factors for

control of

marketing
variables

P Std. Error t P

(Constant) 0,000

Sales and

crédit
-0,053 0,309 -0,437 0,664

Flow of

goods and
civil

responsibility

-0,354 0,197 3,100 0,003

Coopération
and exchange

-0,219 0,214 1,835 0,071

Pricing -0,131 0,162 1,068 0,289

i

Also, the régression coefficient between coopération and exchange and

market turbulence was significant (p = 0,071) (R^ = 0,048), with a négative fi. As a

resuit, we reject Ho, and we accept Hsa at a significance level of 0,07. The last factor,

pricing, did not display any association with market turbulence {p = 0,289)

(R^ = 0,002). We thus fail to reject Hq.
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i Table 28

Déterminants of relative importance of strategy variables (Hsb)

Factors for

relative

Importance
of strategy
variables

P Std. Error t P

(Constant) 0,000
Sales and

crédit
0,123 0,294 1,008 0,317

Flow of

goods and
civil

responsibility

0,251 0,196 2,126 0,037

Coopération
and exchange

0,194 0,267 0,194 0,110

Pricing 0,131 0,162 1,068 0,289

i
As for the relative importance of marketing variables (see Table 28), the

régression coefficient between sales and crédit and market turbulence showed no

support (p = 0,317) (R^= 0,015). We fail to reject Hq. The régression coefficient

found to be highly significant between Jlow of goods and civil responsibility and

market turbulence (p = 0,037) (R^= 0,063), again, with a positive p. Consequently,

we reject Hq, and accept Hab with a significance level of 0,03.

The régression coefficient between coopération and exchange and market

turbulence was not as significant (p = 0,110) (R^ = 0,038). We fail to reject Hq.

Finally, pricing was a fourth factor considered in this construct, but its relationship

with the independent variable was, yet again, not significant {p = 0,289) (R^ = 0,017).

We fail to reject Hq.

i

For the extent of dependencies, the régression coefficient between optimistic

dependency and market turbulence was not significant {p = 0,768) (R^= 0,001) (see
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Table 29). The same results for pessimistic dependency were obtained (p = 0,467)

(R = 0,008). For both cases, we fail to reject Hq.

Table 29

Déterminants of extent of dependencies (Hsc)

Factors for

extent of

dependencies
P Std. Error t P

(Constant) 0,000

Optimistic
dependency 0,296 0,365 -0,296 0,768

Pessimistic

dependency 0,089 0,256 0,732 0,467

Lastly, for the magnitude of sources ofpower (Hsd), the régression coefficient

between the dimension identified as knowledge sharing, and market turbulence, was

not significant (p = 0,404) (R^= 0,010) (see Table 30). We fail to reject Hq. On the

other hand, the régression coefficient between réputation, information and pricing,

and the independent variable illustrated that the relationship was in fact significant at

/? = 0,041 (R^= 0,061), with a positive f. We thus reject Hq, and accept Hsa at a

significance level of 0,04.

Table 30

Déterminants of magnitude of sources of power (Had)

Factors for

extent of

dependencies
P Std. Error t P

(Constant) 0,000

Knowledge
sharing

0,102 0,283 0,840 0,404

Réputation,
information

and pricing
0,246 0,088 2,079 0,041

Extent of

offering
0,193 0,068 1,614 0,111

Branding 0,077 0,274 -0,636 0,527
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^  Both régression coefficient for extent of offering and branding did not show
any significant relationship between variables. Tbe relationsbip between extent of

offering and market turbulence is not supported, and was set at /7 = 0,111

(R^= 0,037). As for branding, it was set at /? = 0,527 (R^ = 0,006). For botb tbese

cases, we fail to reject Hq.

6. TESTS OF HYPOTHESES

For tbe sake of clarity. Table 31, 32 and 33 présent estimâtes of spécifie patb

coefficients and désignâtes tbe bypotbeses to wbicb tbey apply. Tbis section assesses

tbe bypotbeses in terms of direct results and effects only. Tbe results of tbis study will

be discussed furtber in terms of indirect results and effects in tbe next cbapter.

6.1 HypothesisHi

^  Tbe fîrst bypotbeses (Hia tbrougb Hic) address tbe impact of tbree dimensions
of environmental uncertainty in tbe cbannel member's primary task environment (see

Table 31). Hia states tbat tbe more abundant tbe resources in tbe focal cbannel

member's environment are tbe less uncertainty tbat cbannel member expériences in

its primary task environment. Results suggest tbat a change in tbe capacity of

exporting markets somewbat increases tbe producers' feeling of uncertainty in tbeir

primary task environment. Tberefore, Hia is partially supported, given tbat cattle

producers' perceptions of lack of resources in tbeir environment increase tbeir

primary task environment uncertainty. Tbe bypotbesized relation was négative, and

our empirical results suggest a négative relationsbip as well.

Hib predicts tbat tbe more dynamic a cbannel member's perceives bis / ber

environment to be, tbe more uncertainty be / sbe feels in its primary task

environment. Results suggest tbat volatility of prices on markets or changes in

^  product prices significantly increases tbe producers' feeling of uncertainty in tbeir
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I  primary task environment. Consequently, Hib is partially supported, given that cattle
producers' perceptions of change in turbulence within its environment increase their

primary task environment uncertainty. The sign of P also coincided with the direction

hypothesized. For Hjc, the hypothesis states that the level of complexity in the focal

channel member's environment relates positively to the uncertainty that channel

member feels in the primary task environment. The respondents' perceptions show

différences in elements of their environment such as purchasers, competitors or

suppliers. Again, because the three indicators of environmental complexity did not

form a latent construct empirically, each indicator was tested separately, suggested by

the literature. Empirical results suggest that changes in the crédit needs of purchasers,

or crédit needs from any other organization buying from the respondents, did not

increase the cattle producers' primary task environment uncertainty. Our empirical

results suggest that no competitor or supplier-based perceptions did significantly

affect primary task uncertainty of respondents.

{
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i

i

Table 31

Parameters for hypothèses testing (Hi)

Parameter Hypothèses Resuit

Environmental

capacity

Export markets Hu support

Food safety Hu no support

Environmental

dynamism

Product and

compétition
H,b no support

Sales and technology H,b no support

Product prices H,b support

Environmental

complexity

Purchasers' product
and food safety Hu no support

Competitors' product
and sales

Hu no support

Competitors' employées Hu no support

Suppliers' scope and
information provision Hu no support

Suppliers' Food safety
and profits Hu no support

Thus, we fail to reject Ho, and do not accept Hic, given that cattle producers'

perceptions of the change in diversity of elements in its environment do not increase

their primary task environment uncertainty.

6.2 Hypothesis Hz

Hza through Hzd involve the degree of primary task uncertainty that the focal

channel member feels, and how it impacts socio-political processes (coopérative and

conflictive relations) in the distribution channel (see Table 32). Hza states when focal

channel members experience primary task environmental uncertainty the dyadic

relationship of the focal members is characterized by less goal compatibility.

i
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4 Table 32

Parameters for hypothèses testing (H2)

4

Parameter Hypothèses Resuit

Goal

compatibility

Marketing mix
involvement

H2. no support

Relational familiarity Hz. no support

Training and food safety Hz. no support

Domain

consensus

Ordering parameters Hzb no support

Influence Hzb no support

Ordering procédures Hzb no support

Crédit Hzb no support

Evaluation of

accomplishments

Opinions and
disagreements Hzc no support

Relational satisfaction Hzc no support

Norms of exchange
Internai flnancial

information
Hzd no support

Empirical results indicate no significant relationship between primary task

environmental uncertainty and goal compatibility. As a resuit, we consider that H2a is

rejected. H2b posits that the greater the primary task environmental uncertainty

experienced by the focal member, the lesser the domain consensus will occur within

the dyadic relationship of the focal channel member. Empirical results in Table 19

show no support for this hypothesis. We can assert that we fail to reject Ho, and H2b is

rejected. The next hypothesis, H2c, predicts that the more uncertainty the focal

channel member feels in its primary task environment, the greater the évaluation of

accomplishment will occur within the dyadic relationship of the focal member.

However, empirical results do not support this. Therefore, we can state that H2C is

4
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^  rejected. Finally, H2d posits that the higher the degree of primary task uncertainty
experienced by the focal channel member, the lesser mutual trust characterizes the

dyadic relationship of the focal member. Results indicate that there is no relationship

between these two variables. H2d is, again, rejected.

6.3 Hypothesls H3

Haa through Had involve the degree of primary task uncertainty that the focal

channel member expériences, and how it impacts socio-political structures

(dependenee and power relations) in the distribution channel (sec Table 33).

Hypothesis H3 explores the degree of primary task uncertainty that the focal channel

member expériences and its influence on socio-political structures of the marketing

channel. Specifically, Haa states that the control over marketing strategy within a

dyadic relationship is negatively influenced by the uncertainty of the focal channel

member's primary task environment. This sub-hypothesis, being negatively

associated with the independent variable, obtained some empirical support. The flow

^  of goods and civil responsibility, and coopération and exchange are aspects of a
marketing strategy where respondents perceive to have less control. Given that these

dimensions reported strong relationships, we can state that Haa is partially supported.

Our empirical results show a négative relation between variables, which concurs with

the hypothesized relation.

Again, the next hypothesis, Hab, uses the same constructs as Haa. Empirical

results were différent though. Hab depicts demonstrates that the relative importance to

the marketing strategy variables within a dyadic relationship is positively influenced

by the uncertainty of the focal channel member's primary task environment.
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Table 33

Parameters for hypothèses testing (H3)

Parameter Hypothèses Resuit

Control over

marketing strategy

Sales and crédit Hsa no support

Flow of goods and
civil responsihility

Hsa support

Coopération and
exchange

Hsa support

Pricing Hsa no support

Relative importance
to the strategy

variables

Sales and crédit Hjb no support

Flow of goods and
civil responsihility

Hsb support

Coopération and
exchange

H3b no support

Pricing H3b no support

Extent of

dependency

Optimistic
dependency

H3c no support

Pessimistic

dependency
H3c no support

Magnitude of
sources of power

Knowledge sharing H3d no support

Réputation,
information and

pricing

H3d support

Extent of offering H3d no support

Branding H3d no support

The flow of goods and civil responsihility scored a high corrélation with the

independent variable, suggesting that distribution parameters and communal

involvement are highly influenced by the primary task environmental uncertainty felt

by the focal channel member. As well, coopérative factors and exchange parameters

suggest that there is a modest empirical association between these variables and
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market turbulence. Therefore, we can state that Hsb is partially supported. The

hypothesized direction of the relationship between variables is consistent with our

findings. Hsc, which states that the extent of dependency between channel members is

negatively influenced by the uncertainty of the focal channel member's primary task

environment, gamers no empirical support. We fail to reject Hq. Thus, Hsc is rejected.

Finally, Haa explores the relationships between power and primary task

uncertainty. It states that the magnitude of power within a dyadic relationship is

positively influenced by the uncertainty of the focal channel member's primary task

environment. It received some empirical support, specifically on items linked to

réputation, information and pricing. That means that the réputation of the

respondents, and the access of information and pricing policies gain signifîcant

importance when respondents feel rmcertainty in their primary task environment. The

extent of offering also reported some support to its involvement with respondents'

primary task environment uncertainty. Therefore, Hsd is partially supported. The

hypothesized direction of the relationship between dimensions for Hsd is consistent

with our findings.

7. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

This chapter contained the results of the hypothèses testing and the major

findings of the study. First, a category-based comparison suggests that focal channel

members did not alter distribution channels since May 20, 2003, the starting date of

the Canadian BSE crisis. However, a combined comparison of catégories indicates a

signifîcant change in transactional profiles for focal channel members.

Hypothèses on the dimensions of environmental uncertainty were tested,

exploring any effects on the primary task environment on the focal channel member

(Hi). A number of dimensions of environmental uncertainty were tested. Overall, a

relatively high amount of the total variance in primary task environmental uncertainty
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was accounted for by the variables included in our construct. Some empirical

associations between dimensions of uncertainty, such as capacity, dynamism and

complexity were stated.

For channel sentiments incorporated within the socio-political processes, such

as goal compatibility, domain consensus, évaluation of accomplishment and norms of

exchange, no associations were noted with perceptions of the primary task

environment by the focal channel member (H2).

When testing the sub-hypotheses of the study conceming the relationship

between primary task environmental uncertainty and socio-political structure

variables (H3), three of the four competing hypothèses received significant support.

Our empirical tests imply that the control over marketing strategy, the relative

importance to the strategy variables, and the magnitude of sources of power are

important contributors to the variances of perceptions within the primary task

environment of the focal channel member (Kasulis and Spekman, 1980). In the next

chapter, the implications of these and other fîndings are elaborated, and limitations

are spelled out.



FIFTH CHAPTER

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. FINDINGS

1.1 Expected and unexpected results and indirect effects

1.1.1 Introduction

This chapter contains a discussion of the major findings of this research,

including expected results (i.e. those hypothesized) as well as unexpected results (i.e.

relationships in a direetion not hypothesized, or no evidence of association).

Discussions on empirical results related to transactional profiles, findings on

environmental dimensions of uncertainty, findings on socio-political structures and

processes are presented in this chapter. In addition, this chapter discusses the

important indirect and socio-political effects introduced in the previous ehapter.

Three major tables that support the discussion in this chapter are presented. Table 34

summarizes the major findings of this research; Appendix C présents the major

consistencies and eontradietions of this research with marketing literature. And

finally, Appendix D outlines the spécifié objectives set forth for this research,

findings and interprétations of results.

1.1.2 Transactional profiles

A significant ehange was reported with aggregated data pertaining

transactional profiles. When combining ail catégories, the variation of the number of

organizations to transact with has signifieantly changed. This can perhaps be due to a

concentration phenomenon, unrelated to the BSE crisis, which seems to be oecurring

in the packaging industry. Fewer organizations in général are willing or able to buy

products from cattle producers, which seem to alter the number of options available

to them. In an uncertain context, this finding can maybe affect the capability for a
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cattle producer to overcome the impact of a trade embargo. However, since the

variances in transactional profiles are not hypothesized, such a conclusion is

conjecture.

1.2 Findings: dimensions of environmental uncertainty and the primary task

1.2.1 Discussion about environmental capacity (H

Based on the outcome of the empirical data, components related to export

markets of the environmental dimension of capacity that were subject to the présent

study significantly impact the primary task environment of cattle producers. Capacity,

through uncertainty, negatively affects the primary task environment. A négative /?

suggest a négative relationship between variables, as hypothesized in our model. This

would suggest that the more abimdant the resources are in a cattle producer's in

export markets, the less uncertainty he or she expériences in his or her primary task

environment. Consistent with marketing theory (Achrol and Stem, 1988; Achrol,

Reve and Stem, 1983; Dwyer and Oh, 1987; Dwyer, Schurr and Oh, 1987), capacity

through increased environmental uncertainty results in cattle producer perceptions of

less access to resources. Scarcity of resources augmented environmental uncertainty

due to the fact that export markets were inaccessible. The number of purchasers in

exporting markets was reduced, and the compétition increased during the same

period. The indirect impact of capacity on channel relations is also consistent with

marketing research, which in the past, has not explicitly excluded the impact of

environmental uncertainty resulting from environmental turbulence (or a crisis) on

channel relations (Achrol and Etzel, 2003; Dwyer and Oh, 1987). The adjusted

(0,27) suggests that the impact of export markets significantly contributes to the

variances observed in perceptions of capacity-based tasks.
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Table 34

Summary of major findings

Independent
variable

Dépendent
variable

Parameter

Significant, or
partially

significant
relationship

Direction

hypotbesized

Environmental

capacity

Environmental

dynamism

Uncertainty
Export markets C *

Food safety 0 -

Uncertainty

Product and

compétition
0 +

Sales and

technology
0 +

Product prices +" «

Environmental

complexity
Uncertainty

Purchasers'

product and food
safety

0 +

Competitors'
product and sales

0 +

Competitors'
employées

0 +

Suppliers' scope
and information

provision
0 +

Suppliers' food
safety and profits

0 +

Uncertainty
Goal

compatibility

Marketing mix
involvement

0
-

Relational

familiarity
0 -

Training and food
safety

0
-

Uncertainty
Domain

consensus

Ordering
parameters

0
-

Influence 0 -

Ordering
procédures

0
-

Crédit 0
-

Uncertainty
Evaluation of

accomplishments

Opinions and
disagreements

0 +

Relational

satisfaction
0 +

Uncertainty
Norms of

exchange
Internai financial

information
0 +
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Table 34

Summary of major fîndings (continued)

Independent
variable

Dépendent
variable

Parameter

Significant, or
partially

significant
relationship

Direction

hypothesized

Uncertainty
Control over

marketing
strategy

Sales and crédit 0
-

Flow of goods and
civil responsibility

a *

Coopération and
exchange

_b *

Pricing 0 -

Uncertainty

Relative

importance to
the strategy
variables

Sales and crédit 0 +

Flow of goods and
civil responsibility

+»

Coopération and
exchange

0 +

Pricing 0 +

Uncertainty
Extent of

dependency

Optimistic
dependency

0
-

Pessimistic

dependency
0 -

Uncertainty
Magnitude of
sources of

power

Knowledge sharing 0 +

Réputation,
information and

pricing

+'

Extent of offering 0 +

Branding 0 +

0 = No significant relationship found. * = Same as empirically-tested sign.
a = Significant at the 0,01 level. c = Significant at the 0,106 level.
b = Significant at the 0,05 level.

However, given that this study is on food safety-related crises, the primary

task uncertainty felt by cattle producers did not bave any relation with Compliance of

new food safety measures, or with The influence of domestic and/or foreign food

safety regulators. These were unexpected results even as these items were measures

that were used for the first time. Although the available resources from export

markets significantly influence perceptions on capacity-based tasks, food safety

standards and/or regulators appear to have no influence on capacity-based

perceptions. A plausible explanation for this resuit would be that food safety
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responsibilities do net necessarily lie with cattle producers alone, as it demands

efforts ffom ail channel members towards one common goal. We can argue that,

based on our fmdings, cattle producers appear not to feel sanctioned by the influence

of food safety regulators, domestic or abroad.

Within the hypothesized model, several forces impact channel décision

structures and processes in diverse ways. Theory suggests that the effects of

environmental dimensions of uncertainty exert pressure for more flexible structures

and processes within a marketing channel (Anderson and Weitz, 1986). Generally,

when channel members feel uncertain, they require room to respond and adapt to that

uncertainty (Aldrich, 1979). Uncertainty, or environmental uncertainty, can resuit in

vertical coordination, and even intégration. Williamson (1986) suggests that

uncertainty, one of the major factors, which leads to market failure, causes integrated

hiérarchies to emerge (Dwyer and Welsh, 1985; Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978).

Surprisingly, the will to vertically coordinate, as measured in our hypothesized

model, did not nurture any significant results in an uncertain environment. Theory

suggests that when channel members feel uncertain, they seek to reduce this

uncertainty in several ways (den Ouden, Dijkhuisen, Huime and Zuurbier, 1996;

Sturdivant, 1966). One of them is to gain access to capacity. Results show that cattle

producers did not articulate any clear motivation to completely, or incompletely,

vertically integrate. Although not hypothesized, a discussion about vertical

coordination / intégration within the beef industry is warranted.

Vertical coopération / intégration is a widely used strategy in the food

industry, even more so in cattle or beef industry (Robson and Rawnsley, 2001;

Wuyts, Stremersch, Van Den Bulte and Hans Franses, 2004). Public companies like

Lakeside Foods (Tyson Foods Ltd.), Cargill, and XL Beef, the only federally licensed

slaughtering facility in the province of Saskatchewan at the time of the survey, have

successfully integrated several levels of production in order to increase productive

efficiency, and ultimately, profitability. Historically, ail levels of the beef-marketing
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channel have shown an interest in vertical intégration, with one exception: cattle

production. The BSE crisis, though, seem to have changed that premise. Across the

country, since May 20, 2003, more than 450 initiatives to build abattoirs controlled

by producers themselves Avere instigated (Canfax, 2005). At the time of this

investigation, only one project, Natural Valley Farms in Wooseley, Saskatchewan,

was in the midst of starting its opérations. The project was visited by the main

investigator of this research. For countless reasons, many vertical intégration projects

are proving to be more difficult to realize than one would have thought at the outset.

In ail of Canada, since the start of the BSE crisis, only seven projects were

reported to have started construction and/or opérations at this time, some of which

were fiilly financed by cattle producers. This would give these initiatives a success

rate of about 0,02 %. A few underlying reasons may have contributed to the failure of

many projects. Smaller cattle producers drove many of these schemes, where the

capacity was far below 10 000 head. Most large cattle producing lots have established

vertical coordinated alliances with one particular packer, based on trust, and have no

intention of joining one of these initiatives. In contrast, abattoir projects run by

smaller cattle producers were arguably driven by mistrust and limited connections.

Mistrust can certainly make for a powerful weapon to mobilise human capital and

fmancial resources in the short term (Williamson, 1975), but can also create

continuing marketing inertia (Andersen and Weitz, 1986). Moreover, for packers,

lack of slaughtering supply is not an issue, considering that many packers already

own cattle for slaughter, and left these start-up opérations with very little bargaining

power(Dahl, 1957).

Secondly, a number of cattle producers were somewhat undecided about

investing in these endeavours, considering that the reopening of the American border

to Canadian cattle, or increasing in environmental capacity, was perceived by many

to be eminent at the time. The climate of uncertainty created by the judicial affair in

the United States prevented channel members of the cattle industry ffom jumping into
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the slaughtering arena without any hésitation. It gives evidence to the fact that the

lack of resources in the environment limits norm development in a marketing channel
relationship (Dwyer, Schurr and Oh, 1987).

Market dynamics at the packaging level are relatively dissimilar from the

production level due to their imconnected marketing fonctions (Joshi and Campbell,
2003). For one, food distributors, the main clientèle for packers, reflect their

marketing strategy concurrently with market demand. They astutely manage market
cycles for beef, as they know first hand that price elasticity of such a commodity is
hard to increase. Subsequently, cattle producers have to go ffom being price takers to

compétitive price providers.

In food packaging, capacity and size seem to matter. Packers and abattoirs are

daunting, publicly traded conglomérâtes that have access to almost unrestrained

resources. In order to compete, cattle producers would have to hit régional market

niches, at best, without attracting too much attention. They would also, in fact, have
to gain knowledge of significant concepts like branding (Hermann, Thompson and

Krischik-Bautz, 2002), food safety responsiveness (Spriggs and Isaac, 2001), and
administrative assertiveness, none of which are, as a rule, inherently required in
production.

Based on our study, the empirical results seem to suggest that there is a total

absence of collaboration between cattle producers and the rest of the industry due to
lack of environmental capacity. Many cattle producers seem to consider themselves

to be part of a livestock industry, and not of the wide-ranging food industry. This

paradigmatic ségrégation seems to be imbedded in the culture of the industry itself.
We can argue that many industries have seen ail its levels of the supply chain come

together to cope with unexpected occurrences, such as political and economical crises

(i.e. September 11"' 2001, currency fluctuations), strikes, natural disasters (i.e.
tsunamis, earthquakes) and labour shortages. Coopération enables industries to create
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an effective synergy that protects the collective assets of a supply ehain (Johnston and

Lawrence, 1988). The BSE crisis is evidence that cattle producers are strategically

isolated ffom the rest of the industry. By vertically integrating and build slaughtering

capacity, their stratégie scope may broaden, but this research empirically shows that

cattle producers are having difficulties successfully integrating with the rest of their

industry channel members beeause of changes in environmental capacity.

Lastly, there are différences, even among closely grouped organizations

within the beef-marketing channel. That différence lies between two managerial

realities; stakeholder marketing and shareholder marketing. Publicly traded

conglomérâtes control the packing, distributing and retailing levels of the marketing

channel, where the key is the économie surplus produced by corporations. Political

and economical forces often manoeuvre stakeholder marketing for agricultural

commodities, which somewhat explains the high level of vulnerability expressed by

the respondents during the survey. This means that stakeholder marketing rewards the

steadfast presence of the corporation over the capitalist risk-taking investor; the

implication being that organizational dynamic is more traditional than modem

individual accumulation of capital. With this divide, disparities in access to resources

in time of uncertainty are bound to happen.

1.2.2 Discussion on environmental dynamism (Hjb)

Environmental dynamism and its impact on primary task uncertainty also

gamered partially significant support in this study. Product priées seem to be the main

contributor to this phenomena (adjusted R^ = 0,10). As hypothesized, the more

dynamic the product priées for cattle producer's are, the greater uncertainty it will

feel in its primary task environment. Based on our results, perceptions on dynamic-

hased tasks are influenced by product price fluctuations. This can be easily explained

by the fact that cattle producers are essentially price takers. Price taking for producers

means that they can alter their rate of production and sales without affecting the
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market price of its product (Spriggs and Isaac, 2001). Thus, a firm operating in a

perfectly compétitive market bas no power to influence that market through its own

individual actions. Market dynamics suggest that cattle producers transact with an

oligopoly, where there is no pure and perfect compétition, and only a few fîrms bave

market availability. An oligopoly exists wben a few companies dominate an industry.

Tbis concentration oflen leads to collusion among packers, so tbat prices are set by

agreement ratber tban by tbe opération of tbe supply and demand mecbanism. For an

oligopoly to exist, tbe few companies do not need to control ail tbe production or sale

of a particular commodity or service. Tbey only need to control a significant sbare of

tbe total production or sales. As in a monopoly, an oligopoly can persist only if tbere

are significant barriers to entry for new competitors. We can argue tbat fmancial,

environmental and bureaucratie barriers due to new food safety concems do exist

wben starting a federally licensed beef packing plant. In Saskatcbewan, before

Natural Valley Farms was opened in Wooseley, no federally licensed packing plants

bad been establisbed since tbe opening of XL Beef in Moose Jaw in tbe 1920s. Cattle

producers must passively accept wbatever bappens to tbe market price, but it can sell

as mucb as it wants at tbat price.

Tbese results are bigbly consistent witb marketing literature. Acbrol, Reve and

Stem (1983), and Acbrol and Stem (1988) mentioned in tbeir work tbat tbe degree of

turbulence of tbe environment directly affects tbe degree of primary task uncertainty

experienced by cbannel members. In addition, in more recent literature, Bstieler and

Gross (2003) publisbed analogous results, and revealed tbat under conditions of bard-

to-predict markets, cbannel members tend not to engage in proactive processes and

stratégies. Wben an environment is dynamic, tbe rate of change of uncertainty and

predictability of tbe actions of otber cbannel members is unstable. Tbis premise can

be applied to crisis management wben managing uncertainty (Lagadec, 1991). Otber

facets create tbe marketing inertia as reported in tbis study. From tbe start of tbe BSE

ordeal, and based on our observations during tbis study, tbe reopening of American

borders became synonymous witb tbe end of tbe crisis itself, and for tbe Canadian
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cattle industry, it inherently became an unyielding paradigm. In the first two years of

the crisis, the stratégie focal point of the industry has been solely on présent

embargoes and uncontrollable items, which has taken the cattle industry on a path of

dévolution. As soon as assumptions, founded or not, arose about the lift of the ban on

live cattle, the industry s policies were sidelined by the hope that the hardship was

soon going to be over.

1.2.3 Discussion on environmental complexity (Hjç}

The hypothesized relationship related to environmental complexity was not

supported. Perceptions on complexity-based tasks spécifie to purchasers seem to be

influenced by the diversity of elements in the cattle producer's output environment

but did not harvest enough support. Changes originating from purchaser's product and

food safety requirements, and purchaser's sales assistance seem to have no effect on

complexity-based perceptions. Also, no competitive-related variations were

significant in this study. Vertical relationship implies the integrated firm may very

well have to sell to or buy Ifom its competitors. Based on the data collected during

Personal interviews, most respondents do not consider other cattle producers as

compétition. That can be explained by the market condition in which ail of the

respondents operate. Their présent fimction as a producer has little influence over

market behaviour.

No supplier-related variations were significant in this study. This would

suggest that suppliers and cattle producers might have a dysfunctional relationship

with their suppliers in an uncertain environment (Menon, Bharadwaj and Howell,

1996).

Nonetheless, these findings are in sync with marketing literature. Previous

research in marketing suggests that charmel informational contexts on the demand

will have a major bearing on the way in which chaimel members interact (Frazier and
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Rody, 1991), which may explain why financial exchange can become problematic in

times of uncertainty. In addition, Dess and Beard (1984) employed two components

of the extemal economy (heterogeneity and variability), and stated that it affects

polity performance within a marketing channel (Achrol and Etzel, 2003; Dwyer and

Welsh, 1985). These results, nonetheless, contradict some of preeeding empirical

research in marketing. Dwyer and Oh (1987) noted that suppliera' power over a lean

market arises from their dependence on supplier expertise and information. Other

empirical results suggest that when they feel uncertain, channel members tend to seek

more information (Dwyer and Oh, 1987; Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978), and the

environment requires knowledge in order to understand it (Kreiser and Marino,

2002). In this study, scope and need for supplemental information reported no

relation with environmental complexity.

This ean perhaps be explained by the crisis context in which this study was

completed. Crises lack structure and certainty by nature (Lagadec, 1991), and the

Canadian BSE crisis seems to be no exception. Science still knows very little about

the disease itself. Based on factual evidence of the erisis, several beef industry

représentatives have tried to reduce ambiguity, anxiety, and uncertainty by

normalizing the event (Ward, Bailey and Jensen, 2005). This search for normalcy,

where the search for status quo seem to held greater value than the search for

profound leaming and valuable information, has led to a restriction of any leaming

process and search for informational advantage (Porter, 1985). The information void

left by the crisis in the beef industry has created agonizing uncertainty, and no will to

seek for more information was observed. A coordinated duel with uncertainty could

have become an unprecedented situation for beef industry authorities to fmd a new

paradigm. The industry seems to have failed to face its own weaknesses and its own

limits. By caving in to uncertainty and not seek important information, the industry

avoided fmding définition, which is essential to its évolution and ultimate

sustainability (Pauchant and Mitroff, 1995). Leaming requires the knowledge holder

to be motivated to transfer knowledge, and it requires the récipient to be able to
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absorb it (Joshi and Campbell, 2003). Based on our findings, it did net happen during

the BSE crisis. The cattle industry was unable to absorb complex knowledge to better

understand its environment. Findings for H2 and H3 follow the same train of thought.

Thus, we discuss information flow and sharing within dyadic relationships further in

the section pertaining results related to H2 and H3.

1.3 Findings: socio-political structures

1.3.1 Discussion on power relations (Hsa and H31)

Socio-political structures relate to power and dependence relations within a

dyadic relationship. Even though this study only focused on the one side of a dyadic

relationship where respondents were arguably not the power holders (John, 1984),

almost ail of compétitive hypothèses related to H3 were supported, except for the one

related to dependency. Thus, findings for this research will contribute to the

understanding of the power relations experienced by cattle producers, and how they

are influenced by environmental uncertainty within their primary task environment.

H3a gamished signifîcant support ffom our empirical results. By looking at

marketing literature (El-Ansary and Stem, 1972; Etgar, 1976), this fmding was

interesting. The flow of goods and civil responsibility (inventory policies, order sizes,

participation with professional associations and food safety practices), and

coopération and exchange (sales promotion, coopération with advertising, distribution

policies and delivery of products) seem to be déterminants for the control of

marketing variables. Both dimensions explain a signifîcant portion of perceptions of

control of marketing strategy (flow of goods and civil responsibility (R^ =0,125),

coopération and exchange (R^= 0,048). Our empirical results for both dimensions

also matched the relationship direction hypothesized.

In addition, based on empirical results for H3b, inventory policies, order sizes,

participation with professional associations, and food safety practices are ail
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marketing variables that are influenced by primary task environmental uncertainty.

The impact of these dimensions on the variation in perception of the relative

importance of strategy variables is significant (R^= 0,065). Sales promotion,

advertising, distribution policies and delivery of products are marketing aspects that

are, to some extent, influenced by environmental uncertainty, and impinge on the

perceived marketing power of cattle producers. Crédit policies, sales training, sales

meeting and pricing policies seem to be unconnected with the primary task

environment of cattle producers in times of uncertainty. Again, for Hab, our empirical

results matched the relationship direction hypothesized. This is consistent with

findings of previous research in marketing. According to Etgar (1976), when channel

members are independent, control and power can be achieved mainly through an

exchange process and through the use of less-pecuniary services. Ail of the items

included in the construct that were deemed sigmficantly related to primary task

environmental uncertainty, were non-pecuniary by nature.

Corrélations between items of Hsa and Hsb are highly significant, which

suggest that cattle producers did not make a clear distinction between important

marketing aspects for their firm, and aspects they actually control. These findings do

not conceptually align with the ones of El-Ansary and Stem (1972). They mentioned

that there is a significant, positive corrélation between self-perceptions of power and

actual power. Uneertainty seems to similarly affect both control-based marketing

variables and importance-based marketing variables. In other words, uncertainty

influences perceptions of control and importance of similar marketing variables. The

less control over a given marketing variable the producer feels, the more important

that variable becomes in times of uncertainty. Although a dyadic évaluation would

bave cleared some ambiguities on this issue, it is not surprising though to fmd that

Hsa and Hsb gathered the level of support it did in a time of crisis. A crisis comes with

confusion, lack of control and dysfimctional sense making from an organization, and

people directly involved in the crisis (Weick, 1990, 1993).
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By taking into considération marketing literature and results from this study,

marketing-based perceptions offer interesting and insightflil results. Cattle producers

perceive control over marketing aspects of their firm and the importance of the same

aspects has being the same. There is perhaps no disconnect between perceptions of

power and factual power for cattle producers within in their primary task environment

in times of uncertainty. Many political and economical parameters, notably related to

food trades and food safety standards, have changed since El-Ansary and Stem

(1972) published their work. Even though some scholars have agreed with their work

in the past (Bstieler and Gross, 2003), the effects of perceived environmental

uncertainty, in a crisis context, might have created this conceptual déviation from

marketing theory. The addition of food safety practices as a marketing aspect might
have also sparked these empirical différences. Or, perhaps cattle producers find it

difficult to evaluate the power being endowed to them by other channel members.

Thus, from the findings of Hsa and Hsb lies a major conceptual and empirical

advancement for marketing theory. Food safety practices have rarely been considered

as a marketing aspect in an empirical marketing survey. Perhaps, food safety

practices were integrated as a marketing aspect in a constract for the first time in

marketing literature. It was a deliberate choice by the investigator to incorporate a

food safety related component to the survey, and the reasons are not trivial.

When dealing with food safety issues, the world, through globalization, is

bound to undergo crisis after crisis (Mora and Menozzi, 2005). Globalization and

food safety seem to form a virtuous dyad, one spurring the development of the other.

Schumpeter (1950) once stated, that capitalism underwent a process he termed

creative destruction towards international trades. Capitalism forced the beef industry

to industrialize opérations to successfully keep costs down. However, BSE is perhaps

evidence that there is, inherent in the capitalist System, a tendency towards self-

destruction. Food safety concems create a new économie context, in which

production and consumption will be more harmonized. It is imperative for marketing
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to consider such concems (Baker and Mazzocco, 2005). Within the macro

environment included in this study's model, the task of states, régions, and localities

is not of greater political equality but rather to provide a suitable macroeconomic

climate in which capital can flounsh. Some changes at the macro level can alter

marketing stratégies at the primary task level. In a sense, the macro task players in

food safety are being asked to conform to a universal international standard that is

being set outside of them by forces of global capital. Marketers would need to adjust

and elaborate food safety practices that fall in line with that universal standard would

need to exist, thus supporting the premise that changes at the macro level can alter

practices at the primary task level.

With Hsa and Hsb, there is another underlying characteristic that is worthy of

mention. The hypothèses test shows that empirical data support the relationship

between participation in a professional association and primary task environment

uncertainty. The importance of civil responsibility seems to be positively influenced

by the perceived uncertainty of cattle producers' primary task environment. However,

based on data compiled in the quantitative assessment of this study, producers seem

to not rely on professional associations to represent their interests. Many associations

in the province of Saskatchewan share influence and persuasion tasks and lobby the

govemment according to divergent political agendas, thus tempering political

influence (Frazier and Summers, 1984; Spekman and Stem, 1979). Although many

cattle producers do participate in several associations' activities, many mentioned the

situation needs to be addressed in the future.

1.3.2 Discussion on dependency relations (H3^

The négative hypothesized relation between primary task uncertainty and

dependency was not supported in our study (H3c). However, the fîndings of this study

support that dependency is a concept that is somewhat diffîcult to measure in a

context where environmental uncertainty is perceived (Achrol, Reve and Stem, 1983;
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Gaski, 1984). The empirical résulta of the study for Hsc disagree with marketing

literature in many ways. Marketing literature spécifiés that asymmetric dependence

has no effect on performance (Beier and Stem, 1969; Heide and John, 1988; Kumar,

Scheer and Steenkamp, 1998; Stem and Reve, 1980), and also, when dependence is

created because of the presence of unfamiliar circumstances, dependence balancing

enhances performance (Heide and John, 1988). Also, Heide and John (1988)

demonstrated in their empirical work, when two parties are able to influence each

other because of dependence, the positive conséquences of power are more likely to

occur. Perhaps, dependency is implicit for cattle producers, and they are oblivious to

systemic dependencies, given that cattle producers have an economical function that

forces them to be price takers. Most cattle producers tender to the highest bidders, or

auction directly to purchasers which form an oligopoly. Economical mechanics or

trading practices do not necessarily imply that cattle producers perceive themselves to

be dépendent upon interorganizational relationships within a marketing channel.

Thus, with the fmdings of this study, it is impractical to state that dependencies

experienced by cattle producers are influenced by the environmental uncertainty

within their primary task environment. Therefore, the spécifie objective related to this

hypothesis was only partially reached.
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1.3.3 Discussion on sources of power (H}^)

Based on the results of this study for Hsa, for cattle producers, image and
réputation in the community, prompt delivery and service, access to market

information, compétitive pricing, completeness of line of products and large lot
buying are ail marketing aspects that represent a source of power that is positively
influenced by primary task environmental uncertainty. Tbe sbowed tbat 6,1 % of
tbe variation in perceptions of tbe magnitude of sources of power by cattle producers
is explained by tbis dimension, wbicb is significant. As for Hsa and Hsb, our empirical
results matcbed witb tbe relationsbip direction bypotbesized. Tbese findings
corroborate witb past studies in marketing cbannel literature. Hunt and Nevin (1974)
found tbat a significant relationsbip exists between tbe power of a cbannel member

and tbe sources of power available to bim. Scott (1981) wrote tbat tbe environment is

a source of information, wbicb suggests tbat uncertainty can be bampered by access
to information. Perceptions tbougb, can be deceiving. Again, El-Ansary and Stem

(1972) stated tbat tbere is a significant, positive corrélation between actual power and

self-perceived sources of power. Since tbis study measured perceptions, tbe same
observations made for H3a and Hsb pertain to Haa.

Finally, findings drawn firom Hsa would suggest tbat BSE can represent more
tban just a managerial problem, but can be perceived by cattle producers as a societal

problem as a wbole. Tbe political economy firamework served tbis study well in tbat
regard, because BSE was allegedly created by industrial imprudence, and is

detrimental to tbe réputation of an industry. Cattle producers seem to feel less

powerful due to reputation-related uncertainty created by BSE.
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1.4 Findings: socio-politlcal processes

1.4.1 Discussion on goal compatibility and domain consensus (H2aCind H2b)

When testing the major hypothèses of the study eoneeming the relationship

between soeio-politieal processes and primary task environmental uncertainty, none

of the four competing hypothèses received any support. We question the pertinence of

these results and présent some thoughts about our analysis.

In this empirical survey, goal compatibility was rated by significance,

connection and similarity. Given that the association prescribed by Haa was

insignificant, it can possibly suggest that goal compatibility is extraneous to a cattle

producer's marketing strategy, when environmental uncertainty is perceived. It may

perhaps be a clear indicator that goal compatibility is uncommon, even unnatural to

cattle producers. Therefore, findings of this study seem to entail, for cattle producers,

that goal compatibility cannot spur conflictive and/or coopérative relations within a

dyadic relation, in an uncertain environment. Alderson (1965) views organized

behaviour Systems as having one ultimate goal: survival. Individual firms bave

individual goals. Cattle producers failed to create meaningful market heterogeneity

from meamngless heterogeneity through transactions within the marketing channel

(Priem, Rasheed and Amirani, 1997), because individual goals seem to prevail under

the influence of environmental uncertainty. This study also hints that, for cattle

producers in an uncertain environment, goal compatibility is a futile concept if the

objective is to understand how conflictive and/or coopérative relations evolve in time.

The effects of domain consensus (H2b) between cattle producers and purchasers

detected in the study were weak, and no defmite conclusion can be drawn based on

the présent data.
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1.4.2 Discussion on évaluation of accomplishments (H2c)

The évaluation of accomplishments (H2c) is defmed in marketing literature as

the degree to which one channel member perceives goal reaching capabilities of

another channel member (John and Reve, 1982). The évaluation of accomplishment

was measured through two factors: opinions and disagreements, and relational

satisfaction. The results do not indicate causality between these factors and primary

task environmental uncertainty for cattle producers. As such, fmdings of the présent

study suggest that cattle producers bestow very little importance on how purchasers

perform their tasks, on the level of competency of the purchaser's personnel, and

possibly, on the satisfaction with the service provided by purchasers.

When going back to marketing literature, one can realize that, similar to Hsc,

the direction hypothesized for H2c had to be questioned. Both Walker (1972), and

Rokkan and Haugland (2002) stated that power can be evocative of dissatisfaction on

the part of those who are subject to it. Moreover, the greater one member's

dissatisfaction with another's performance, the greater the conflict level between

them (Rosenberg and Stem, 1971). In more recent studies, John and Reve (1988) and

Robicheaux and Coleman (1994) wrote that in socio-political processes,

accomplishments and performance affects the internai polity. When uncertainty is

high, a focus on outcomes may give suppliers information on distributors

performance and center distributor attention on the supplier (Celly and Frazier, 1996).

Empirical results suggest that cattle producers perceive themselves to be able

to respond to delivery tasks, and have confidence in the purchaser's personnel, which

can create a source of conflict. In addition, and unsurprisingly, cattle producers

perceive themselves to have accurate knowledge about the market or consumera.

However, as mentioned in previous sections of the présent chapter, empirical results

investigating environmental uncertainty (Hi) and socio-political structures (H3)

suggest that the search for information is not perceived to be important for cattle

producers. Therefore, deficiency of information can create conflicts, but no
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motivation is expressed by cattle producers to seek out additional information about

channel members' behaviour or markets. Brokering information about consumers is

only one side of the information équation. Product performance information also

must flow through the channel in order for it to be efficient (Achrol and Kotler,

1999). Empirical data indicates a clear information flow defîciency in cattle

producer's dyadic relationships.

1.4.3 Discussion on norms of exchange (Hzd)

Hypothesis Haa on the norms of exchange and trust relationships did not foster

any conceptual connection. However, a few reasons for this can be outlined. Based on

the results of our survey, the level of trust between cattle producers and packers in

Saskatchewan seems to be near zéro. Nonetheless, this deeply held feeling sentiment,

perhaps, became an unambiguous source of discontent within the cattle industry and

generated a stronger will ffom cattle producers to undergo a stratégie makeover in

marketing their products. For most cattle producers, building domestic slaughtering

capacity in the country became an imperative course for the future of their industry,

in particular since May 20, 2003. It is possible that, because of this crisis, their

vulnerability to policymakers connected to international trades and food safety

measures, domestic and abroad, and their dependency on food packers and

distributors became unequivocal. A theoretical implication is thus: that a dyadic

relationship in times of uncertainty cannot be analysed in isolation. For empirical

research in food safety and relational exchange, we would need to consider other

relationships within a marketing channel. Instead of only measuring uncertainty in the

primary task environment, secondary tasks and macro-tasks would need to be

incorporated.

1.4.4 Discussion about socio-politicalprocesses (H2)

The study's failure to find an empirically significant relationship between

primary task environmental uncertainty and socio-political processes was unforeseen.
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We believe that the following factors could explain the lack of such relationship.

First, research shows that channel members in conflict with other members due to

compétition, or because they were provided with poor goods, tend to invoke strong

and controlling means of influence (Reve and Stem, 1979; Wilkinson and Kipnis,

1978). However, such a relationship is not a straightforward one in a crisis

environment. The situational peculiarities provided by a crisis expose channel

members to the constriction of time (Elliott, Smith, and McGuines, 2000).

Behaviours are shaped, controlled and influenced by time, a variable that no

organization, or individual for that matter, can ever control. In uncertain conditions, it

is diffîcult for any channel member to engage in a strategy where control and

influence is central to a given marketing scheme.

Secondly, Celly and Frazier (1996) noted that environmental, supplier, and

distributor characteristics, influences behaviour-based coordination efforts. Also,

charmel members appear to improve performance by prioritizing adaptation goals

(Achrol and Etzel 2003). Marketing literature suggest that diffîcult times croate an

atmosphère or environment in which channel members work together more closely.

But empirically, this principle does not seem to be relevant to cattle producers. Aside

from food traceability Systems, where channel members are compelled to work

jointly, the absence of communicative means may be due to the lack of trust in the

exchange relationship, in that the exchange relationship may not be ready yet for such

participative style. H2d was an empirical évaluation on tmst that was deemed

insignificant. The lack of any significant impact of coordination on the majority of

primary tasks may be attributed to the lack of tmst between the dyadic members. That

is, due to the short period of time since the start of the crisis, the relationship is not

ready yet to provide the tmsting atmosphère required for the allowance of coopérative

styles to emerge, and to have the hypothesized relations supported. Finally, concept

distortion ca be an explanation as to why so many hypothesized relations were not

supported.
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A grouping between spécifie objectives of this research and interprétations of

findings are presented in Appendix D. Based on this analysis, this study has reached

most of its objectives set forth prior to its empirical évaluation.

1.5 Contribution to marketing literature

From a theoretical point of view, the conceptualization in this study of

variance in environmental dimensions as they resuit in uncertainty created by a crisis

extends existing channels research. The primary contribution of this study is to apply

the conceptual perspectives of both environmental uncertainty and the political

economy framework to the contextual reality of a socio-political crisis. The two

theoretical perspectives cannot be divorced from the crisis context that was ignited by

décisions of regulative agencies based on the extemal polity of the channel, or in the

macro-environment when applying the environmental pluralism paradigm. To our

knowledge, this was the first attempt to empirically test a quadrant (internai polity) of

the political economy framework in a crisis perspective. In addition, this investigation

was designed for its theoretical and managerial implications. It also has the spécifie

feature of being conducted in an intemational business-to-business commodity

exchange context (the cattle industry).

One major theoretical contribution from this study is related to the perception

of power. As stated earlier, El-Ansary and Stem (1972) mentioned in their séminal

work that there is a significant, positive corrélation between self-perceptions of power

and actual power. This notion is challenged by our findings. Our survey suggests that,

for cattle producers, there is no significant différence between perceptions of control

and perceptions of importance of the marketing aspects of their marketing strategy.

When considering that Hia and Hib were partially significant, and dimension-based

perceptions of the environment directly affects the degree of primary task uncertainty

experienced by channel members (Achrol and Stem, 1988; Achrol, Reve and Stem,

1983), the actual power that cattle producers have will most likely change. Empirical

evidence shows that self-perception of power from cattle producers did not.
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Therefore, the results of this survey may perhaps shed some light on the corrélation

suggested by EI-Ansary and Stem (1972), provided that the environment is uncertain

for spécifie channel. Evidently, a dyadic, or even a triadic évaluation would bave

assisted in substantiating this argument. For over three décades, food safety and

intemational trade have significantly changed the economical and political

environment in which the Canadian cattle industry opérâtes. The addition of food

safety practices as a marketing aspect in our empirical survey might have brought

these empirical dissimilarities. Our study suggests that perceptions of power are, for

Canadian cattle producers at any rate, strategically misleading. Channel members

should perhaps seek for ways to measure accurate power and control levels they in

fact have within their marketing channel.

In addition, most of the research in marketing channel that focuses on

environmental uncertainty investigates how these extemal inconsistencies resuit in

uncertainty. It does not, however, evaluate the impact of environmental uncertainty
resulting from environmental turbulence (or a crisis) on ehannel relations. This study

provides some effort at examining the impact of environmental uncertainty on socio-

political structures and processes within a distribution channel.

The political economy ffamework used in marketing theory was applied to

study interorganizational relationships, and the efficiency of marketing channels. A

major objective of this research was to déterminé the impact of primary task

environmental uncertainty on socio-political structures and processes of the intemal

polity. Empirical results suggest that primary task environmental uncertainty bas an

effect on marketing-based perceptions that are linked with the soeio-political

structures, more so than with the socio-political processes of the intemal polity.

Socio-political processes are described in terms of the dominant sentiment inside the

distribution chaimel, which seem to be difficult to measure in times of uncertainty.
This study, however, demonstrated significant results about pattems of power-

dependence relations, which exists between any two-channel members.
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From this study, there is one more notable theoretical contribution. Two

dimensions of uncertainty significantly impact cattle producers' primary task

environmental uncertainty: capacity and dynamism. Marketing literature states that

environmental dynamism is the strongest déterminants of environmental uncertainty

(Bourgeois, 1980; Duncan, 1972; Joshi and Campbell, 2003). Even though

relationships between environmental dimensions remain indefmite, empirical data

from this study suggest that both capacity and dynamism are strong déterminants of

environmental uncertainty, complexity being the weakest of the three. To our

knowledge, these fmdings are a first in marketing theory.

From a managerial point of view, many respondents in this study saw

increased horizontal and vertical coordination as essential for the industry's future

prosperity. Even though it was not measured in our survey, the Canadian BSE crisis

seems to have had an impact on the will to run an open system with the rest of the

industry. Compétitive intensity, technological standardization, réputation and vertical

co-ordination are ail conditions that favor the establishment of the most adéquate

functional marketing strategy possible (Beckman, 1954). These conditions do not

seem to exist yet in the Canadian cattle industry. In order to make sure that such a

strategy will be adopted by the industry, the various channel members must consider

stratégie avenues that enhance association within its marketing channel (Converse

and Mitchell, 1965).

Food safety practices were integrated as a marketing aspect in a construct for

possibly for the first time in marketing literature, and generated significant results.

Safety of the food chain has always been a politically sensitive issue. On the

international scene, there are significant différences between govemmental authorities

when it comes to food safety policies, particularly when beef is traded between

Canada, the United States and Japan. However, political distortions are embedded in

the process of improving food safety Systems, even on the domestic front.
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Authorities from the CFIA have successfully traced the origin of the one cow

that suffered from bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), and triggered the crisis

on May 20, 2003. The industry has nevertheless initiated steps to put in place a

transversal food traceability System whereby products could be reliably traeked and

traced from the faim to the consumer's table. Known that the market itself is a

primary virtue, and information or innovation clear heterogeneous markets (Alderson,

1957), information is required to flow through marketing channels. Food traceability

can serve that exact purpose (Liddell and Bailey, 2001). Empirical data from this

study indicates a clear information flow deficieney in eattle producers' dyadic

relationships.

Différent levels of govemment have been desperately trying for years to reach

an agreement with eoncemed parties to establish such a system in aecordance with

the industry's requirements. Albeit a difficult and sensitive task, govemment

authorities are ready to enforce a régulation that will obligate ail participants in the

food chain to comply with a rigorous food traceability system as well as the

introduction of stratégies better suited to today's new realities. The industry may have
to leam to recognize these pressing concems and work with a new image, or new

brand names but most importantly, new customer relations. New stratégie interactions

may be needed to obtain better profitability performances with respect to the

Canadian eattle producers' place on world markets (Cox, 1958, 1965). For a nation,

international trades are a bi-directional process. It is not just about selling

commodities, but it also implies buying as well, and a new marketing framework

integrating global food safety standard compliance should consider that principle.

In international trades, we can argue that with food safety policies, public

health has often been somewhat marginalized. Food govemanee has played a crucial

rôle in international trades, and most likely, will continue to do so for décades to
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come. Dissimilarities in food govemance amongst nations will most likely croate
more socio-political quarrels similar to the one evaluated in this study.

Contrary to what we observe here in Canada, countries where food traceability
bas been successfiilly in place for several years bave benefited from well-balanced

co-operation between tbe public and private sectors (Viaene and Verbeke, 1998).
However, no country in tbe world to date can daim tbe complété and worry-free
transversal food traceability of its food cbain. Food traceability is mucb more tban a

simple System: it is a stratégie tool, a concept, and a pbilosopby even, and a logistic
and tactical plan is necessary for its implementation. However, one essential step
seems to bave been forgotten in tbe race to put in place a viable traceability system: a

well-tbougbt-out global stratégie plan.

Unfortunately, tbe practical application of food traceability bas its flaws. Tbe

costs are difficult to evaluate and for agri-food businesses, tbe lack of longitudinal
vision bas caused certain ambiguities. Consequently, agri-food businesses facing tbis
collective project bave concluded tbat tbey do not bave sufficient fmancial resources

to support sucb an endeavour. Most agri-businesses agree tbat tbe govemment sbould

assume ail financial and social burdens pending ffom sucb a project. Tbe

implementation of a rigorous traceability system bas become a fundamental need and

tbe capacity of tbe beef industry to adjust to tbese new realities is an incontrovertible

requirement in tbe adoption of new technologies (Spriggs and Hobbs, 1998).

As far as food safety is concem, and based on several observations made

during tbis survey, it is fair to state tbat viscéral changes to our managerial practices
are warranted. Govemment and industrial autborities must find ways to modify tbe
very structure of tbe beef industry in order to facilitate tbe adoption of a pertinent

strategy leading to tbe implementation of an efficient food traceability system. To

establisb tbis system witbin tbe Canadian beef industry, certain paradigms must

change. In spite of laudable efforts, tbe beef industry is too slow in adjusting to tbe
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consumer's needs and perspective. This research might shed some light on

perceptions of cattle producers, and how these perceptions can help configure food

safety policies that merge with the marketing setting of cattle producers.

BSE itself is ripe with managerial conséquences. No country can daim to

have only one case of BSE, especially if the inspection standards are équivalent to

Canada's current standards. Several countries, especially in Europe, have seen the

number of reported cases increase by intensifying the frequency of inspections.

Inspection methods always differ according to the risk management methods of a

particular country (Feame, Homibrook and Dedman, 2001). In addition, in order to

ease the actual risk of discovering a case of BSE within the country, Canada adopted

a rigid policy towards countries where a case of BSE had been identified. For seven

years, these countries, including Japan and several European countries, were not

allowed to export beef to Canada. The lack of rigor in risk évaluation, as well as a

lack of political-economic prémonition has brought the Canadian cattle industry to

the BSE crisis context.

Naturally, the producers' profitability represents an alarming problem, and the

lack of a longitudinal stratégie vision of the risk that BSE represents is even more

worrisome. The probability of finding a few more cases of BSE or even several cases

in Canada exists. Apart ffom the sums earmarked before the crisis, modest

investments were made to improve our food traceability processes (Ward, Bailey and

Jensen, 2005). At the same time, international researchers are sparing no expense in

discovering new methods for food tracing. There is still a widespread feeling of

anxiety and concem across the Canadian cattle industry.

The risk that BSE represents is real and will remain so for a long time.

Because of a culture of stratégie avoidance that has govemed the industry for a

substantial period, it is far from having the necessary tools to combat this persistent

risk. The affected parts of the industry must commit to develop a new model in order
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to improve the food traceability process, inspection methods, standardization, and

production formulas in order to meet the demands of our trade partners and the

additional fmancial investments that dépend on them. Offering fînancial aid to cattle

producers is a necessity, but paying supplemental compensation to producers is a

superficial stratégie solution. Most BSE-listed countries have done just that. Investing

in a forward-thinking operational infrastructure requires a collective and concerted

effort by ail stakeholders in the industry.

This study suggests that channel members interested in developing stratégies

to cope with environmental uncertainty need to take into account both effectiveness

and power considération. Managers in the cattle industry need to be responsive and

handle economical free riding, and balance internai strength with shaping a

symmetrical relationship with extemal actors. This study has shown that

environmental uncertainty can abruptly change the transactional realities of cattle

producers, and expose them to market vuhierability. Unlike other industries, cattle

producers cannot benefit from using their relative bargaining power in relation with

suppliers and customers. This means that the development of coopération amongst

channel members with environmental uncertainty is not dépendent on the dyadic

relationship alone. This study has also shown how différent interorganizational

relations are connected when the environment of the marketing channel is uncertain.

Goals, rôles, and tasks need to adapt.

1.6 Possible limitations of the study

Many empirical challenges arose during the présent study. We anticipated that

measurement problems would constitute one of the major limitations of this study.

Although some expérimental research was completed to empirically test the political

economy framework, very little was done in a crisis context. We intend to thoroughly

go through a sériés of tests to verify the reliability and validity of the measurement

instrument.
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Another major limitation for this study is linked with parameters used to

define primary task environmental uncertainty. Market turbulence was the only item

included in ail constructs. Future research would need to elaborate reliable measure

items for primary task environmental uncertainty, specifically in times of crisis. In

this study, several measures appear to be multidimensional. Any fmdings of this

research, specifically those involving problematic measures, must be interpreted with

caution because of these measurement problems. Future research should take this into

account and build these measures to correct their problems.

Conceming the conceptual development, more research needs to be done with

regard to other variables not covered in this study that may influence the primary task

environment of channel members. Many descriptive characteristics, such as the level

of éducation, historical considérations, experience, industrial culture, organizational

values, as well as the type and size of beef producing organizations, need to be

considered. In addition, the cultural relativity of the operationalization of the

theoretical constructs may have introduced some cultural biases into the study. The

methodological premise underlying this research was that the study of relationships

requires a relational methodology. However, only one focal channel member was

surveyed. This study includes data from only one side of the cattle producer-packer

dyad. This approach compelled the investigator to establish relationships with only

one party in the business relationship, in order to gain confidence and to convince the

focal channel members that their information will be kept confidential, and that they

will remain anonymous. The décision not to evaluate both pôles of the dyadic

relationship between cattle producers and packers is based on the fact that few

packers exist in the région selected for the sampling, and information is oflen not

readily available. If marketing channel research asks for a view of dyadic relations,

not having both sides of the dyad would constitute a major limitation in this study.

However, aiding channel members in their efforts to manage channel relations

comprises one major goal of channel research. Essentially, a large portion of

managing channel relations is indeed managing channel members' perceptions of
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their partners and of the relationship itself. In this respect, focusing this research on
the impressions of a channel member on one side of the dyad or the other, depending
on who is attempting to influence whom, will provide useful information. Dyadic
measures would only cloud information about how channel members view their

partners. Significantly, Achrol, Reve and Stem (1983) support a hierarchal approach
to evaluating dyadic relationships. Finally, a dyadic research is usually costly and
time consuming and places limits on sample size, but will most likely be needed in
the future.

The décision to use the structured interview method for data collection was

dehberately made, indicating a preference for a quite rigorous sélection of
respondents and gathering of in-depth confidential information. The use of a mailed

questionnaire to a large sample of respondents, although providing larger numbers for
statistical analyses, would not have obtained in-depth information, would not have

resulted in the same quality of information, and could quite possibly introduce biases
into the data due to a low response rate. More hypothèses may perhaps have been
supported and levels of significance might have perhaps been higher with a bigger
sample. In addition, given that the key informants are generally not academically and
administratively inclined, a mailed questionnaire could have been quickly dismissed.
Nevertheless, a mailed questionnaire would have given this research an opportunity
to evaluate the perspective of focal channel members located outside of the

jurisdiction of Saskatchewan. This proposition was very tempting, given that the
majority of beef producing organizations are located in the westem part of Canada.
This type of évaluation is needed for future research.

It is évident that the spécifie findings in a study of this nature are contingent
on current macro-environmental contexts. However, it would be naïve to postulate

that one could replicate spécifie research findings. The macro-environmental context

in Canada is différent now ffom how it will be in the future. From the time we

conducted our data collection to the termination of the project, the political and
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economical context will have already changed. This général and timely research

finding will be ail the more important because it will hold up the turbulent situation

created by the BSE crisis.

The BSE crisis in Canada has shown that the future of food safety policy

making is unclear. Across the world, we are already seeing countries charging fees

for cattle inspections and issuing unjustified trading tariffs (Robertson, 2005).

Increasingly, the onus of managing uncertainty coming from both secondary and

macro task environment will be on trading nations themselves, and Canada is one of

them. Financing food safety Systems is costly, and nations are circuitously asking

trading partners to pay for their own managerial food safety structures and processes.

As in many instances, a longitudinal study would offer a more detailed

examination of the crisis phenomena than will be examined in this study.

Longitudinal analysis would offer a much better picture of how primary task

environment uncertainty influences socio-political structures and processes of

marketing channels. It would help to better respond to some of our spécifie objectives

that were set for this survey. Conversely, practical considérations such as limits in

both time and resources prevent the researcher from choosing such a methodological

approach.

Practically, the décision to use only respondents located in the province of

Saskatchewan has an impact. Saskatchewan produces about 25 % of ail Canadian

beef, whereas Western Canadian provinces like Alberta produce about 50 % of ail

Canadian beef. Saskatchewan is a net exporting province, and is dépendent on other

provinces and countries to supply its bovine needs. The business model that is used

by Saskatchewan producers is similar to the one being used in Western Canada, due

the size of the opérations. First, venture capitalists are more involved in the financing

process of western opérations, whereas Saskatchewan producers dépend heavily on

other fmancial resources. Second, vertical intégration is done in Western Canada, and
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producers tend to control the logistical flow between channel members. However,

Saskatchewan organizations are more accessible than western opérations due to a

more flexible business philosophy. We gather that Saskatchewan respondents were

more réceptive to our scientific initiative than they would have been in other markets.

By looking at empirical results, many variances appear to be very low.

Nonetheless, the uniqueness of this study provides marketing theory with novel

managerial directions in an uncertain environment. Thus, empirical results ean help

researchers to better recognize the ramifications of uncertainty on socio-political

structures and processes of marketing channels.

Lastly, although measures are unique in this study, perceptions are of great

importance in this study, and influence the way respondents reacted to the study.
Allport once affirmed:

« The way a man dejînes his situation constitutes for him his reality. »

(Achrol and Stem, 1988, p. 47)

He believed that perceptions represent truth to channel members and that

variance in their perception is related to variance in the amount of decision-making
uncertainty they experience.
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1.7 Future research

Results from the présent study suggest a number of possible research

directions. An obvions first step is replication in other power Systems, especially

those with more balanced distribution of power. In agriculture, less modernisation

and more tradition may govem such dyadic relationships. In a crisis context,

overpowering sentiments such as fatalism or distrust may skew data. Perhaps

subséquent work will screen data from multiple informants in the System and track
environmental / System change longitudinally. An event history analysis or event

study may be appropriate in the future. Such work may account for the effect of
environmental imcertainty in the process of channel design (Dwyer and Oh, 1987).

A theoretical implication is thus that a dyadic relationship in times of

uncertainty cannot be analysed in isolation. We would need to consider other

relationships within a marketing channel. For marketing research in food safety, a

secondary task and macro task perspective within the environmental pluralism

paradigm may create appealing results.

Most research on behavioural dimensions of channels of distribution have

been conducted in contractual type channels. Conventional channels have not been

given much attention. To establish a général body of knowledge about behavioural
dimensions in marketing channels, more studies investigating conventional channels

are needed in the future.

Emphasis on présent marketing channel research is focused on the United

States and Europe as a field for the majority of published studies. Future research

should be conducted in other countries with dissimilar cultural, économie, political,

and social environments. No food safety issue is nationalized. In the 1990s, for

example, the UK Agricultural ministry called the BSE épidémie a peculiar British

affair (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries, 1998, 2001). Food safety is a complex
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issue, and will face many nemeses, one of which is market abnormality. To establish

efficient Worldwide food safety standards, an extensive political process will be

necessary (Dogan and Pélassy, 1984). Some initiatives bave corne forth with new

insightful ideas, but nothing bas yet to be implemented witb managerial panacbe. Tbe

amorality of markets allows countries to protect tbeir interests, make décisions to

protect tbeir market witbout passing any moral judgment on tbe issue at band. Tbe

task of making collective décisions about food safety will be up to political Systems

around tbe world. Wben empirically applying tbe political economy fi-amework, and

by focusing researcb on many countries, sucb an effort can be cross-validated,

enbanced by tbe generalizability of tbe findings of tbe investigation.

Rosenberg and Stem (1971) stated tbat tracing a crisis tbrougb tbe stages of

conflict interaction witb spécial attention to communication content and flows would

be central to understanding tbe development and impact of conflict (Klint-Jensen,

2004). Tbis promise is even more so relevant in a crisis context. A longitudinal

analysis also could belp test tbe proposed model in tbis study.

1.8 Conclusion

Un jour viendra où il n'y aura plus d'autres champs de bataille que les
marchés s'ouvrant aux idées. Un jour viendra où les boulets et les
bombes seront remplacés par les votes [...]. »'

Victor Hugo (1802-1885), August 22"^ 1849

Tbese words were expressed more tban a century ago, but are quite applicable

in today's food safety reality. Tbe fi-amework of international food trades bas gone

tbrougb immense changes in tbe last tbree décades, and more changes are imminent.

' « A day will corne when the only jîelds of battle will be markets opening up to trade and minds
opening up to ideas. A day will come when the bullets and the bombs will be replaced by votes [...]. »
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The Canadian BSE crisis is an obvions indicator of such changes, and cattle

producers are coping with the ramifications.

Respectfully, this study helped the principal investigator to juxtapose a human

face to a destructive economical and political crisis that has produced many victims.

Among those victims, many testimonies that were captured during data collection

were not considered in the empirical évaluation. However, below are some of the

anonymous statements that provide evidence of the hardship and adversity cattle

producers had to face during the Canadian BSE crisis:

«Front now on, we will regard May 2(f^ 2003 as the most important
date in our lives, exceeding our own wedding anniversary and the
birth of our children. »

« My wife had tofind a job, 7 hours away from here, and had to leave
with our three children so we can feed and care for them. »

« Our bank calls home every other day, and there is nothing we can do
about it. Our office is home. »

« Our veterinary clinic went belly-up a few months ago. But when I
call himfor advice now a days, when one of my calving cows is having
problems, he tells me to shoot it. The market price now is not worth the
cost for him to come and visit. »

« / live in a home where my own grandfather was born. How can I
possibly leave this place and go to a city and find a new Job? Cattle
feeding is ail I know, and my génération will not be the one that will
destroy a famïly tradition. »

« For more than a year, we haven 't shaved our beards. Once that
border reopens, we 11 call off our own barbershop boycott. »

Unquestionably, it is hard to keep an objective view of the issues at hand

when one hears such testimonies. It is clear, however, by these statements, that

humanity has attained a keyjuncture in its relationship to food supply and food policy
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and both public and private agencies are failing to grasp the extent of the challenge.
The state, the corporate sector and civil society in général are facing difficult

décisions. In food safety, public policy often lags behind the restructuring taking
place in the food System and is oflen reactive. Food manufacturera are driving the
political agenda on food safety, arguably, to the expense of producers. Most

industries are in a productionist paradigm, focusing mainly on output and trades, and
failing to synchronize production and consumption (Lang and Heasman, 2004). Many
agricultural public policies around the world currently concur with this paradigm.

Even though this study was not intended to become a policy paper, résulta of

this study imply that food policy-making and food marketing are essentially a socio-

political process, not just a political one (Nestle, 2002). It should become an inclusive

process that involves cattle producers and consumers alike. Many countries, either

explicitly or implicitly, lack policy-making directives.

Food agencies world-wide offer appealing prospects, at least in theory, to
construct creative tensions into food govemance between the establishers of food

standards and the measures that they implement (Lang, Milestone and Rayner, 1997).
In the meantime, more crises similar to the Canadian BSE crisis are bound to happen.
The model presented in this study may perhaps apply to modem food-supply crises
like the avian flu, but its empirical value on such crises remains to be observe.
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APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF RECENT MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL
UNCERTAINTY RESEARCH



Duncan, 1972 Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978 Achrol, Reve and Stern, 1983

Research design Conceptualization of an
organizational environment that
encompassed both physical factors,
as they are relevant in décision
making behaviors.

The extemal control of

organization.
Authors presented a framework for
comparative analysis in order to
incorporate the extemal
environmental factors that affect
stmctm-es and processes of the
intemal polity.

Constructs included

Measurement

Validity, reliability, evidence

Characteristics of organizational
environments and perceived
environmental uncertainty.
None.

Control of unsatisfactory situations
in the primary task environment,
décision making uncertainty.
None.

Dimensions of task environment.

None.

Statistical analysis

Major strengths
None.

Makes distinction between internai
and extemal environment. Relevant

physical and social factors within
the organization's boundaries
compose its internai environment,
the same of the extemal

environment. / Components for
uncertainty: lack of information,
unknown impact and inability to
assign probabilities to outcomes.

None.

None.

Environmental uncertainty is based
on resources dependence and
scarcity.

None.

None.

Introduction of the task

environment, considers regulatoiy
sectors and political forces as part
of the macro environment.

Major weaknesses No empirical evidence. No empirical evidence. No empirical evidence.
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Research design
Dess and Beard, 1984
Survey (mail questionnaire and
Personal interview) of 52
manufacturing industries identified
by SIC.

Dwyer and Welsh, 1985

Retailers in 10 industries. Three-
page questionnaire was mailed to
457 managers from diverse
industries.

Dwyer and Oh, 1986

Five rich and five lean

microenvironment; the auto industry
was selected because of

asymmetrical power and key
respondents.
Two hundred forty-three mailed
questionnaires.

Constructs included Dimensions of task environments. Twenty-seven environmental
characteristics, consistent with the
taxonomy by Achrol, Reve and
Stem (1983).

Bureaucratie structuring
relationship quality. Perceived
munificence.

Measurement The empirical results provide
tentative support for the 3
environmental dimensions,
improves the conceptualization and
measurement of organizational
environments.

Channel configuration, décision
stmcture and influence.

Bureaucratie stmcturing (5-point
Likert scale). Formalization (rules
and procedmes). Participation
(consultation in décision making).
Centralization (manufacturer
authority), relationship quality (5-
point Likert scale), satisfaction,
minimal opportimism, tmst.
Perceived munificence (market
opportunities for profit and growth).

Validity, reliability, evidence None. Content validity via factor analysis Discriminate validity, alpha, content
validity.

Statistical analysis Multiple classifications. F-test, one-way MANOVA. LISREL, corrélation and

covariance, t-test.
Major strengths Use of objective measures, added

advantage of empirical
orthogonality.

Considers the environment as a

stock of resoiu-ces and a source of

information, within the political
economy framework.

Working within the political
economy framework, convincing
fmdings on efficient exchange
relationship.

Major weaknesses Ignores intensity dimension of
environmental uncertainty.

Only retailers were used in the
sampling design.

Doesn't consider size of

organization, dependency and/or
power relations.
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Achrol and Stern, 1988 Celly and Frazier, 1996 Joshi and Campbell, 2003
Research design Mailed questionnaires to a single

respondent at the retail end of the
dyad only. Two hundred sixty-nine
respondents.

Twenty restudy interviews, mailed
questionnaire sent to 207 buyers of
distributors in 4 distinct industries.

Two hundred twenty-one mailed
questionnaires to industrial
purchasing managers

Constructs included Environmental déterminants in

decision-making uncertainty
Environmental uncertainty,
coordination efforts.

Environmental dynamism.

Measurement Descriptive statistics: Sales, number
of employées, number of years the
focal supplier bas been a supplier,
percentage of sale accounted for by
this supplier's product, location (5-
point scale, profitability variable (5-
point scale).
Diversity-consumer, diversity-
organizational, dynamism,
concentration, interconnection,
conflict, interdependence, décision
uncertainty.

Total sales volume, market share
performance, inventory levels,
coverage of accounts, sales growth,
extent of distributed promotional
efforts, distributor service
capabilities, individual product line
sales, sales relative to targets,
distributor products and applications
knowledge, extent of distributor
selling efforts, selling techniques
used by sales représentatives,
distributor participation in
promotional programs, distributor
customer support activities.

Environmental dynamism: Age of
relationship, availability of altemate
suppliers, supplier investment of
spécifie assets in the manufacturer
relationship.

Validity, reliability, evidence Scale reliability, alpha. Alpha, discriminant validity. Construct reliability, chi-square, and
discriminant validity of the
substantive constructs.

Statistical analysis T-test, LISREL. Régression analysis. Corrélation, régression analysis.
Major strengths A serions empirical attempt in

creating an empirical framework
that identifies the key dimensions of
the environment that is linked to

uncertainty, strong methodology.

Novel data collection method,
sample includes variety of
industries.

Broad conceptual framework,
contingency plaiming in corrélation
with crisis context.

Major weaknesses Study based on perceptions, one
side of the dyadic relationship, no
use of objective measures.

Evaluation of only one side of the
dyad. The use of outcome and
behavior based coordination efforts

may differ in other charmel
contexts.

One side of the dyad, lack of
distinction between transfer of

knowledge and leaming, using the
relational paradigm.
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Bstieler and Gross, 2003 Achrol and Etzel, 2003
Research design Fifty Canadian high-technology companies, key

informants being R&D and marketing directors,
data gathered with structured face-to-face
interviews.

Four hundred thirty-nine mailed questioimaires to
franchisée.

Constructs included Environmental uncertainty. Task environment, enviromnental munificence.
Measurement Environmentai uncertainty: (5-point Likert

scale). The unpredictability of market
development, the instability of market
development, the instability of technological
development, the degree of market compétition,
the intensity of R&D efforts in the industry,
complexity of the marketplace in terms of
standard versus individual demands, the
complexity of the technological development to
which the new product project was exposed.

Market évolution munificence, dynamism,
productivity goals, adaptation goals, intégration
goals, performance.

Validity, reliability, evidence Content validity. Face validity, content validity, convergent and
discriminant validity via confirmatory factor
analysis.

Statistical analysis Overall régression analysis. Régression analysis.
Major strengths Evaluâtes the effects of enviromnental

uncertainty on development process, project
organization, can be applied to crisis context.

More attention to construct validity than most
other studies, thorough constructs analysis.

Major weaknesses Research essentially based on iimovation, weak
validity and reliability.

Study based on a franchise context, on one side
of the dyad.
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APPENDIX B

SUMMARY OF RECENT MAJOR POWER, DEPENDENCE
AND CONFLICT RESEARCH



Research design
Gaski, 1984

Conceptual review of significant
research on conflict and power.

Lucas and Gresham, 1985
Conceptual review of significant
research on conflict, power, control of
contingency theory.

Heide and John, 1988

Manufactmers' agent in two industries
(electrical / technical and process equipment).
Mailed questionnaire to 199 firms

Constructs

included

Power, conflict. Power, conflict. environmental

uncertainty.
Dependence, transactional cost analysis in
channel relationships.

Measurement None. None. Spécifie investments in agency-principal
relationship, ofîsetting investments, potential
replaceability of principal, performance,
number of principals, concentration of
exchange, market and product factors

Validity,
reliability,
evidence

Statistical analysis

None.

None.

None. Convergent validity, discriminate validity,
nomological validity.

Major strengths Through literature review of
empirical research on power,
dependence and conflict up to 1984.

Through literature review of conceptual
research on power, conflict up to 1985,
considers environmental uncertainty in
a task environment.

Corrélation, stepwise régression.
TCA helps to understand channels
phenomena. Study fits well with the political
economy fî mework with multiple influences
on channel members.

Major weaknesses Very little observations on
dependence and research in a crisis
context.

No empirical evidence. No strong support on trust and power
relationships, theory development and testing
is included in one single study.
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Frazier and Rody, 1991 Gundlach and Cadotte, 1994 Kumar, Scheer and Steenkamp. 1998
Research design Three himdred twenty-three mailed

questionnaires to industrial
distributors, with between 1$ and 10$
million dollars in sales.

Data collected through a 10-week
simulation with MBA students, 179
participants.

A mailed questionnaire to 289 car dealers in
Rolland.

Constructs

included

Power and dependence. Dependence, conflict and power. Dependence, conflict, and power.

Measurement Noncoercive stratégies: information
exchange, discussion of business
strategy, requests, recommendations.

Coercive stratégies: promises, threats
and legalistic plea.

Conflict oriented measures: latent
conflict (inventory policy, new
accounts, participation in programs,
representing conçeting suppliers).
Manifest conflict (same as latent
conflict).
Conflict resolution (discussions
productive, avoid discussing, create
more problems, increase

effectiveness).

Interfirm influence: (noncoercive)
reward, promise, information
persuasion, recommandation, request,
positive normative;
(coercive): punishment, threat,
demands, négative normative.

Interdependence asymmetry: dealer power
advantage based in dependence, dealer power
déficit based on dependence.
Dealer advantage in punitive capability, dealer
déficit in punitive capability.

Validity,
reliability,
evidence

MANOVA Nomological validity. Alpha coefficient, discriminant validity.

Statistical analysis Factor analysis, intercorrelation. Régression analysis. Régression analysis.
Major strengths Both sides of the dyad were

considered, relevant conflict
measures. Paved the way for
contingency théories.

First attempt to characterize the
structure of interdependence within
exchange. Has considered both sides of
the dyad.

Distinguishes différences between power and
power asymmetry, 3 scale évaluation of
asymmetry which makes a comprehensive
investigation of both direction of the
asymmetry and degree of asymmetry.

Major weaknesses Halo effect might have altered
results.

Lack of extemal validity, by using
MBA students.

One perspective of the dyad, ail suppliers are
importers, blends in punitive capabilities.

to
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Research design
Frazier, 1999

Conceptual perspective on how
channel research should proceed.

Kim, 2000

A sample of distrihutors and suppliers
(Standard Industrial Classification).
Three hundred and five mailed

questionnaires.

Shamdasani, Keh and Chan, 2001
Retailers of personal conqiuters in Singapore.
Sixty-two interviews with dealers.

Constructs

included

Interfirm power, channel conflict. InterfuTn power, influence, chaimel
climate and solidarity hetween
distributor and supplier.

Power, dependence, interfirm influence.

Measurement None. Individual level:

Solidarity, coercive influence
stratégies, noncoercive influence
stratégies, trust, relationship continuity,
power of the partner firm.

Dyadic level:
Dyadic solidarity, dyadic coercive
influence stratégies, dyadic
noncoercive influence stratégies,
dyadic trust, dyadic relationship
continuity, interfirm power asymmetry.

Power (5-point likert type scale): sales and
profit approach (developed hy El-Ansary and
Stem (1972)): Current sales from
manufacturer's products, dealer's current
profits from the manufacturer's, dealer's
anticipated future sales, dealers anticipated
future profits. The rôle performance approach
(developed hy Frazier (1983)): Quality of
product, advertising of products, products
availahility, replacement / refiind for defective
merchandise, pricing policy, technical
knowledge support, inventory management,
promotional support, after sales service, crédit
payment policies. Influence: promises, threats,
recommendations, requests, information
exchange, legalistic pleas).

Validity,
reliability,
evidence

None. Across-construct measurement validity
assessment, convergent validation,
discriminant validation.

Nonorthogonal three factor solution, alpha.

Statistical analysis None. Régression analysis. Corrélation.
Major strengths Power: conceptual link hetween

dependence and power.
Conflict: applies conflict in a context
of a crisis.

Measures taken from hoth sides of

dyad.
A multiple-item measure of influence
stratégies is used.

Major weaknesses No empirical evidence. Used relational exchange paradigm. Conceptualization hased on relational
exchange paradigm. Data gathered only from
dealers, limited sample. K)
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Tikoo, 2002 Sternquist, Ogawa and Cooper, 2002
Research design Four hundred and forty-six franchisée received a mailed

a survey questionnaire.
Interviews, 120 mailed questionnaire to women and men
apparel buyers.

Constructs included Dependence Dependence, perception of conflict, satisfaction.
Measurement Influence strategy measures: Recommendation,

information exchange, promise, request, threat,
legalistic plea (Boyle, 1992), dependence (Dent &
School, 1992), experience.

Supplier rôle performance: Retum acceptance, sales
support provision, delivery allocation, fînancial support.
Promise strategy: supplier promises (use), supplier
promises (frequency), retailer promises.
Economie dependence: Expected degree of change (profit
and sales), anticipated sales and profits.
Intracranial coercion / perceived conflict: Disagreement,
frustration, conflict (degree).
Retailer satisfaction: satisfaction and coercion (threats).

Validity, reliability,
evidence

Alpha, confirmatory factor analysis using LISREL,
convergent validity, discriminant validity.

Constract validity, confirmatory factor analysis.

Statistical analysis Corrélation and régression analysis. Corrélation and régression analysis.
Major strengths Strong validity and reliability, strong empirical evidence

on power-dependence pattems.
Représentative sample, introduction of some objectively-
measured variable, some attention to validity and
reliability.

Major weaknesses Ail hypothèses are tested using data from the franchisée
side only, research on franchises only, use of concepts
of influence and coercion.

One side of the dyad was examined: The retailers.
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APPENDIX C

FINDINGS, CONSISTENCIES AND CONTRADICTIONS WITH
MARKETING LITERATURE
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Hypothèses
Empirical
results

Consistencies with marketing
channel literature

Contradictions with marketing
channel literature

H,la
Partially

signifïcant

Scarcity breeds uncertainty
(Achrol, Reve and Stem, 1983;
DwyerandOh, 1987).
Lack of resources limits norm

development in the channel
relationship (Dwyer, Schurr
and Oh, 1987).
The richness of the

environment directly affects the
degree of primary task
uncertainty experienced by
channel members (Achrol and
Stem 1988; Achrol, Reve and
Stem, 1983).
The effect of interdependence
in terms of causing compétitive
conflict should be moderated

by a rich environment (Achrol
and Stem, 1988).

HIb

Partially
signifïcant

The degree of turbulence of the
environment directly affects the
degree of primary task
uncertainty experienced by
channel members (Achrol and
Stem, 1988; Achrol, Reve and
Stem, 1983).

Under conditions of hard-to-

predict markets, and lack of
compétition, channel members
tend not to engage in proactive
processes (Bstieler and Gross,
2003).

Uncertainty causes integrated
hiérarchies to emerge (Dwyer
and Welsh, 1985; Pfeffer and
Salancik, 1978; Williamson,
1986).
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Hypothèses
Empirical
results

H, Insignificant

Consistencies with marketing
channel literature

The diversity of environmental
éléments directiy afifects the
degree of primary task
uncertainty experienced by
channel members (Achrol and
Stem, 1988; Achrol, Reve and
Stem, 1983).
Channel informational contexts
on demand will have a major
bearing on the way in which
channel members interact

(Frazier and Rody, 1991).
Two components of the
extemal economy
(heterogeneity and variability)
affects polity performance
within a marketing channel
(Achrol and Etzel, 2003;
Dwyer and Welsh, 1985).
Leaming requires the
knowledge holder to be
motivated to transfer

knowledge, and it requires the
récipient to be able to absorb it
(Joshi and Cançbell, 2003).

Contradictions with marketing
channel literature

Suppliers' power over lean
market arises from their

dependence on supplier
expertise and information
(Dwyer and Oh, 1987).
When they feel uncertain,
channel members seek more

information (Dwyer and Oh,
1987; Pfeffer and Salancik,
1978).

H2a Insignificant

High-magnitude exchange
partnerships are in more
advanced stages of relational
development, with each partner
cognizant of the need for
coopération (Dwyer, Schurr
and Oh, 1987; Gundlach and
Cadotte, 1994; Kumar, Scheer
and Steenkamp, 1998).
Organized behaviour Systems
have one ultimate goal,
survival. Individual firms have

individual goals. Firms often
fail to create meaningful
market heterogeneity fi-om
meaningless heterogeneity
through transactions within the
marketing channel, since
individual goals seem to
prevail under the influence of

environmental uncertainty
(Alderson, 1965; Priem,
Rasheed and Amirani, 1997).

Channel members in conflict
with other members because

of compétition, or because
they were provided with poor
goods, tend to invoke strong
and controlling means of
influence (Reve and Stem,
1979; Wilkinson and Kipnis,
1978).

Behaviour-based coordination
efforts are influenced by
environmental, supplier,
distributor characteristics

(Celly and Frazier, 1996).

Chaimel members appear to
improve performance by
prioritizing adaptation goals
(Achrol and Etzel, 2003).
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Hypothèses Empirical
results

Consistencies with marketing
clmnnel literature

Contradictions with marketing
channel literature

H2h Insignificant

Reciprocation of influence
stratégies in a dyad drives the
extent of relational exchange,
solidarity of dyad members
(Gundlach and Cadotte, 1994;
Kumar, Scheer and Steenkanq),
1995).

Symmetry of power sets
boundaries on the extent of
relational exchange (Kim,
2000).

Coercive sources of power
produce more conflicts among
channel members on différent
levels of distribution than do

noncoercive (Lusch and
Brovra, 1982; Reve and Stem,
1979).

H2c Insignificant

Power can be evocative of

dissatisfaction on the part of
those who are subject to it
(Rokkan and Haugland, 2002;
Walker, 1972).

The greater one member's
dissatisfaction with another's
performance, the greater the
conflict level between them
(Rosenberg and Stem, 1971).

Performance affects the
intemal polity (Heide and
John, 1988; Robicheatix and
Coleman, 1994).

When uncertainty is high, a
focus on outcomes may give
suppliers information on
distributors performance and
center distributor attention on
the supplier (Celly and
Frazier, 1996).

H:2d Insignificant

Scarcity of resources also limits
norm development in the
channel relationship (Dwyer,
Schurr and Oh, 1987; Frazier
andRody, 1991).

Dependence, coopération,
conflict and communication
(intemal polity) affect trast
and satisfaction (polity
performance) (Anderson and
Naras, 1990).
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Hypothèses Empirical
results

Consistencies with marketing
channel literature

Contradictions with marketing
channel literature

H3.
Partially

significant

- When channel members are

independent, control and power
can be achieved mainly
through an exchange process
and through the use of non-
pecuniary services (Etgar,
1976).

- There is a significant, positive
corrélation between self-

perceptions of power and
actual power (Bstieler and
Gross, 2003; El-Ansary and
Stem, 1972).
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Spécifie objectives of
the study Hypothèses Findings Interprétations

To understand the

extent to which

interorganizational
relations of the

channel are infiuenced

by the uncertainty
within the primary
task environment of

Canadian cattle

producers.

H„

Hib
H,.

Hja,

Hla

Results of the testing of
hypothesis Hu provides
for partial empirical
support. Export markets
influence capacity -based
perceptions within the
focal channel member's

primary task environment,
but no influence was

detected from food safety
standards or regulators.

1. The available

resources from export
markets significantly
influence perceptions
on capacity-based
tasks.

2. Food safety standards
and/or regulators
appear to have no
influence on capacity-
based perceptions. A
plausible explanation
for this resuit would

be that food safety
responsibilities do not
necessarily lie on
cattle producers alone,
as it centralizes efforts

from channel

members into one

common goal. We can
argue that cattle

producers do not feel
sanctioned by the
influence of food

safety regulators,
domestic or abroad.

3. Results become

evidence to the fact

that the lack of

resources in the

environment limits

norm development in
a marketing channel
relationship.
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To understand the

extent to which

interorganizational
relations of the

channel are influenced

by the uncertainty
within the primary
task environment of

Canadian cattle

producers.

To understand the

extent to which

interorganizational
relations of the

channel are influenced

by the uncertainty
within the primary
task environment of

Canadian cattle

producers.

The volatility of product
prices on intemational
markets influences

dynamic-based
perceptions within the
focal channel member's

primary task environment,
but no influence was

detected from product
characteristics,
compétition, sales or
technological factors.

H,.

For the focal channel

member, no influence was
detected from purchaser's
product and food safety
needs, crédit and sales

assistance needs, or
variations from any factors
relevant to competitors or
suppliers.

4. This research

empirically shows
that cattle producers
are having difficulties
successfully
integrating with the
rest of their industry's
charmel members

because of changes in
environmental

capacity.

1. Perceptions on
dynamic-based tasks
spécifie to product
prices are influenced
by the changes or
turbulence of cattle

producers'
environment.

2. Inner marketing
variables that cattle

producers can control
seem to have no

influence on

perceptions.

1. Perceptions on
complexity-based
tasks spécifie to
pmchasers of cattle
producers are not
influenced by the
diversity of éléments
in the cattle

producer's output
environment.

2. Changes originating
from purchaser's
product and food
safety requirements,
and purchaser's sales
assistance seem to

have no effect on

complexity-based
perceptions.

3. No competitive-
related variations
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were significant in
this study.

4. Based on data

collected during
Personal interviews,
most respondents do
not consider other

cattle producers as
compétition.

5. No supplier-related
variations were

significant in this
study. This would
suggest that perhaps
suppliers and cattle
producers may have a
dysfunctional
relationship in an
uncertain

environment.

6. In its primary task
environment, the
cattle industry seem to
have been unable to

absorb complex
knowledge to better
imderstand its

environment.

7. Empirical data from
this study indicates a
clear information flow

deficiency in cattle
producers' dyadic
relations hips.

To understand to what H3. H3,,H3b
extent power relations H3b
experienced by cattle H3d Hsa and Hsb are
producers of a conceptually correlated.
marketing channel are Régression analyses
influenced by the between items of Hsa and
uncertainty within the Hsb are highly significant.
primary task which suggest that cattle
environment of producers did not make a
Canadian cattle clear distinction between
producers. perceived importance of

marketing aspects of their
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j To understand to what
I estent power relations
j experienced by cattle
I producers of a
I marketing channel are
I influenced by the
I uncertainty within the
I primary task
I environment of
J Canadian cattle
I producers.

firm, and perceived
control of the same

aspects.

Cattle producers perceive
control over marketing
aspects of their firm and

importance of the same
aspects has being the
same. There is perhaps no
disconnect between
perceptions of power and
factual power for cattle
producers within in their
primary task environment.
The effects of perceived
environmental uncertainty,
in a crisis context, might
have created this
conceptual déviation ffom
marketing theory. Or,
cattle producers find it
difficult to evaluate the
power being endowed to
them by other chaimel
members.

H3a

The perceived control, or
power of marketing
variables related to the
flow of goods, civil
responsibility, and
marketing variables are
influenced by uncertainty
within the focal chamiel

member's primary task
environment. Sales related
activities, crédit and
pricing policies have no
significant relationship
with environmental

uncertainty.

1. Inventory policies,
order sizes,
participation with
professional
associations, food
safety practices, sales
promotion,
coopérative
advertising with
purchasers,
distribution policies
and delivery of
products are ail
marketing aspects that |
are influenced by
environmental

uncertainty, and
impinge on the
perceived marketing
control and power of
cattle producers.

2. Crédit policies, sales
___frainingj^^ale£n^eet^^
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To understand to what |
estent power relations

esperienced by cattle
producers of a
marketing channel are
influenced by the
uncertainty within the
primary task
environment of

j Canadian cattle
producers.

H3b

The relative inportance of 1.
marketing variables
related to the flow of

goods, and civil
responsibility are
influenced by uncertainty
within the focal channel

member's primary task
environment. Coopération
and exchange related
variables have some

association with

environmental uncertainty,
but is not signifîcant. Sales
related activities, crédit
and pricing policies have
no signifîcant relationship.

and pricing policies
seem to be unrelated

to primary task
environment

imcertainty of cattle
producers.

3. Many control-based
perceptions of
marketing aspects,
included in the

construct, that were

deemed significantly
related to primary task
environmental

uncertainty, were non
pecuniary by nature.

Inventory policies,
order sizes,
participation with
professional

associations, and food
safety practices are ail
marketing variables
that are influenced by
environmental

uncertainty. Sales
promotion,
advertising,
distribution policies
and delivery of
products are variables
that are, to some
extent, influenced by
environmental

uncertainty, and
inçinge on the
perceived marketing
power of cattle

producers.

2. Crédit policies, sales
training, sales meeting
and pricing policies
seem to be

unconnected with the

primary task
environment of cattle

producers in times of
uncertainty.

_^^_^nien^considerin£A
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I To understand to what |
I extent power relations
I experienced by cattle
I producers of a
J marketing channel are
I influenced by the
I uneertainty within the
I primary task
environment of

J Canadian cattle
I producers.

relationship between
the contre! of

marketing aspects and
its importance to
cattle producers,
perceptions and
reality seem to make
only one.

4. Food safety practices
were integrated as a
marketing aspect in a
construct for possibly
for the first time in

marketing literature,
and generated
signiflcant results.

5. In food safety,
changes at the macro
level may alter
marketing stratégies
at the primary task
level. In a sense, the
macro task players in
food safety are being
asked to conform to a
imiversal international

standard that is being
set outside of them by
forces of global
capital.

6. In their primary task
environment,
producers seem not to
rely on professional
associations to

represent their
interests. Many
associations seem to

share influence and

persuasion tasks and
lobby the govenunent
according to divergent |
political agendas, thus
tempering political
influence.
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To understand to what

extent power relations
experienced by cattle
producers of a
marketing channel are
influenced by the
uncertainty within the
primary task
environment of

Canadian cattle

producers.

H3d

Réputation, information,
pricing, and the extent of
offerings are sources of
power that are perceived
by focal channel members
to be positively influenced
by environmental
uncertainty. Knowledge
sharing with pmchasers
and branding seem not to
represent a legitimate
soince of power for focal
channel members in times

of uncertainty.

1. For cattle producers,
image and réputation
in the community,
pronpt delivery and
service, access to
market information,
compétitive pricing,
completeness of line
of products and large
lot buying are ail
marketing variables
that represent a source
of power that are
influenced by
environmental

uncertainty.

2. These fmdings would
suggest that BSE can
represent more than
just a managerial
problem, but may be
perceived as a societal
problem as a whole.
Since BSE seem to

bave been created by
industrial imprudence,
and is detrimental to

the réputation of an
industry. Cattle
producers arguably
felt less powerful due
to environmental

uncertainty created by
BSE.
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J To understand to what |
I extent dependencies
I experienced by cattle
I producers of
I marketing channel are
I influenced by the
I uncertainty within the
I primary task
I environment of
I Canadian cattle
I producers.

H3. Hjc

This study failed to find
any significant
relationship between
dependency and the focal
channel member's

perceived primary task
environment uncertainty.
Perceived optimistic and
pessimistic attributes to
dependency were
measured, but no
empirical evidence was
detected.

1. The fmdings of this
study suggest that
dependency is a
concept that is
difïïcult to measure in

a context where

environmental

uncertainty is
perceived.

2. Perhaps, dependency
is implicit for cattle
producers, and they
are oblivious to

systemic
dependencies, given
that cattle producers
have an economical

function that forces

them to be price
takers.

3. Most cattle producers
tender to the highest
bidders, or auction
directly to purchasers.
Economical

mechanics or trading
practices do not
necessarily imply that
cattle producers
perceive themselves
to be dépendent upon
interorganizational
relationships within a
marketing channel.

I To understand how
J and why conflicts
I erupt in a dyad due to
environmental

I uncertainty within
I cattle producers'
I primary task
environment, and how

j can they progress in
I time.

H2.

Hjb
H2c

H2a, H2b, H2C, H2d

When testing the major
hypothèses of the study
conceming the
relationship between
socio-political processes
and primary task
environmental uncertainty,
none of the four

competing hypothèses
received any support.
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H2.

To understand how The efFects of goal 1. In the snrvey, goal
dyadic coopération conqjatibility between compatibility was
takes place between cattle producers and rated by significance,
channel members in purchasers detected in the connection and
an uncertain study were weak, and no similarity. Given that
environment within definite conclusion can be the association
cattle producers' drawn based on the prescribed by Haa was
primary task présent data. Marketing insignificant, it can
environment, and how mix involvement, possibly suggest that
can they progress in relational familiarity, goal compatibility is
time. training and food safety extraneous to a cattle

factors bave non-existent producer's marketing
relationships with primary strategy, regardless if
task environmental environmental
imcertainty perceived by uncertainty is
the focal channel member. perceived or not.

2. It may perhaps be a
clear indicator that

goal compatibility is
uncommon, even

uimatural to cattle

producers. Therefore,
fîndings of this study
seem to entail, for
cattle producers, that
goal compatibility
caimot spur

conflictive and/or

coopérative relations
within a dyadic
relation, in an
uncertain

environment.

3. This study also hints
that, for cattle

producers in an
tmcertain

environment, goal
compatibility is a
futile concept if the
objective is to
imderstand how

conflictive and/or

coopérative relations
evolve in time.
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To understand how

and why conflicts
erupt in a dyad due to
environmental

uncertainty within
cattle producers'
primary task
environment, and how
can they progress in
time.

I To understand how
I dyadic coopération
I takes place between
I channel members in
an uncertain

I environment within
I cattle producers'
I primary task
1 environment, and how
I can they progress in
I time.

To understand how

and why conflicts
erupt in a dyad due to
environmental

uncertainty within
cattle producers'
primary task
environment, and how
can they progress in
time.

Hzb

Again, the effects of
domain consensus

between cattle producers
and purchasers detected in
the study were unclear,
and no defïnite conclusion
can be drawn based on the

présent data. Ordering
parameters, influence,
ordering procédures, and
crédit factors bave non-

existent relationships with
primary task
environmental uncertainty
perceived by the focal
channel member.

Hzc

In this study, empirical
evidence supporting Hac
was not obtained. The

évaluation of

accomplishment was
measured through two
factors: opinions and
disagreements, and
relational satisfaction. The
results do not indicate

causality between these
factors and primary task
environmental imcertainty.

Assignments, rôles,
tasks and function

pertinent to the flow
of distribution seem to

be concepts that are
difïîcult to evaluate in

an uncertain

enviromnent

involving cattle
producers. Therefore,
findings of this study
seem to suggest, for
cattle producers, that
domain consensus

caimot create

conflictive and/or

coopérative relations
within a dyadic
relation, in an
imcertain

enviromnent.

2. This study also
implies perhaps that,
for cattle producers in
an uncertain

enviromnent, domain
consensus is an

ineffective concept if
the objective is to
understand how

conflictive and/or

coopérative relations
evolve in time.

1. Findings of the
présent study suggest
that cattle producers
bestow very little
importance on the
following factors:
how pmchasers
perform their tasks,
the level of

competency of the
purchaser's personnel,
and possibly, the
satisfaction with the

service provided by
purchasers.
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To understand how

and why conilicts
erupt in a dyad due to
envlronmental

uncertainty within
cattle producers'
primary task
environment, and how
can they progress in
time.

H2d

Overall, findings of this
study présent no ençirical
support for Had- Internai
financial information

proved to be the only
factor considered in our

construct, and no

association was foimd

between it and primary
task environmental

uncertainty of
respondents.

2. Becausc of thèse

findings, it is difficult
to understand how

dyadic
coopération / conflict
takes place between
chamiel members in

an uncertain

environment within

the primary task of
Canadian cattle

producers, and how
they ean progress in
time.

1. Findings of this study
provide évidence that
cattle producers are
not necessarily at ease
with being confident
with purchasers, or
sharing information
with purchasers, or
even adhering with
channel décisions.

2. Not only that trust
within the cattle

producer / purchaser
dyad may not exist, it
can perhaps be
atypical to the way
they operate. Again,
the spécifie objectives
related to this

hypothesis were only
partially attained.



APPENDIX E

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE SURVEY



Respondent (Organization):
I  Location (Town/City):

Capacity (number of heads):
Téléphoné:

Confîdential - Questionnaire

This questionnaire addresses the relationship between cattle producers of the province of
Saskatchewan and slaughterhouses (packers) after the first Canadian native case of bovine
spongiform encephalopathy was discovered on May 20"" 2003.

How many organizations from each category of purchasers listed below were buvine vour
livestockonMay20"'2003?

(P3) Packers: (A3) Auctions: (B3) Brokers: (03) Others:

How many orgamzations from each category of purchasers listed below are buying your livestock
now?

(PN) Packers: (AN) Auctions: (EN) Brokers: (ON) Others:

To make this study meaningful, we ask that you specifically address the relationship between you
and the purchaser that représenta a packer, or packers, and buy most of your livestock now The
term "purchaser" will be used throughout this survey.

AU data will be held in strictest confidence. Only industry statistics will be published. No
firms or individuals will be identified.

Section 1

In this section we are interested m the nature of your business environment. Please circle the number that
corresponds to yom- perceptions.

Strongly Neither Strongly

SI„ceMa,20» 2003,yo«havebee„wio.e,si„gmore agree/disagree agree
unpredictable market turbulence and demand changes (MT11) 1 2 3 4 5

Since May 20"' 2003, the compétition in our industry
has intensified(Cll) 1 2 3 4 5

Since May 20 2003, the food safety standards and procédures
in our industry havegreatlychanged (SSII) 1 2 3 4 5

Since May 20"" 2003, we are more concemed about the future
of our business than ever before (Fil) 1 2 3 4 ';



How have the following aspects of your business environment chaneed since May 20* 2003?

Large
increase

No

change
Large

decrease

The niunber of purchasers of cattle in your
exporting markets (NPC12) 1 2

The level of sales compétition in your exporting markets
(LS12) 1 2

The profitability of yoiu" business (PB 12) 1 2

The niunber of purchasers who buy your product (NPP12) 1 2

The availability of your major supplier's products (AP12) 1 2

Thecomplianceofnewfoodsafetymeasures(CS12) 1 2

The influence of domestic food safety regulators (DFS12) 1 2

The influence of foreign food safety regulators (IFS 12) 1 2

Aside ffom normal seasonal or cyclical pattems, how stable have the following factors been since May 20* 2003?

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

Your major supplier's products sales (MS13)

Sales for your business as a whole (SBW13)

Technological factors (changes in farming technologies)
(TC13)

Your marketing practices (product mix, promotional
efforts, advertising stratégies) (MP13)

Product offerings (new product introduction, changes
in product features, quality, compliance of food
safety measures and standards) (PO 13)

Product prices (PI 3)

Your conpetitors' marketing stratégies (CMS13)

How similar or différent are your purchasers...

In terms of their income? (TI14)

In terms of their market knowledge? (MK14)

Large
increase

1

1

2

2

3

3

No

change

4

4

6

6

Large
decrease

7

7

Very
similar

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

2

2

3

3

4

4

4

Some

change

4

4

5

5

5

6

6

6

7

7

7

6

6

Very
différent

7

7



In their preference for product features, quality and
food safety? (PFQ14) 1

In their crédit needs? (CN14) 1

In their need for sales assistance or advice? (SA 14) 1

In their need for product information and food safety
requirements? (NPI14) 1

As far as you know, how similar or différent are your comnetitors .

Very
similar

In the number of products they offer? (NPO15) 1

In the type of products they offer? (TPO15) 1

In the quality of products they oflfer? (QPO15) 1

In the prices of their products? (PP15) 1

In the services they offer purchasers? (SOP15) 1

In terms of their sales volume? (TSV15) 1

In how many people they employ? (HMP15) 1

In the quality of products and food safety they offer? (QP15) 1

As far as you can tell, how différent or similar are your sunnliers

In their product offering? (PO 16)

In their product quality and food safety? (PQ16)

In terms of their size? (PQ16)

In their profitability? (PI6)

In how much information they provide for you? (IP16)

In how much training they provide for you? (TPI6)

In their relative market share? (RMS16)

Very
similar

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4  5

4  5

4  5

4  5

Some

change

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Some

change

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

7

7

7

Very
différent

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

Very
différent

6

6

6

6

6

6

6



Section 2

In this section, we are interested in the nature of coordination between you and the purchaser. Listed below is a
number of différent means of coordination. Responses can be indicated by checking the scales below.

To an To a To a To a To a To a To an
extremely very low low extent moderate high very high extremely

SInce May 20"" 2003,
They bave established a coopérative
advertising program with us (CAP21)

They assist us in putting together
the appropriate product mixes (AP21)

They offer us consulting services
for plant planning modemization, and
extensions (0C21)

They offer us various forms
of training and courses (0TC21)

They offer us guarantees for loans (0GL21)

They assist us with accounting
services and économie analyses (AA21)

They offer us guidelines for
product packaging (0G21)

They offer us fmancial assistance (0FA21)

They offer us a conçlete
marketing plan for our products (0CM21)

They offer us spécial trade
discounts or bonuses in order to get
them to concentrate on our lines of work (0FD21)

They assist us in selling
our product to distributors (AS21)

There is close and personal
contacts between our fum and the purchaser
(CPC21)

They assist us in food safety
Initiatives (AFS21)

low extent extent

2

2

2

2

extent extent extent high extent

6

6

6

6



Another aspect of the coordination between cattle producers and purchasers is how the varions means of
coordination are determined, and how the coordination is detailed vis-à-vis each purchaser.

Below is hsted a number of statements which describes varions means of coordination with the purchaser Please
mdicate to what degree each statement represents a good or poor description of the relationship between yonr fimi
and the specified purchaser.

Erroneous Very poor Poor Neither Good Very good Completely
description description description poor description description correct

Since May 20"" 2003,
Our price and discounts to the purchaser
are givens that cannot be negotiated (PD22)

We bave considérable influence on the
design and layout of the products sold
by the purchaser (CI22)

Advertising campaigns for our products
are determined in détail by the purchaser (AC22)

The purchaser détermines which ordering
procédures he is going to use (PD022)

We have a say in the détermination of
product and brand variety at the purchaser
level (DP22)

We décidé upon ail phases of
transportation and physical delivery
to the purchaser (DPT22)

We require that the purchaser can provide
good quality support for our products (RP22)

We offer no bargaining leverage vis-à-vis
the purchaser with respect to crédit (NB22)

The purchaser is completely free to buy
from any cattle producer that he wants (PCF22)

We require that the purchaser uses a certain
symbol of logo (PUS22)

The relations between the purchaser and our
firm are govemed by written contracts (PBR22)

The orders from the purchaser are made
periodically according to formulized
routines (OP22)

Complaints and retums from the purchaser
to us are handled through standard
procédures (CR22)

or good description



Their représentatives or consultants visit
us according to a fix time schedule (RCV22)

There is an absence of clear standards
on our part for product handiing and
food safety at the purchaser's plant (ACS22)

Deliveries from us to the purchaser are
made at fixed days and times (DU22)

We have the impression that the purchaser is
fiilly satisfied with our delivery tasks (IP22)

We think of ourselves to have a good
knowledge of the spécial needs and wants
of the final consumera (T022)

The consulting services offered by them
seem to be very useful for us (CS022)

There are seldom delays in our deliveries
to the purchaser (SD22)

The purchaser's persoimel are very
compétent at their work (PP22)

We always try to inform the purchaser early
about out of stock items or
discontinuation (IPE22)

We have the impression that the purchaser is
very satisfied with our crédit terms (IPS22)

We also have the impression that our
discount and bonus program is
perceived to be very satisfactory by the
purchaser (IDB22)

There are seldom errors in our deliveries
to this purchaser (SE22)

Erroneous Verypoor Poor Neither Good Very good Completely
descnption description description poor description description correct

descriptionor good

1 4



K is also ve^ important to obtain the purchaser's own évaluation of coordinative means with your firm. Please
indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with the statements listed below refeiting to the relations between yom
organization and the selected purchaser, and how it has evolved since May 20"" 2003.

Since May 20"" 2003,
The purchaser often wants to order goods
in so small quantities that our
inventories become too large (PWS23) 1

The purchaser's requirement that we rapidly
adapt to his changing market conditions
cannot always be met (PRR23) 1

High économie profitability at the
purchaser level is often obtained at the
costs of our own profitability (HE23) 1

The purchaser often wants us to carry a
broader assortment of products than
what we are cxurently doing (PWC23) 1

Oiu" suggestions of new practices are
often met with résistance from the
purchaser due to his strong traditionalism (SNP23) 1

Very Sfrongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly Very
strongly disagree agree or agree strongly
disagree disagree agree

The pinchaser and om firm have différent
opinions when it comes to the emergence
of new, alternative ways of distribution (PFD23) 1

The purchaser and om firm each carry their
equal share of storage and handling costs (PFC23) 1

There are often discussions between
our firm and the purchaser as to whom
has the responsibility for inferior or
defective products (OD23) 1

There is complété agreement between
our firm and the pmchaser conceming
the current ordering practices (CA23) 1

Selling to some of the purchaser's
competitors créâtes healthy local
conçetition (SPC23) 1

There are sometimes disagreements
between our firm and the purchaser
regarding which of us are responsible for
promotional activities (SD23) 1

There is complété agreement between
the pmchaser and our firm regarding
which customer groups we are going
to serve (CAB23) 1



The présent relationship between
our firm and the purchaser is based on
a very clear division of labour (PR23)

There are often disagreements between
our firm and the purchaser regarding the
sales practices used in his plant (s) (ODF23)

Informai agreements between the
purchaser and oiu firm are as good as
written contracta. (CA23)

When an agreement is made, we can
always rely that the purchaser fulfills ail
the requirements (WAM23)

In our relationship with this purchaser there
have never been instances where we
have had the feeling of being deceived (RPT23)

Producer's internai financial
information should not be shared with
the purchaser's customers (RIF23)

Bargaining is necessary in order to obtain
orders fi-om this purchaser (BN023)

In several instances one of us has

considered terminating our trade
relationship (SI23)

We have the feeling that the piuchaser
sometimes hides important information
fi-om us (FPH23)

There are numerous good personal
relations between persons of the two
fums (NGP23)

The building of reciprocal confidence
is a key element in our relationship
with the piuchaser (BRC23)

Our food safety standards and expectations
matches theirs (FSR23)

Very
strongly
disagree

Strongly Disagree Neither Agree
disagree agree or

disagree

Strongly Very
agree strongly

agree



Section 3

In tWs section, we are interested m the nature of socio-political structures (power and dependence relations) of your
relabonshp with the purchaser. Please indicate how you perceive the control that your firni bas over your nLrketing

betr """"'V20':.00V R.spo^es c™ bf
Nonexistant or of insignificant

importance
How i

of no importance
of some

importance
of significant
importance

of very
inçortancemportant is it for your

firm to control the following
aspects of your business?

Inventory policies (IP31)

Order sizes (0S31)

Pricing(P31)

Sales promotion (SP31)

Coopérative advertising with purchasers
(CAP31)
Distribution policies
(sélective vs extensive)
(DP31)
Delivery of products
(DRP31)
Crédit

(C31)
Quality of installation work
(QAW31)
Salespeople training
(ST31)
Sales meetings
(SM31)
Participation with professional
associations

(PBA31)
Food safety practices
(FSP31)

Nonexis

How important are the following
marketing aspects for your
firm?

Inventory policies (IP32)

Order sizes (OS32)

Pricing (P32)

Sales promotion (SP32)

Coopérative advertising with purchasers
(CAP32)

tant or

of no importance

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

of insignificant
importance

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

of some

importance

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

of significant
importance

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

ofvery
inçortance

5

5

5

5

5
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Distribution policies
(sélective vs extensive)
(DS32)
Delivery of products
(DP32)
Crédit

(032)
Quality of installation work
(QIW32)
Salespeople training
(SP32)
Sales meetings
(SM32)
Participation with professional
associations

(PPPA32)
Food safety practices
(FSP32)
Please indicate how you perceive your re
checking the scales below.

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

tionship with your purchaser now. Responses can be indicated by

In our trade area, there are other firms
that could provide purchasers with
conçarable products. (OF33)

In our trade area, the purchaser would incm
minimal costs in replacing oiu: firm with
another supplier. (PIM33)

It would be difïicult for the purchaser to
replace the sales and profits generated from
our products. (DR33)

Very Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly Very
strongly disagree a^eeor agree strongly

disagree agreedisagree

I

Even if we could, we would not drop the purchaser
because we like being associated with it. (NDP33) 1

We want to remain a member of the purchaser's
network because we genuinely enjoy our
relationship with it. (RM33) 1

Our positive feelings towards the purchaser make
us want to continue working with it. (PF33) 1
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Nonexistant or of insignificant
of no importance importance

In yonr view, how important are
these aspects for your fïrm now?

Customer preference (CP34)

Completeness of line of products (CLP34)

Financial and business advice (FBA34)

Sharing advertising expenditure (SAE34)

Product sales meetings (PSM34)

Salesman training (ST34)

Image and réputation in the
Community (IC34)

Prompt delivery and service (PDS34)

Access to market information (AMI34)

Large lot buying (LLB34)

Ability to buy direct (ARD34)

Ability to control brand choice (ACBC34)

Middleman brand support (MBS34)

Compétitive pricing (STR34)

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

of some of significant of very
unportance importance importance

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5



APPENDIX F

LETTER TO RESPONDENTS



FACULTY OF ADMINISTRATION Education Building, Rm 518
Regina, Saskatchewan
Canada 545 0A2

phone: (306)585.4724
fax: (306)585.5361

email: admin@uregina.ca
www.uregina.ca/admin

^ UNIVERSITY OF

fi. REGINA

April, 2005

Dear Respondent,

Research title: The impacts of environmental uncertainty on socio-political structures and
processes of a marketing channel : The case of the Canadian mad cow crisis

This study will investigate how your tasks within the beef supply chain can be influence by environmental
uncertainty, caused by a crisis. The main objective is to better imderstand how power and dependence relations can
influence interorganizational relationships. The aggregate results of this study will be used for académie research
purposes only.

Procédures: If you agree to participate, you are asked to answer the questions from the interviewer during a single
consultation. The interviewer asks the questions exactly as they are written on the questionnaire, in the same
sequence, using the same style, for ail interviews. If a question is not understood, the interviewer can repeat the
question in the same words. Generally, respondents complété the survey in about 30 minutes.

Participation: Completion of this questionnaire is voluntary. You may withdraw your participation at any time
durmg the inteiview. Refusai to participate will not influence or jeopardize services provided or treatment of the
subjecte. Even if your organization will not directly gain anything from participating to this survey, your contribution
will aid our research efforts and help raise understanding of these issues in the Canadian beef industry.

Confidentiality; Any information resulting from this research will be kept strictly confidential. Your questionnaire
answers will only be used in aggregate data analysis. I am presently collecting data as part of my doctoral thesis
research. Ail documents will be identified only by a code number and will be kept in a restricted filing cabinet.
Agreement and signature of the attached letter of consent implies approval to participate in this project.

If you have any questions about the research project or desire fiirther information with respect to this study please
contact the principal investigator:

Principal investi gator:

Sylvain Charlebois, Assistant Professer
Faculty of Administration (ED512.9), University of Regina
Phone: (306)337-2695 E-mail: sv!vain.charlebois@uregina.ca

Please note that the principal investigator is also a doctoral candidate from the Faculty of Administration of the
Umversity of Sherbrooke in Quebec. He is under the supervision of Pierre Turcotte of the University of Sherbrooke
((819)821-8000 ext.3339) and JoAnne Labrecque ofHEC Montréal ((514)340-6800).

TOs project was approved by the Research Ethics Board, University of Regina, and the Research Ethics Board
Umversity of Sherbrooke. If research subjects have any questions or concems about their rights or their treatment as
subjects, they may contact the Chair of the Researeh Board in Regina at 585-4775 or by E-mail:
research.ethics(SlureË,ina.ca, or the Chair of the Research Board in Sherbrooke at (819) 821 -8000, ext. 2289 or by E-

Michele.Vatz-Laaroussi@USherbrooke.ca. You may tear offthis sheet from the questionnafre, and keen it for
your records. You may also read and sign the letter of consent. Thank you for your participation.
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UNIVERSITY OF FACULTY OF administration Education Building, Rm 518
-|-v-w—( Y A Regina, Saskatchewan

i JN A. Canada S4S 0A2
phone: (306)585.4724
fax: (306)585.5361

email: admin@uregina.ca

T  .. rr^ ^ r » j www.uregina.ca/admin
Letter of Consent for Adults

Dear Respondent,

I am an assistant professer in the Faculty of Administration of the University of Regina in Saskatchewan, and also a
doctoral candidate ffom the Faculty of Administration of the University of Sherbrooke in Quebec. I am conducting a
research study to evaluate the impacts of environmental uncertainty on interorganizational relationships of a
marketing channel during a crisis.

Your participation will involve answering to a structured questionnaire. If you agree to participate, you are asked to
verbally answer the questions from a trained interviewer. The interviewer asks the questions exactly as they are
written on the questionnaire, in the same sequence, using the same style, for all interviews. If a question is net
understood, the interviewer can repeat the question in the same words. Generally, respondents complété the survey
in about 30 minutes. Your participation in this study is voluntary. If you choose not to participate or to withdraw
from the study at any time, there will be no penalty. Your contribution will directly aid the research efforts and help
raise understanding of these issues in the Canadian beef industry

The results of the research study may be published, but your name or the name of your organization will not be used.
I am presently collecting data as part of my doctoral thesis research. All documents will be identified only by a code
number and will be kept in a restricted filing cabinet.

If you bave any questions about the research project or desire further information with respect to this study, please
contact the principal investigator (see coordinates in letter of présentation).

Sincerely,

By signing below you are giving consent to participate in the above study.

(signature) (date)

If you bave any questions about your rights as a participant in this research, or if you feel you bave been placed at
risk, you can contact the Chair of the Research Board at 585-4775 or hy E-mail: research.ethics@uregina.ca.

This Project was approved by the Research Ethics Board, University of Regina, and the Research Ethics Board,
University of Sherbrooke. If research subjects bave any questions or concems about their rights or their treatmènt as
subjects, they may contact the Chair of the Research Board in Regina at 585-4775 or by E-mail:
research. eth ics@uregina. ca. or the Chair of the Research Board in Sherbrooke at (819) 821-8000, ext. 2289 or by E-
mail: Michele.Vatz-Laaroussi@.USherbrooke.ca
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UNIVERSITY OF office of research services

REGINA MEMORANDUM

APt 1 e 2S0S
DATE: March31,2005

TO: S. Charlebois

Administration

FROM: J.Roy
Chair, Research Ethics Board

Re: The Impacts of Environmental Uncertainty on Socio-Political Structures and
Processes of a Marketing Channel: The Case of the Canadien Mad Cow Crisis
(39R0405)

Please be advised that the University of Regina Research Ethics Board bas reviewed your
proposai and found it to be:

0^ 1. ACCEPTABLE AS SUBMITTED. Only applicants with this désignation have
ethical approvai to proceed with their research as described in their applications.
The Tri-Council Policy Statement on Ethical Conduct for Research Involving
Humans requires the researcherto send the Chair of the REB annual reports and
notice of project conclusion for research lasting more than one year (Section 1F).
ETHICAL CLEARANCE MUST BE RENEWED BY SUBMITTING A BRIEF

STATUS REPORT EVERY TWELVE MONTHS. Clearance will be revoked

uniess a satisfactory status report is received.

□ 2. ACCEPTABLE SUBJECT TO CHANGES AND PRECAUTIONS (SEE
ATTACHED). Changes must be submitted to the REB and subsequently
approved prior to beginning research. Please address the concerns raised by
the reviewer(s) by means of a supplementarv mémo to the Chair of the REB. Do
not submit a new application. Please provide the supplementary
mémorandum**, or contact the REB concerning the progress of the project,
before May 31, 2005 in order to keep your file active. Once changes are
deemed acceptable, approvai will be granted.

□ 3. UNACCEPTABLE AS SUBMITTED. Please contact the Chair of the REB for
advice on how the project proposai might be revised.

^j>Jb^Roy
c. J. Labrecque, HEC Montréal, superviser
JR/rr/ethics2.dot

** supplementary mémorandum should be forwarded to the Chair of the Research Ethics Boaru ai me
Office of Research Services (AH 505) or by e-mail to research.ethics@uregina.ca
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UNIVERSITÉ DE

SHERBROOKE

Faculté des lettres et sciences humaines

Sherbrooke (Québec) J1K2R1

Le 24 mars 2005

Monsieur Sylvain Charlebois
Étudiant au doctorat
Faculté d'administration

Objet : The impacts of environmental uncertainly on socio-poiitical structures and
processes of a marketing channel : The case of the canadien mad cow crisis

Monsieur,

À la lumière des informations fournies et à la suite de l'examen des documents soumis, le comité juge
que le projet intitulé The impacts of environmental uncertainly on socio-political structures and
processes of a marketing channel : The case of the canadien mad cow crisis respecte les règles
éthiques de la recherche (voir le certificat d'approbation ci-joint). Toutefois, le comité éthique
disciplinaire vous recommande de :

Préciser qui se déplacera pour l'entrevue, le participant ou le chercheur?
Inscrire les coordonnées du directeur de thèse sur le formulaire de consentement.

-  Préciser les objectifs.
Inscrire Projet non subventionné.

-  Inscrire Tout refus de participer n'entraînera aucun préjudice.
-  Ajouter Confidentiel et anonyme.
-  Ajouter Destruction des données (préciser le délai avant la destruction des données).
-  Ajouter le numéro de téléphone de la responsable du comité d'éthique de Sherbrooke.
-  Modifier Consentement éclairé.

-  Il serait souhaitable de préciser aussi la façon de choisir les participants et la façon de solliciter.

En terminant, je vous rappelle qu'il est de votre responsabilité d'informer le comité de toutes
modifications qui pourraient être apportées à votre projet.

Le comité vous remercie d'avoir soumis votre demande d'approbation à son attention et vous souhaite
le plus grand succès dans la réalisation de cette recherche et vous prie d'accepter ses salutations
distinguées.

Michèle Vatz-Laaroussi

Présidente du comité d'éthique de la recherche
Faculté des lettres et sciences humaines

Téléphone : (819) 821-8000 poste 2289

p.j. Certificat d'éthique

c.c. Pierre Turcotte, directeur de recherche
Francine Turmel, vice-doyenne à la recherche



UNIVERSITÉ DE

SHERBROOKE
Comité Éthique de la recherche lettres et sciences humaines

CERTIFICAT, D'ETHI

Titre du projet : The impacts of environmental uncertainly on socio-political structures and
processes of a markting channel : The case of the canadien mad cow crisis

Projet subventionné CD Projet non subventionné dl Projet de maîtrise ou de doctorat 0

Nom de l'étudiante : Sylvain Charlebois

Nom du directeur : Pierre Turcotte

Nom du responsable :

DÉCISION : Favorable 0 Unanime 0 Majoritaire 0

Défavorable 0 Unanime 0 Majoritaire 0

DÉCISION DIFFÉRÉE : 0

SUIVI ÉTHIQUE :

6 mois 0 1 an 0

ou

sous la responsabilité de la directrice ou du directeur du projet 0

COMMENTAIRES :

i

Présidente du Comité d'éthique de la recherche ;

Date ; O  ̂


